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Good Afternoon LMC,
 
Over the past several months Accreditation Standard Teams have been interviewing experts, writing
 drafts, meeting with committees, and gathering evidence while developing the initial draft of
 the LMC ACCJC Institutional Self-Evaluation Report 2020. A comprehensive self-evaluation requires
 institutional reflection and benefits from college-wide dialogue and engagement. It is with that spirit
 of collaboration we invite you all to review this early draft and share your input, suggestions, and
 feedback with our teams.  
 
The first draft of our Institutional Self Evaluation Report (ISER) 2020 is attached to this e-mail,
 separated into the different accreditation standards. Standard III is still under construction during
 the transition in leadership. When a draft becomes available we will provide it for your review and
 feedback. For your reference, we have attached the ACCJC Accreditation Standards Adopted June
 2014.
 
Please note that the Analysis & Evaluation section for each standard is still being written and the
 feedback we receive from you will help inform that work. You can submit your feedback on the draft
 at any time through the end of the spring 2019 semester directly to the Accreditation Standard
 Captains below who are responsible for the standard you have reviewed. We will also be requesting
 review and feedback during the May 6, 2019 College Assembly.
 

Standard: Send feedback to:
I_ABC: Institutional Effectiveness Chialin Hsieh and/or BethAnn Stone
II_A: Instruction Sally Montemayor Lenz and/or Nancy Ybarra
II_B: Library and Learning Support Christina Goff
II_C: Student Services Dave Belman
III_ABCD: HR, Facility, Technology, and
 Finance

Dave Vigo

IV_A: Decision Making Bob Kratochvil and/or Jennifer Adams
IV_B: CEO Josh Bearden

 
 
Helpful Hints  
 

·        At this very early stage, please focus your review and feedback on the content of the report
 and not the spelling, grammar or formatting. Please note, the red italicized font in some
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ACCREDITING COMMISSION FOR COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGES 
Western Association of Schools and Colleges 


 


Accreditation Standards 
(Adopted June 2014) 


 


Introduction1
 


 
The primary purpose of an ACCJC–accredited institution is to foster student learning and student 
achievement. An effective institution ensures that its resources, programs, and services, 
whenever, wherever, and however delivered, support student learning and achievement. The 
effective institution ensures academic quality and continuous improvement through ongoing 
assessment of learning and achievement and pursues institutional excellence and improvement 
through ongoing, integrated planning and evaluation. 


 
There are four Standards that work together to define and promote student success, academic 
quality, institutional integrity, and excellence. The mission provides a framework for all 
institutional goals and activities. The institution provides the means for students to learn and 
achieve their goals, assesses how well learning is occurring, and strives to improve learning and 
achievement through ongoing, systematic, and integrated evaluation and planning (Standard I). 
Student learning programs and support services make possible the academic quality that supports 
student success (Standard II). Human, physical, technology, and financial resources enable these 
programs and services to function and improve (Standard III). Ethical and effective leadership 
throughout the organization guides the accomplishment of the mission and supports institutional 
effectiveness and improvement (Standard IV). Integrating the elements of the Standards gives 
institutions the means to develop a comprehensive assessment of academic quality, institutional 
integrity and effectiveness, and a path to continuous improvement. 


 
Standard I: Mission, Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness, 
and Integrity 
The institution demonstrates strong commitment to a mission that emphasizes student 
learning and student achievement.  Using analysis of quantitative and qualitative data, the 
institution continuously and systematically evaluates, plans, implements, and improves the 
quality of its educational programs and services.  The institution demonstrates integrity in all 
policies, actions, and communication. The administration, faculty, staff, and governing board 
members act honestly, ethically, and fairly in the performance of their duties. 


 
A. Mission 


 
1. The mission describes the institution’s broad educational purposes, its intended 


student population, the types of degrees and other credentials it offers, and its 
commitment to student learning and student achievement. (ER 6) 


 
 
 


 


1 The Introduction section and opening paragraphs of each Standard are not intended for citation as stand- 
ards. They are introductory in nature only. 
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2. The institution uses data to determine how effectively it is accomplishing its 
mission, and whether the mission directs institutional priorities in meeting the 
educational needs of students. 


 
3. The institution’s programs and services are aligned with its mission. The mission 


guides institutional decision-making, planning, and resource allocation and informs 
institutional goals for student learning and achievement. 


 
4. The institution articulates its mission in a widely published statement approved by 


the governing board. The mission statement is periodically reviewed and updated 
as necessary. (ER 6) 


 
B. Assuring Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness 


Academic Quality 
 


1. The institution demonstrates a sustained, substantive and collegial dialog about 
student outcomes, student equity, academic quality, institutional effectiveness, 
and continuous improvement of student learning and achievement. 


 
2. The institution defines and assesses student learning outcomes for all instructional 


programs and student and learning support services. (ER 11) 
 


3. The institution establishes institution-set standards for student achievement, 
appropriate to its mission, assesses how well it is achieving them in pursuit of 
continuous improvement, and publishes this information. (ER 11) 


 
4. The institution uses assessment data and organizes its institutional processes to 


support student learning and student achievement. 
 


Institutional Effectiveness 
 


5. The institution assesses accomplishment of its mission through program review and 
evaluation of goals and objectives, student learning outcomes, and student 
achievement. Quantitative and qualitative data are disaggregated for analysis by 
program type and mode of delivery. 


 
6. The institution disaggregates and analyzes learning outcomes and achievement for 


subpopulations of students.  When the institution identifies performance gaps, it 
implements strategies, which may include allocation or reallocation of human, 
fiscal and other resources, to mitigate those gaps and evaluates the efficacy of 
those strategies. 


 
7. The institution regularly evaluates its policies and practices across all areas of the 


institution, including instructional programs, student and learning support services, 
resource management, and governance processes to assure their effectiveness in 
supporting academic quality and accomplishment of mission. 


 
8. The institution broadly communicates the results of all of its assessment and 


evaluation activities so that the institution has a shared understanding of its 
strengths and weaknesses and sets appropriate priorities. 
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9. The institution engages in continuous, broad based, systematic evaluation and 
planning.  The institution integrates program review, planning, and resource 
allocation into a comprehensive process that leads to accomplishment of its 
mission and improvement of institutional effectiveness and academic quality. 
Institutional planning addresses short- and long-range needs for educational 
programs and services and for human, physical, technology, and financial 
resources. (ER 19) 


 
C. Institutional Integrity 


 
1. The institution assures the clarity, accuracy, and integrity of information provided 


to students and prospective students, personnel, and all persons or organizations 
related to its mission statement, learning outcomes, educational programs, and 
student support services.  The institution gives accurate information to students 
and the public about its accreditation status with all of its accreditors. (ER 20) 


 
2. The institution provides a print or online catalog for students and prospective 


students with precise, accurate, and current information on all facts, 
requirements, policies, and procedures listed in the “Catalog Requirements” (see 
endnote). (ER 20) 


 
3. The institution uses documented assessment of student learning and evaluation of 


student achievement to communicate matters of academic quality to appropriate 
constituencies, including current and prospective students and the public. (ER 19) 


 
4. The institution describes its certificates and degrees in terms of their purpose, 


content, course requirements, and expected learning outcomes. 
 


5. The institution regularly reviews institutional policies, procedures, and 
publications to assure integrity in all representations of its mission, programs, and 
services. 


 
6. The institution accurately informs current and prospective students regarding the 


total cost of education, including tuition, fees, and other required expenses, 
including textbooks, and other instructional materials. 


 
7. In order to assure institutional and academic integrity, the institution uses and 


publishes governing board policies on academic freedom and responsibility. These 
policies make clear the institution’s commitment to the free pursuit and 
dissemination of knowledge, and its support for an atmosphere in which 
intellectual freedom exists for all constituencies, including faculty and students. 
(ER 13) 


 
8. The institution establishes and publishes clear policies and procedures that 


promote honesty, responsibility and academic integrity. These policies apply to all 
constituencies and include specifics relative to each, including student behavior, 
academic honesty and the consequences for dishonesty. 


 
9. Faculty distinguish between personal conviction and professionally accepted views 


in a discipline.  They present data and information fairly and objectively. 
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10. Institutions that require conformity to specific codes of conduct of staff, faculty, 
administrators, or students, or that seek to instill specific beliefs or world views, 
give clear prior notice of such policies, including statements in the catalog and/or 
appropriate faculty and student handbooks. 


 
11. Institutions operating in foreign locations operate in conformity with the Standards 


and applicable Commission policies for all students.  Institutions must have 
authorization from the Commission to operate in a foreign location. 


 
12. The institution agrees to comply with Eligibility Requirements, Accreditation 


Standards, Commission policies, guidelines, and requirements for public disclosure, 
institutional reporting, team visits, and prior approval of substantive changes. 
When directed to act by the Commission, the institution responds to meet 
requirements within a time period set by the Commission.  It discloses information 
required by the Commission to carry out its accrediting responsibilities. (ER 21) 


 
13. The institution advocates and demonstrates honesty and integrity in its 


relationships with external agencies, including compliance with regulations and 
statutes.  It describes itself in consistent terms to all of its accrediting agencies 
and communicates any changes in its accredited status to the Commission, 
students, and the public. (ER 21) 


 
14. The institution ensures that its commitments to high quality education, student 


achievement and student learning are paramount to other objectives such as 
generating financial returns for investors, contributing to a related or parent 
organization, or supporting external interests. 
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Standard II: Student Learning Programs and Support Services 
The institution offers instructional programs, library and learning support services, and 
student support services aligned with its mission.  The institution’s programs are 
conducted at levels of quality and rigor appropriate for higher education. The institution 
assesses its educational quality through methods accepted in higher education, makes the 
results of its assessments available to the public, and uses the results to improve 
educational quality and institutional effectiveness.  The institution defines and 
incorporates into all of its degree programs a substantial component of general education 
designed to ensure breadth of knowledge and to promote intellectual inquiry.  The 
provisions of this standard are broadly applicable to all instructional programs and 
student and learning support services offered in the name of the institution. 


 
A. Instructional Programs 


 
1. All instructional programs, regardless of location or means of delivery, 


including distance education and correspondence education, are offered in 
fields of study consistent with the institution’s mission, are appropriate to 
higher education, and culminate in student attainment of identified student 
learning outcomes, and achievement of degrees, certificates, employment, or 
transfer to other higher education programs. (ER 9 and ER 11) 


 
2. (Applicable to institutions with comprehensive reviews scheduled through 


Fall 2019.1)   Faculty, including full time, part time, and adjunct faculty, 
ensure that the content and methods of instruction meet generally accepted 
academic and professional standards and expectations.  Faculty and others 
responsible act to continuously improve instructional courses, programs and 
directly related services through systematic evaluation to assure currency, 
improve teaching and learning strategies, and promote student success. 


 
(Applicable to institutions with comprehensive reviews scheduled after 
Fall 2019. 1)   Faculty, including full time, part time, and adjunct faculty, 
regularly engage in ensuring that the content and methods of instruction meet 
generally accepted academic and professional standards and expectations. In 
exercising collective ownership over the design and improvement of the 
learning experience, faculty conduct systematic and inclusive program review, 
using student achievement data, in order to continuously improve instructional 
courses and programs, thereby ensuring program currency, improving teaching 
and learning strategies, and promoting student success. 


  
3. The institution identifies and regularly assesses learning outcomes for courses, 


programs, certificates and degrees using established institutional procedures.  
The institution has officially approved and current course outlines that 
include student learning outcomes.  In every class section students receive a 
course syllabus that includes learning outcomes from the institution’s 
officially approved course outline. 


 
4. If the institution offers pre-collegiate level curriculum, it distinguishes that 


curriculum from college level curriculum and directly supports students in 


                                                           
1 The Commission acted to modify the Standard during its January 2018 Board of Directors meeting.   
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learning the knowledge and skills necessary to advance to and succeed in 
college level curriculum. 


 
5. The institution’s degrees and programs follow practices common to American 


higher education, including appropriate length, breadth, depth, rigor, course 
sequencing, time to completion, and synthesis of learning.  The institution 
ensures that minimum degree requirements are 60 semester credits or 
equivalent at the associate level, and 120 credits or equivalent at the 
baccalaureate level. (ER 12) 


 
6. The institution schedules courses in a manner that allows students to 


complete certificate and degree programs within a period of time 
consistent with established expectations in higher education. (ER 9) 


 
7. The institution effectively uses delivery modes, teaching methodologies 


and learning support services that reflect the diverse and changing 
needs of its students, in support of equity in success for all students. 


 
8. The institution validates the effectiveness of department-wide course and/or 


program examinations, where used, including direct assessment of prior 
learning. The institution ensures that processes are in place to reduce test 
bias and enhance reliability. 


 
9. The institution awards course credit, degrees and certificates based on 


student attainment of learning outcomes.  Units of credit awarded are 
consistent with institutional policies that reflect generally accepted norms or 
equivalencies in higher education. If the institution offers courses based on 
clock hours, it follows Federal standards for clock-to-credit-hour conversions. 
(ER 10) 


 
10. The institution makes available to its students clearly stated transfer-of-credit 


policies in order to facilitate the mobility of students without penalty.  In 
accepting transfer credits to fulfill degree requirements, the institution 
certifies that the expected learning outcomes for transferred courses are 
comparable to the learning outcomes of its own courses.  Where patterns of 
student enrollment between institutions are identified, the institution develops 
articulation agreements as appropriate to its mission. (ER 10) 


 
11. The institution includes in all of its programs, student learning outcomes, 


appropriate to the program level, in communication competency, 
information competency, quantitative competency, analytic inquiry skills, 
ethical reasoning, the ability to engage diverse perspectives, and other 
program-specific learning outcomes. 


 
12. The institution requires of all of its degree programs a component of general 


education based on a carefully considered philosophy for both associate and 
baccalaureate degrees that is clearly stated in its catalog.  The institution, 
relying on faculty expertise, determines the appropriateness of each course 
for inclusion in the general education curriculum, based upon student learning 
outcomes and competencies appropriate to the degree level. The learning 
outcomes include a student’s preparation for and acceptance of responsible 
participation in civil society, skills for lifelong learning and application of 
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learning, and a broad comprehension of the development of knowledge, 
practice, and interpretive approaches in the arts and humanities, the 
sciences, mathematics, and social sciences. (ER 12) 


 
13. All degree programs include focused study in at least one area of inquiry or 


in an established interdisciplinary core. The identification of specialized 
courses in an area of inquiry or interdisciplinary core is based upon student 
learning outcomes and competencies, and include mastery, at the 
appropriate degree level, of key theories and practices within the field of 
study. 


 
14. Graduates completing career-technical certificates and degrees demonstrate 


technical and professional competencies that meet employment standards and 
other applicable standards and preparation for external licensure and 
certification. 


15. When programs are eliminated or program requirements are significantly 
changed, the institution makes appropriate arrangements so that enrolled 
students may complete their education in a timely manner with a minimum of 
disruption. 


 
16. The institution regularly evaluates and improves the quality and currency of all 


instructional programs offered in the name of the institution, including 
collegiate, pre-collegiate, career-technical, and continuing and community 
education courses and programs, regardless of delivery mode or location.  The 
institution systematically strives to improve programs and courses to enhance 
learning outcomes and achievement for students. 


 
B. Library and Learning Support Services 


 
1. The institution supports student learning and achievement by providing library, 


and other learning support services to students and to personnel responsible 
for student learning and support. These services are sufficient in quantity, 
currency, depth, and variety to support educational programs, regardless of 
location or means of delivery, including distance education and 
correspondence education. Learning support services include, but are not 
limited to, library collections, tutoring, learning centers, computer 
laboratories, learning technology, and ongoing instruction for users of library 
and other learning support services. (ER 17) 


 
2. Relying on appropriate expertise of faculty, including librarians, and other 


learning support services professionals, the institution selects and maintains 
educational equipment and materials to support student learning and enhance 
the achievement of the mission. 


 
3. The institution evaluates library and other learning support services to assure 


their adequacy in meeting identified student needs. Evaluation of these 
services includes evidence that they contribute to the attainment of student 
learning outcomes. The institution uses the results of these evaluations as the 
basis for improvement. 


 
4. When the institution relies on or collaborates with other institutions or other 
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sources for library and other learning support services for its instructional 
programs, it documents that formal agreements exist and that such resources 
and services are adequate for the institution’s intended purposes, are easily 
accessible and utilized.  The institution takes responsibility for and assures 
the security, maintenance, and reliability of services provided either directly 
or through contractual arrangement. The institution regularly evaluates these 
services to ensure their effectiveness. (ER 17) 


 
C. Student Support Services 


 
1. The institution regularly evaluates the quality of student support services and 


demonstrates that these services, regardless of location or means of delivery, 
including distance education and correspondence education, support student 
learning, and enhance accomplishment of the mission of the institution. (ER 15) 
 


2. The institution identifies and assesses learning support outcomes for its student 
population and provides appropriate student support services and programs to 
achieve those outcomes.  The institution uses assessment data to continuously 
improve student support programs and services. 


 
3. The institution assures equitable access to all of its students by providing 


appropriate, comprehensive, and reliable services to students regardless of service 
location or delivery method. (ER 15) 


 
4. Co-curricular programs and athletics programs are suited to the institution’s 


mission and contribute to the social and cultural dimensions of the educational 
experience of its students.  If the institution offers co-curricular or athletic 
programs, they are conducted with sound educational policy and standards of 
integrity.  The institution has responsibility for the control of these programs, 
including their finances. 


 
5. The institution provides counseling and/or academic advising programs to support 


student development and success and prepares faculty and other personnel 
responsible for the advising function.  Counseling and advising programs orient 
students to ensure they understand the requirements related to their programs of 
study and receive timely, useful, and accurate information about relevant 
academic requirements, including graduation and transfer policies. 


 
6. The institution has adopted and adheres to admission policies consistent with its 


mission that specify the qualifications of students appropriate for its programs. 
The institution defines and advises students on clear pathways to complete 
degrees, certificate and transfer goals. (ER 16) 


 
7. The institution regularly evaluates admissions and placement instruments and 


practices to validate their effectiveness while minimizing biases. 
 


8. The institution maintains student records permanently, securely, and 
confidentially, with provision for secure backup of all files, regardless of the form 
in which those files are maintained.  The institution publishes and follows 
established policies for release of student records. 
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Standard III: Resources 
The institution effectively uses its human, physical, technology, and financial resources 
to achieve its mission and to improve academic quality and institutional effectiveness. 
Accredited colleges in multi-college systems may be organized so that responsibility for 
resources, allocation of resources, and planning rests with the district/system. In such 
cases, the district/system is responsible for meeting the Standards, and an evaluation of 
its performance is reflected in the accredited status of the institution(s). 


 
A. Human Resources 


 
1. The institution assures the integrity and quality of its programs and services 


by employing administrators, faculty and staff who are qualified by 
appropriate education, training, and experience to provide and support 
these programs and services. Criteria, qualifications, and procedures for 
selection of personnel are clearly and publicly stated and address the needs 
of the institution in serving its student population.  Job descriptions are 
directly related to institutional mission and goals and accurately reflect 
position duties, responsibilities, and authority. 


 
2. Faculty qualifications include knowledge of the subject matter and requisite 


skills for the service to be performed.  Factors of qualification include 
appropriate degrees, professional experience, discipline expertise, level of 
assignment, teaching skills, scholarly activities, and potential to contribute 
to the mission of the institution. Faculty job descriptions include 
development and review of curriculum as well as assessment of learning. (ER 
14) 


 
3. Administrators and other employees responsible for educational programs 


and services possess qualifications necessary to perform duties required to 
sustain institutional effectiveness and academic quality. 


 
4. Required degrees held by faculty, administrators and other employees are from 


institutions accredited by recognized U.S. accrediting agencies.  Degrees from 
non- 
U.S. institutions are recognized only if equivalence has been established. 


 
5. The institution assures the effectiveness of its human resources by evaluating 


all personnel systematically and at stated intervals.  The institution 
establishes written criteria for evaluating all personnel, including 
performance of assigned duties and participation in institutional 
responsibilities and other activities appropriate to their expertise.  Evaluation 
processes seek to assess effectiveness of personnel and encourage 
improvement. Actions taken following evaluations are formal, timely, and 
documented. 


 
6. The evaluation of faculty, academic administrators, and other personnel 


directly responsible for student learning includes, as a component of that 
evaluation, consideration of how these employees use the results of the 
assessment of learning outcomes to improve teaching and learning. (Effective 
January 2018, Standard III.A.6 is no longer applicable. The Commission acted 
to delete the Standard during its January 2018 Board of Directors meeting.) 
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7. The institution maintains a sufficient number of qualified faculty, which 


includes full time faculty and may include part time and adjunct faculty, to 
assure the fulfillment of faculty responsibilities essential to the quality of 
educational programs and services to achieve institutional mission and 
purposes. (ER 14) 


 
8. An institution with part time and adjunct faculty has employment policies and 


practices which provide for their orientation, oversight, evaluation, and 
professional development. The institution provides opportunities for 
integration of part time and adjunct faculty into the life of the institution. 


 
9. The institution has a sufficient number of staff with appropriate 


qualifications to support the effective educational, technological, physical, 
and administrative operations of the institution. (ER 8) 


 
10. The institution maintains a sufficient number of administrators with 


appropriate preparation and expertise to provide continuity and effective 
administrative leadership and services that support the institution’s mission 
and purposes. (ER 8) 


 
11. The institution establishes, publishes, and adheres to written personnel 


policies and procedures that are available for information and review. Such 
policies and procedures are fair and equitably and consistently 
administered. 


 
12. Through its policies and practices, the institution creates and maintains 


appropriate programs, practices, and services that support its diverse 
personnel. The institution regularly assesses its record in employment equity 
and diversity consistent with its mission. 


 
13. The institution upholds a written code of professional ethics for all of 


its personnel, including consequences for violation. 
 


14. The institution plans for and provides all personnel with appropriate 
opportunities for continued professional development, consistent with the 
institutional mission and based on evolving pedagogy, technology, and 
learning needs.  The institution systematically evaluates professional 
development programs and uses the results of these evaluations as the basis 
for improvement. 


 
15. The institution makes provision for the security and confidentiality of 


personnel records.  Each employee has access to his/her personnel records 
in accordance with law. 


 
B. Physical Resources 


 
1. The institution assures safe and sufficient physical resources at all locations 


where it offers courses, programs, and learning support services. They are 
constructed and maintained to assure access, safety, security, and a healthful 
learning and working environment. 
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2. The institution plans, acquires or builds, maintains, and upgrades or replaces 
its physical resources, including facilities, equipment, land, and other 
assets, in a manner that assures effective utilization and the continuing 
quality necessary to support its programs and services and achieve its 
mission. 


 
3. To assure the feasibility and effectiveness of physical resources in supporting 


institutional programs and services, the institution plans and evaluates its 
facilities and equipment on a regular basis, taking utilization and other 
relevant data into account. 


 
4. Long-range capital plans support institutional improvement goals and 


reflect projections of the total cost of ownership of new facilities and 
equipment. 


 
C. Technology Resources 


 
1. Technology services, professional support, facilities, hardware, and software 


are appropriate and adequate to support the institution’s management and 
operational functions, academic programs, teaching and learning, and support 
services. 


 
2. The institution continuously plans for, updates and replaces technology to 


ensure its technological infrastructure, quality and capacity are adequate to 
support its mission, operations, programs, and services. 


 
3. The institution assures that technology resources at all locations where it 


offers courses, programs, and services are implemented and maintained to 
assure reliable access, safety, and security. 


 
4. The institution provides appropriate instruction and support for faculty, 


staff, students, and administrators, in the effective use of technology and 
technology systems related to its programs, services, and institutional 
operations. 


 
5. The institution has policies and procedures that guide the appropriate 


use of technology in the teaching and learning processes. 
 
D. Financial Resources 


Planning 
 


1. Financial resources are sufficient to support and sustain student learning 
programs and services and improve institutional effectiveness.  The 
distribution of resources supports the development, maintenance, allocation 
and reallocation, and enhancement of programs and services.  The institution 
plans and manages its financial affairs with integrity and in a manner that 
ensures financial stability. (ER 18) 


 
2. The institution’s mission and goals are the foundation for financial planning, 


and financial planning is integrated with and supports all institutional 
planning.  The institution has policies and procedures to ensure sound 
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financial practices and financial stability.  Appropriate financial information 
is disseminated throughout the institution in a timely manner. 


 
3. The institution clearly defines and follows its guidelines and processes for 


financial planning and budget development, with all constituencies having 
appropriate opportunities to participate in the development of institutional 
plans and budgets. 


 


Fiscal Responsibility and Stability 
 


4. Institutional planning reflects a realistic assessment of financial resource 
availability, development of financial resources, partnerships, and 
expenditure requirements. 


 
5. To assure the financial integrity of the institution and responsible use of its 


financial resources, the internal control structure has appropriate control 
mechanisms and widely disseminates dependable and timely information for 
sound financial decision making. The institution regularly evaluates its 
financial management practices and uses the results to improve internal 
control systems. 


 
6. Financial documents, including the budget, have a high degree of credibility 


and accuracy, and reflect appropriate allocation and use of financial 
resources to support student learning programs and services. 


 
7. Institutional responses to external audit findings are comprehensive, timely, 


and communicated appropriately. 
 


8. The institution’s financial and internal control systems are evaluated and 
assessed for validity and effectiveness, and the results of this assessment are 
used for improvement. 


 
9. The institution has sufficient cash flow and reserves to maintain stability, 


support strategies for appropriate risk management, and, when necessary, 
implement contingency plans to meet financial emergencies and unforeseen 
occurrences. 


 
10. The institution practices effective oversight of finances, including 


management of financial aid, grants, externally funded programs, 
contractual relationships, auxiliary organizations or foundations, and 
institutional investments and assets. 


 


Liabilities 
 


11. The level of financial resources provides a reasonable expectation of both 
short- term and long-term financial solvency.  When making short-range 
financial plans, the institution considers its long-range financial priorities to 
assure financial stability. The institution clearly identifies, plans, and 
allocates resources for payment of liabilities and future obligations. 
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12. The institution plans for and allocates appropriate resources for the payment of 
liabilities and future obligations, including Other Post-Employment Benefits 
(OPEB), compensated absences, and other employee related obligations.  The 
actuarial plan to determine Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) is current 
and prepared as required by appropriate accounting standards. 


 
13. On an annual basis, the institution assesses and allocates resources for the 


repayment of any locally incurred debt instruments that can affect the financial 
condition of the institution. 


 
14. All financial resources, including short- and long-term debt instruments (such as 


bonds and Certificates of Participation), auxiliary activities, fund-raising efforts, 
and grants, are used with integrity in a manner consistent with the intended 
purpose of the funding source. 


 
15. The institution monitors and manages student loan default rates, revenue streams, 


and assets to ensure compliance with federal requirements, including Title IV of 
the Higher Education Act, and comes into compliance when the federal 
government identifies deficiencies. 


 
Contractual Agreements 


 
16. Contractual agreements with external entities are consistent with the mission and 


goals of the institution, governed by institutional policies, and contain appropriate 
provisions to maintain the integrity of the institution and the quality of its 
programs, services, and operations. 
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Standard IV: Leadership and Governance 
The institution recognizes and uses the contributions of leadership throughout the  
organization for promoting student success, sustaining academic quality, integrity, fiscal 
stability, and continuous improvement of the institution.  Governance roles are defined in 
policy and are designed to facilitate decisions that support student learning programs and 
services and improve institutional effectiveness, while acknowledging the designated 
responsibilities of the governing board and the chief executive officer. Through established 
governance structures, processes, and practices, the governing board, administrators, faculty, 
staff, and students work together for the good of the institution. In multi-college districts or 
systems, the roles within the district/system are clearly delineated. The multi-college district 
or system has policies for allocation of resources to adequately support and sustain the 
colleges. 


 
A. Decision-Making Roles and Processes 


 
1. Institutional leaders create and encourage innovation leading to institutional 


excellence.  They support administrators, faculty, staff, and students, no matter 
what their official titles, in taking initiative for improving the practices, programs, 
and services in which they are involved. When ideas for improvement have policy 
or significant institution-wide implications, systematic participative processes are 
used to assure effective planning and implementation. 


 
2. The institution establishes and implements policy and procedures authorizing 


administrator, faculty, and staff participation in decision-making processes.  The 
policy makes provisions for student participation and consideration of student 
views in those matters in which students have a direct and reasonable interest. 
Policy specifies the manner in which individuals bring forward ideas and work 
together on appropriate policy, planning, and special-purpose committees. 


 
3. Administrators and faculty, through policy and procedures, have a substantive and 


clearly defined role in institutional governance and exercise a substantial voice in 
institutional policies, planning, and budget that relate to their areas of 
responsibility and expertise. 


 
4. Faculty and academic administrators, through policy and procedures, and through 


well-defined structures, have responsibility for recommendations about curriculum 
and student learning programs and services. 


 
5. Through its system of board and institutional governance, the institution ensures 


the appropriate consideration of relevant perspectives; decision-making aligned 
with expertise and responsibility; and timely action on institutional plans, policies, 
curricular change, and other key considerations. 


 
6. The processes for decision-making and the resulting decisions are documented and 


widely communicated across the institution. 
 


7. Leadership roles and the institution’s governance and decision-making policies, 
procedures, and processes are regularly evaluated to assure their integrity and 
effectiveness.  The institution widely communicates the results of these 
evaluations and uses them as the basis for improvement. 
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B. Chief Executive Officer 
 


1. The institutional chief executive officer (CEO) has primary responsibility for the 
quality of the institution.  The CEO provides effective leadership in planning, 
organizing, budgeting, selecting and developing personnel, and assessing 
institutional effectiveness. 


 
2. The CEO plans, oversees, and evaluates an administrative structure organized and 


staffed to reflect the institution’s purposes, size, and complexity.  The CEO 
delegates authority to administrators and others consistent with their 
responsibilities, as appropriate. 


 
3. Through established policies and procedures, the CEO guides institutional 


improvement of the teaching and learning environment by: 


• establishing a collegial process that sets values, goals, and priorities; 


• ensuring the college sets institutional performance standards for student 
achievement; 


• ensuring that evaluation and planning rely on high quality research and analysis 
of external and internal conditions; 


• ensuring that educational planning is integrated with resource planning and 
allocation to support student achievement and learning; 


• ensuring that the allocation of resources supports and improves learning and 
achievement; and 


• establishing procedures to evaluate overall institutional planning and 
implementation efforts to achieve the mission of the institution. 


 
4. The CEO has the primary leadership role for accreditation, ensuring that the 


institution meets or exceeds Eligibility Requirements, Accreditation Standards, and 
Commission policies at all times.  Faculty, staff, and administrative leaders of the 
institution also have responsibility for assuring compliance with accreditation 
requirements. 


 
5. The CEO assures the implementation of statutes, regulations, and governing board 


policies and assures that institutional practices are consistent with institutional 
mission and policies, including effective control of budget and expenditures. 


 
6. The CEO works and communicates effectively with the communities served by the 


institution. 
 
C. Governing Board 


 
1. The institution has a governing board that has authority over and responsibility for 


policies to assure the academic quality, integrity, and effectiveness of the student 
learning programs and services and the financial stability of the institution. (ER 7) 


 
2. The governing board acts as a collective entity. Once the board reaches a decision, 


all board members act in support of the decision. 
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3. The governing board adheres to a clearly defined policy for selecting and 
evaluating the CEO of the college and/or the district/system. 


 
4. The governing board is an independent, policy-making body that reflects the public 


interest in the institution’s educational quality. It advocates for and defends the 
institution and protects it from undue influence or political pressure. (ER 7) 


 
5. The governing board establishes policies consistent with the college/district/sys- 


tem mission to ensure the quality, integrity, and improvement of student learning 
programs and services and the resources necessary to support them.  The 
governing board has ultimate responsibility for educational quality, legal matters, 
and financial integrity and stability. 


 
6. The institution or the governing board publishes the board bylaws and policies 


specifying the board’s size, duties, responsibilities, structure, and operating 
procedures. 


 
7. The governing board acts in a manner consistent with its policies and bylaws. The 


board regularly assesses its policies and bylaws for their effectiveness in fulfilling 
the college/district/system mission and revises them as necessary. 


 
8. To ensure the institution is accomplishing its goals for student success, the 


governing board regularly reviews key indicators of student learning and 
achievement and institutional plans for improving academic quality. 


 
9. The governing board has an ongoing training program for board development, 


including new member orientation.  It has a mechanism for providing for continuity 
of board membership and staggered terms of office. 


 
10. Board policies and/or bylaws clearly establish a process for board evaluation.  The 


evaluation assesses the board’s effectiveness in promoting and sustaining academic 
quality and institutional effectiveness.  The governing board regularly evaluates its 
practices and performance, including full participation in board training, and  
makes public the results.  The results are used to improve board performance, 
academic quality, and institutional effectiveness. 


 
11. The governing board upholds a code of ethics and conflict of interest policy, and 


individual board members adhere to the code.  The board has a clearly defined 
policy for dealing with behavior that violates its code and implements it when 
necessary. A majority of the board members have no employment, family, 
ownership, or other personal financial interest in the institution. Board member 
interests are disclosed and do not interfere with the impartiality of governing body 
members or outweigh the greater duty to secure and ensure the academic and 
fiscal integrity of the institution. (ER 7) 


 
12. The governing board delegates full responsibility and authority to the CEO to 


implement and administer board policies without board interference and holds the 
CEO accountable for the operation of the district/system or college, respectively. 
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13. The governing board is informed about the Eligibility Requirements, the 
Accreditation Standards, Commission policies, accreditation processes, and the 
college’s accredited status, and supports through policy the college’s efforts to 
improve and excel. The board participates in evaluation of governing board roles 
and functions in the accreditation process. 


 
D. Multi-College Districts or Systems 


 
1. In multi-college districts or systems, the district/system CEO provides leadership in 


setting and communicating expectations of educational excellence and integrity 
throughout the district/system and assures support for the effective operation of 
the colleges.  Working with the colleges, the district/system CEO establishes 
clearly defined roles, authority and responsibility between the colleges and the 
district/system. 


 
2. The district/system CEO clearly delineates, documents, and communicates the 


operational responsibilities and functions of the district/system from those of the 
colleges and consistently adheres to this delineation in practice. The 
district/system CEO ensures that the colleges receive effective and adequate 
district/system provided services to support the colleges in achieving their 
missions.  Where a district/system has responsibility for resources, allocation of 
resources, and planning, it is evaluated against the Standards, and its performance 
is reflected in the accredited status of the institution. 


 
3. The district/system has a policy for allocation and reallocation of resources that 


are adequate to support the effective operations and sustainability of the colleges 
and district/system. The district/system CEO ensures effective control of 
expenditures. 


 
4. The CEO of the district or system delegates full responsibility and authority to the 


CEOs of the colleges to implement and administer delegated district/system 
policies without interference and holds college CEO’s accountable for the 
operation of the colleges. 


 
5. District/system planning and evaluation are integrated with college planning and 


evaluation to improve student learning and achievement and institutional 
effectiveness. 


 
6. Communication between colleges and districts/systems ensures effective 


operations of the colleges and should be timely, accurate, and complete in order 
for the colleges to make decisions effectively. 


 
7. The district/system CEO regularly evaluates district/system and college role 


delineations, governance and decision-making processes to assure their integrity 
and effectiveness in assisting the colleges in meeting educational goals for student 
achievement and learning.  The district/system widely communicates the results of 
these evaluations and uses them as the basis for improvement. 
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Catalog Requirements 
The following list of required information must be included in the college catalog. 


 
1. General Information 


• Official Name, Address(es), Telephone Number(s), and Website Address of the 
Institution 


• Educational Mission 


• Representation of accredited status with ACCJC, and with programmatic 
accreditors if any 


• Course, Program, and Degree Offerings 


• Student Learning Outcomes for Programs and Degrees 


• Academic Calendar and Program Length, 


• Academic Freedom Statement 


• Available Student Financial Aid 


• Available Learning Resources 


• Names and Degrees of Administrators and Faculty 


• Names of Governing Board Members 
 


2. Requirements 


• Admissions 


• Student Tuition, Fees, and Other Financial Obligations 


• Degrees, Certificates, Graduation and Transfer 
 


3. Major Policies and Procedures Affecting Students 


• Academic Regulations, including Academic Honesty 


• Nondiscrimination 


• Acceptance and Transfer of Credits2
 


• Transcripts 


• Grievance and Complaint Procedures 


• Sexual Harassment 


• Refund of Fees 
 


4. Locations or Publications Where Other Policies may be Found 





		Introduction1

		Standard I: Mission, Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness, and Integrity

		A. Mission

		B. Assuring Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness

		Academic Quality

		Institutional Effectiveness



		C. Institutional Integrity



		Standard II: Student Learning Programs and Support Services

		A. Instructional Programs

		B. Library and Learning Support Services

		C. Student Support Services



		Standard III: Resources

		A. Human Resources

		B. Physical Resources

		C. Technology Resources

		D. Financial Resources

		Planning

		Fiscal Responsibility and Stability

		Liabilities

		Contractual Agreements





		Standard IV: Leadership and Governance

		A. Decision-Making Roles and Processes

		B. Chief Executive Officer

		C. Governing Board

		D. Multi-College Districts or Systems



		Catalog Requirements

		1. General Information

		2. Requirements

		3. Major Policies and Procedures Affecting Students

		4. Locations or Publications Where Other Policies may be Found
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Standard I: Mission, Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness, 


and Integrity 
 


The institution demonstrates strong commitment to a mission that emphasizes student learning 


and student achievement.  Using analysis of quantitative and qualitative data, the institution 


continuously and systematically evaluates, plans, implements, and improves the quality of its 


educational programs and services.  The institution exemplifies integrity in all policies, actions, 


and communication. The administration, faculty, staff, and governing board members act 


honestly, ethically, and fairly in the performance of their duties. 


 


I.A. Mission 
 


I.A.1. The mission describes the institution’s broad educational purposes, its intended 


student population, the types of degrees and other credentials it offers, and its commitment 


to student learning and student achievement. (ER 6) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College is committed to a mission that emphasizes student learning and 


achievement and acknowledges the changing and diverse population it serves. The mission is 


appropriate to an institution of higher learning and highlights the College’s broad educational 


purposes of creating quality educational opportunities for students who can build abilities and 


competencies as lifelong learners. It expresses a primary purpose of focusing on student learning 


and success. The College’s commitment to student success is demonstrated in our robust Honors 


program, Transfer Academy, MESA, extensive student support services, and significant, varied 


course offerings. 


 


In the last twenty years East Contra Costa County has experienced rapid growth and 


demographic change. As cited in the mission statement, Los Medanos College is a public 


community college that serves the educational requirements of this increasingly diverse 


community. 


  


As stated in the mission, the College creates educational excellence through continual 


assessment of student learning and its performance as an institution. Student learning and success 


are first priorities for the College however, the mission does not specifically indicate the types of 


degrees, credentials, and certificates. The College’s commitment of resources and design of 


policies and procedures to support the mission are indicated in the mission statement. 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.A.1. Evidence 


 
I.A.1-01 Board policy that states the mission   
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I.A.1-02 Web page, catalog page, CEO’s message, or white paper that explicates the mission;   
I.A.1-03 U.S. Census data citation 


I.A.1-04 Fall 2018 Class Schedule   
I.A.1-05 Learning Community webpage screenshots  
I.A.1-06 LMC Homepage   
I.A.1-07 Catalog p. 8  
I.A.1-08 Board Policy citation  
I.A.1-09 Shared Governance Council (SGC) meeting minutes 


I.A.1-10 Planning Committee Documents  


I.A.1-11 Learning Community Webpages 


I.A.1-12 Office of Equity & Inclusion Webpage 


I.A.1-13 Equity Speaker Series Email or Flyer 


I.A.1-14 Veterans Resource Center Webpage 
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I.A.2. The institution uses data to determine how effectively it is accomplishing its mission, 


and whether the mission directs institutional priorities in meeting the educational needs of 


students. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


Quantitative and qualitative data are used to assess how closely institutional efforts are aligned 


with the mission. Specifically, data is used to help determine institutional priorities for meeting 


the educational needs of students.   


 


The College determines how effectively it is accomplishing its mission through the use and 


analyzation of data. This data and analysis is utilized by the College to more accurately assess 


student learning and success, and to inform the College of our student and community 


demographics. These results contribute to the design of College policies and procedures, 


including the development of new plans and the redesign of existing processes.  


Program review, course level assessment and program level assessment contribute to informing 


the College on student learning. Data derived from sources such as SQL, Tableau (data 


dashboard) and Student Success Metrics inform the College on student success and achievement. 


The College utilizes data from the Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE) 


and the Survey of Entering Student Engagement (SENSE), to inform on the needs of our students 


and student engagement in support programs and services.  


In early spring 2013 the Shared Governance Council (SGC) assigned a task force comprised of 


two (2) representatives from each constituency to review the College Mission Statement and 


report their findings and recommendation to SGC.  


The task force conducted a Mission Statement Survey and a College Assembly to gather input 


from the College.  The survey results indicated that 63% of the respondents were in favor of 


continuing with our current mission statement. The dialogue during the College Assembly 


echoed the results obtained from the survey.  


The task force continued to meet several times in spring 2013, utilizing Standard I of the 


“ACCJC Guide to Evaluating Institutions” as a guideline and incorporating the input from the 


College during their discussions. The task force reported their findings to SGC and the College 


President in April 2013, with a recommendation that LMC continue with the current mission 


statement as is. 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


The Shared Governance Council began the process of reviewing and revising the College 


mission statement in spring 2019 with the development of a task force.  


 


I.A.2. Evidence 


 


I.A.2-01 Data reports to the Board that are considered when institutional priorities are being set;   


I.A.2-02 Scorecard reports or fact sheets on student achievement and student learning, or other 


data related to the mission;   
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I.A.2-03 Screen shots of data dashboard;   


I.A.2-04 Student achievement data as used or included in institutional plans;   


I.A.2-05 XXX 


I.A.2-06 Student Achievement Data https://m.4cd.edu/campusm/home#pgitem/1000003172  


I.A.2-07 Comprehensive program review 


data https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/datapacket.aspx  


I.A.2-08 Student Success 


Scorecard https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313  


I.A.2-09 PSLO Reports https://email4cd-


my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/EsY8yN2kWRNNgmUSQ


4RM5bwBD0JJUyk0mM7bJLm-fEyyYw?e=5HjN9L  


I.A.2-10 Accreditation Website: https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/  


I.A.2-11 District research website: http://www.4cd.edu/research/default.aspx  


I.A.2-12 Strategic Plan 2014-


2019: https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/documents/LMCStrategicPlan2014-


19_FinaltoGovBd_1-13-15.pdf  


I.A.2-13 Strategic Planning 


Process: https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/planningresources.aspx  


  



https://m.4cd.edu/campusm/home#pgitem/1000003172

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/datapacket.aspx

https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313

https://email4cd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/EsY8yN2kWRNNgmUSQ4RM5bwBD0JJUyk0mM7bJLm-fEyyYw?e=5HjN9L

https://email4cd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/EsY8yN2kWRNNgmUSQ4RM5bwBD0JJUyk0mM7bJLm-fEyyYw?e=5HjN9L

https://email4cd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/EsY8yN2kWRNNgmUSQ4RM5bwBD0JJUyk0mM7bJLm-fEyyYw?e=5HjN9L

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/

http://www.4cd.edu/research/default.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/documents/LMCStrategicPlan2014-19_FinaltoGovBd_1-13-15.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/documents/LMCStrategicPlan2014-19_FinaltoGovBd_1-13-15.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/planningresources.aspx
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I.A.3. The institution’s programs and services are aligned with its mission. The mission 


guides institutional decision-making, planning, and resource allocation and informs 


institutional goals for student learning and achievement. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The LMC Mission Statement informs institutional goals and decisions about student learning and 


achievement, guides planning efforts, and helps determine resource allocation. 
  


The Program Review Submission Tool homepage displayed the College mission, vision and 


values including prompts to ensure that programs and units aligned their program reviews with 


the College mission. In completing program review and submitting resource requests, programs 


and units were required to connect their goals with the College’s strategic plan goals. The goals 


and objectives outlined in the Strategic Plan 2014-2019: An Educational Master Plan for LMC 


directly supports the College mission, vision and values.  


 


Los Medanos College has connected its assessment processes (course, program and institutional 


levels), with program review and institutional planning. The TLC Midterm Report, the 


Comprehensive Program Review Assessment Report, and the TLC Midterm Report outline the 


connection existing between assessment and planning. During the process of evaluating the 


Educational Master Plan 2006-2016, the Planning Committee reviewed the goals outlined in 


each program/unit review. The objective was to evaluate the goal alignment of programs/services 


with the College mission, vision, and values; and to effectively determine the attainment of the 


goals outlined in the strategic plan.  
 


Los Medanos College began the process to develop and adopt a new strategic plan in 2013-14. 


The process included three retreats (college, community and students), surveys, various reviews 


with many opportunities to provide feedback through the shared governance process. In the 


development of the new strategic plan, the Core Planning Team (an expansion of the Planning 


Committee), ensured the alignment of the plan with our mission, vision and values. The student 


learning outcomes assessment, program review, and resource allocation processes all require that 


the goals and resource requests of all programs align with those of the College’s Strategic Plan.  


The Shared Governance Council (SGC) approved the Los Medanos College Strategic Plan 2014-


2019 in 2014, confirming the alignment of the plan with our mission, vision and values.  
  


The Shared Governance Council is charged with ensuring the development and approval of 


budgetary processes in collaboration with the Vice President of Business & Administrative 


Services (VPBAS), including resource allocation. The Shared Governance Council is charged 


with the mission statement review and approval. Consequently, in shared governance, budgetary 


decisions and resource allocation are aligned with our mission.  


 


All shared governance committees review their charges annually ensuring that their charges align 


closely with the College mission, vision and values. Ultimately, ensuring our commitment to 


student learning and achievement.  
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Analysis and Evaluation 


 


The College is currently in the process of developing its mission. SGC is leading the charge.  


 


 


I.A.3. Evidence 


 
I.A.3-01 Planning handbook, curriculum handbook, and/or budget development handbook that refer to the 


mission as a guide for decision-making;   
I.A.3-02 Institutional plans that demonstrate that the mission guides planning;   
I.A.3-03 Budget assumptions that are tied to the mission and that guide resource allocation decisions;   
I.A.3-04 Minutes from meetings when budget assumptions or resource allocations are decided;   
I.A.3-05 Program Review Reports  
I.A.3-06 Course Outlines  
I.A.3-07 Board Policy Citations  
I.A.3-08 Planning Committee Reports  
I.A.3-09 Educational Master Plan  
I.A.3-10 Budget Meeting Minutes   
I.A.3-11 SGC Minutes  
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I.A.4. The institution articulates its mission in a widely published statement approved by 


the governing board. The mission statement is periodically reviewed and updated as 


necessary. (ER 6) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The Los Medanos College Mission Statement is published annually in the college catalog and in 


the schedule of courses. The College mission, vision and values are also posted on the College 


website. 


 


The College’s existing Mission Statement was reaffirmed and approved by the Contra Costa 


Community College Governing Board at its meeting in June 2013. The College ensures that any 


revisions to the Mission Statement occur through the LMC shared governance process with 


widespread input from all College constituent groups before approval by the District Governing 


Board. The Mission Statement is published in both print and electronic formats for easy access. 


 


The Mission Statement is broadly published in the College Catalog, the Schedule of Classes, the 


College website, in the program review process, in our current strategic plan and in our previous 


Educational Master Plan.  


The mission, vision and values were last approved in 2013 with annual reviews conducted by the 


Shared Governance Council. The Shared Governance Council started the process to review and 


revise the mission statement in spring 2019, prior to the development of our new Educational 


Master Plan.  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


I.A.4. Evidence 


 


I.A.4-01 A document that outlines a mission review process;   


I.A.4-02 Minutes or other report(s) with details of the process the last time the mission was 


reviewed and updated;   
I.A.4-03 Minutes of the Board when the mission was last reviewed, updated, and approved;   
I.A.4-04 Pages form the college catalog where the mission is presented;   
I.A.4-05 A few key webpages where the mission is published;   
I.A.4-06 Copies of other documents or photographs of locations where the mission is published 


on a regular basis;   
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Conclusions on Standard I.A. Mission 


 


[insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


 


[insert response if applicable] 


 


Evidence List  


 


[insert list] 
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I.B. Assuring Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness 


Academic Quality 


 


I.B.1. The institution demonstrates a sustained, substantive and collegial dialog about 


student outcomes, student equity, academic quality, institutional effectiveness, and 


continuous improvement of student learning and achievement. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College provides many opportunities for faculty and staff to hold meaningful 


discussions during divisions/departments, committees, and College-wide meetings. Sustained 


dialog on student outcomes, equity, academic quality, and institutional effectiveness is structured 


into processes for evaluating and improving student learning and achievement. 


 


LMC has a deeply-rooted culture of dialog that occurs in our formal structure as well as less 


formally in workshops and in between meetings. Our formal structure is intentionally designed to 


ensure a systematic and regular dialog happens. We embed these dialogs in our program review 


and assessment processes as well as the longer-term processes of our Educational Master Plan 


and Strategic Directions that are developed and implemented over a five-year cycle.    
 


Our committee structure is designed to ensure we keep student outcomes front and center in our 


collegial discussions and that we can make the adaptations needed to improve our effectiveness 


in educating a diverse student body. Key to this is student participation on committees, and their 


robust inclusion in college meetings and assemblies. Fostered by instructors, classified staff and 


management, student inclusion and participation give voice to data that has been collected and 


disaggregated.    
  


Committee  Evidence of Multi-Dimensional Dialog  
Planning Committee (PC): Facilitates a 


systematic self-assessment of institutional 


effectiveness for instructional, student services, 


administrative, and operational areas   
(program review cycle: year 1 (comprehensive), 


year 3 (update), and year 5 (update))  


In a peer review process, the PC established the 


following processes: (a) generating Theme Reports 


across units, (b) disseminating the Theme Report to the 


appropriate Committee/Constituent Groups to review 


and provide feedback, (c) integrating/incorporating the 


feedback/learning to the next program review process, 


Educational Master Plan 2006-2016 evaluation 


process, Strategic Plan 2014-19 Evaluation process, 


and Educational Master Plan 2020-2025 development, 


and (d) sharing lesson learned with the College. 


(See Comprehensive Program Review Evaluation 


Report, Program Review Next Step College 


Assembly)  
Teaching and Learning Committee (TLC): 


shared governance sub-committee with 


constituency representation responsible for 


coordinating all processes related to the 
assessment of student learning outcomes (ISLOs, 


PSLOs, CSLOs) 


The program assessment form includes questions about 


outcomes assessment, ILO alignment, SLO dialog; and 


projects or objectives advancing student equity. 


Faculty complete the annual SLO Assessment 
Worksheet and the TLC gives feedback 



https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EVe25BSdKHpGgLPKfQGrzaYB06588dnnIn3ZssavR4SO0A?e=1DWN5P

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EVe25BSdKHpGgLPKfQGrzaYB06588dnnIn3ZssavR4SO0A?e=1DWN5P

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EcZzMJWLT8VFoWYx1tNiL-UBF_-bbBVuHVtjAM2Y8yxeFA?e=euouBR

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EcZzMJWLT8VFoWYx1tNiL-UBF_-bbBVuHVtjAM2Y8yxeFA?e=euouBR
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Student Services Assessment Committee:  XXX  Content to come 
Student Equity Committee:  XXX  Content to come  
Planning Committee—Educational Master Plan 


2006-2016 Work Group: a work group 


consisting of members of the Planning 


Committee responsible for the EMP 2006-16 


evaluation report.  
  


Created a process for reviewing and monitoring the 


collection of evidence and progress to ensure they 


result in integrated, meaningful, and sustained college 


improvement. Reported to Share Governance Council 


and posted the results on the Strategic Directions 


website  
 (Planning Process College Assembly, EMP Closing 


the Loop College Assembly, EMP Closing the Loop 


Evaluation Report)  
Planning Committee—Strategic Plan 2014-2019 


Work Group: a work group consisting of 


members of the Planning Committee responsible 


for the SPEMP 2014-19 evaluation report.   


Created a process for reviewing and monitoring the 


collection of evidence and progress to ensure they 


result in integrated, meaningful, and sustained college 


improvement. Reported to Share Governance Council 


and posted the results on the Strategic Directions 


website. (more to come)  
    


The meeting schedules for Planning, Equity, SGC and TLC are published in advance and 


advertised to the college community.  The meeting agendas and minutes are sent via e-mail to 


the campus community, then posted to the college website in advance of the meetings. Attendees 


are encouraged to attend and to engage in dialog specifically around issues of student learning 


and institutional effectiveness.  The District Research Office presents annually a State of the 


College Address, during which data and information is provided to inform the community on 


learning outcomes, student achievements, and student demographics.  
 


During the program review process, programs are required to utilize the data as a comparison to 


prepare an in-depth analysis of their programmatic student outcomes and/or student achievement 


data. To strengthen their request for additional funding, programs must clearly establish an 


alignment between data, action plans for improvement, and their resource requests, then ensure 


alignment with the College’s strategic priorities 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.B.1. Evidence 


I.B.1-01 Minutes from groups when and where the dialog has occurred;   


I.B.1-02 Programs from institutional convocations or other professional development activities 


when the dialog occurs;   


I.B.1-03 Minutes from different groups if the various criteria of this Standard are divided among 


different groups;   


I.B.1-04 Planning or governance handbooks if the college has regularly scheduled intervals or 


procedures for discussing these topics and reviewing related data, or if these topics are 


specifically assigned to different groups for discussion, data review, and planning;   


I.B.1-05 Comprehensive Program Reviews; the TLC executive summary of CPRs regarding 


assessment; also the Monday Meeting around sharing out the CPR results and 


celebration  



https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EVfw3Mha1bBHjdw4X4d0YgYBAEcjc1wI1Y_HFtUCcR8OvQ?e=DApgCF

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EfDVtDpzOaxNocg9RSpNA_gBcq6zqSXi1oUEXcwqBQydJQ?e=WVtyWS

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EfDVtDpzOaxNocg9RSpNA_gBcq6zqSXi1oUEXcwqBQydJQ?e=WVtyWS

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EdWLefosAY9MsLV8tPNlFhUB2rcpYrI6pxlY64sUXCx6uQ?e=Fv89Vg

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EdWLefosAY9MsLV8tPNlFhUB2rcpYrI6pxlY64sUXCx6uQ?e=Fv89Vg
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I.B.1-06 Planning Process College Assembly (10/18/2017)  


I.B.1-07 Comprehensive Program Review Evaluation Report, (5/10/2018)  


I.B.1-08 Program Review Next Step College Assembly  


I.B.1-09 EMP Closing the Loop College Assembly  


I.B.1-010 EMP Closing the Loop Evaluation Report 
 


  



https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EVfw3Mha1bBHjdw4X4d0YgYBAEcjc1wI1Y_HFtUCcR8OvQ?e=DApgCF

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EVe25BSdKHpGgLPKfQGrzaYB06588dnnIn3ZssavR4SO0A?e=1DWN5P

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EcZzMJWLT8VFoWYx1tNiL-UBF_-bbBVuHVtjAM2Y8yxeFA?e=euouBR

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:p:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EfDVtDpzOaxNocg9RSpNA_gBcq6zqSXi1oUEXcwqBQydJQ?e=WVtyWS

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/LMC/lmcac20/EdWLefosAY9MsLV8tPNlFhUB2rcpYrI6pxlY64sUXCx6uQ?e=Fv89Vg
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I.B.2. The institution defines and assesses student learning outcomes for all instructional 


programs and student and learning support services. (ER 11) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College defines and assesses student learning outcomes for all instructional 


programs and student and learning support services (including assessment cycle, established 


process and procedure, and review process).  
 
The Student Learning Outcomes: A New Model of Assessment outlines the assessment model at 


Los Medanos College, that is designed as a five-year cycle to coordinate with the state-mandated 


timeframe for revising course outlines of record. The model has proven to be a sustainable plan 


as possible by looking for economies of time for faculty and economies of money for the 


institution. The following outlines the overview of this assessment model: 


• The five-year cycle model integrates assessment, course outline revision, program review 


and planning, professional development and the resource allocation process.   


• Assignment of courses by departments into four course cohorts for purposes of 


assessment and course outline revision.   


• Four years of assessment at the course level, assessing all CSLOs in all active courses in 


each of the four course cohorts. This achieves assessment of each course once in every 


five-year assessment cycle.   


• One year of assessment at the program level, during year five, assessing all PSLOs in 


each instructional program.   


• Student Service programs will assess all PSLOs once during the five-year cycle 


• One or more years of assessment at the institutional level each cycle, as determined by 


the General Education Committee, assessing all GE student learning outcomes.   


• CSLO and PSLO assessment results, dialogue and improvement plans are documented in 


program review and planning reports, and posted on the college intranet.   


• GE SLO assessment results, dialogue and improvement plans are documented in unit 


review and planning reports, and posted on the college intranet.   


• Any program needs identified through the assessment process will inform the writing of 


new program objectives through the program review process, including requests for 


professional development and resource allocation.   
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College Faculty participate fully in program review, which includes Comprehensive Program 


Review in Year 1 of a five-year cycle, with updates in years 3 and 5. Comprehensive Program 


Review requires the analysis of student achievement data and SLO assessment results as 


documented in the program review templates. The templates also require the department and 


program to analyze curriculum relevancy and currency, course sequencing and time to 


completion, and rationale for any program changes. Once the program review is submitted the 


Instructional Deans engage in dialog with the program lead(s) and provide feedback. Once their 


program reviews are finalized, the deans then certify that the program review was fully 


completed. The aggregated data is extracted from all certified program reviews and then 


analyzed by relevant committees, such as the Teaching and Learning Committee (TLC) which 


reviewed all assessment results across programs. TLC then utilized that data to inform future 


professional learning opportunities to improve student success,  


 


Instructional support services, learning communities and student support services participate 


fully in program review, which includes the Comprehensive Program Review in Year One of a 


five-year cycle, and updates in Year Three and Year Five. Comprehensive Program Review 


requires the analysis of student achievement data and SLO assessment results as documented in 


the program review templates.  Once the program review is submitted the Student Services 


Deans and the Library Director engage in dialog with the program/unit lead(s) and provide 


feedback. Once their program reviews are finalized, the deans and library director then certify 


that the program review was fully completed. The aggregated data is extracted and then analyzed 


by relevant committees, such as the Teaching and Learning Committee (TLC) and the Student 


Services Assessment Committee which reviewed assessment results across programs. Both 


Committees the utilized that data to inform future professional learning opportunities to improve 


student success. 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
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I.B.2. Evidence 


I.B.2-01 Program information in the catalog and brochures includes program-level learning 


outcomes;  


I.B.2-01 Support services define learning outcomes and other measures of effectiveness;   


I.B.2-01 Assessment methods for learning outcomes are documented;  


I.B.2-01 Assessment results are collected and analyzed at the program level; (BethAnn, evidence 


from PRST?)  


I.B.2-01 Assessment results are collected and analyzed for support services; (BethAnn, evidence 


from PRST?)  


I.B.2-01 Student Learning Outcomes: A New Model of Assessment  


I.B.2-01 Cycle 2 Cohort: CSLO (2017-18 to 2020-21)  


I.B.2-01 College Catalog  


I.B.2-01 All syllabi and COORs have SLOs; SLOs are part of the evaluation for faculty  


I.B.2-01 Student Services has an SLO committee that meets and discusses assessment (Gail leads 


this) (Gail Evidence)  


I.B.2-01 TLC Midway and Final Report  


I.B.2-01 Comprehensive Program Review Assessment Reports  


  



https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/tlp/documents/FinalamendedTLPpositionpaperMay2012.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/tlp/Cohorts.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/tlp/TLC2012-2017MidwayReport.pdf

https://email4cd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/EjkeVmjrCNNLtyfR1jsv3tQBZsfsY3qYcyANGmlV2Gn0ig?e=sB2UaM
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I.B.3. The institution establishes institution-set standards for student achievement, 


appropriate to its mission, assesses how well it is achieving them in pursuit of continuous 


improvement, and publishes this information. (ER 11) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has established criteria and processes to determine appropriate, institution-set 


standards for student achievement appropriate to its mission.  


  


The College has established Institution-Set Standards (ISS) for student achievement that are 


appropriate to its mission. These objective, mutually-agreed upon metrics enable all stakeholders 


to have a common frame of reference.  The College has also established Vision for Success goals 


required by the California Community College Chancellor’s Office (CCCCO) (AB 1908) and 


standards reported in the ACCJC Annual Report.  
 


The Chancellor’s Office is requiring that the CEOs certify that plans for an inclusive process to 


establish these goals are in place by December 15, 2018.   By May 31, 2019, the Chancellor’s 


Office is requiring the completion of the submission of these goals that also includes the 


signatures of the Board President, CEO, and Academic Senate President. These goals guide the 


Colleges for the next five years.  If the goals are achieved more quickly, the College will be 


recalibrated. The Colleges adopt these goals at a public board meeting and also include an 


agenda with an explanation about the ways that the goals are consistent and aligned with the 


College Mission and Goals, District Mission and Goals, and system-wide Vision for Success.   


 


The College reviewed trend metrics for the past five years and has developed an action plan to 


improve our processes if we fall below an ISS. Widespread discussion and validation of the 


metrics were approved through governance committee presentations in Shared Governance 


Council, Academic Senate, Classified Senate, and Student Senate. The College has annually 


review data to assess performance against ISS. The review has been scheduled every fall.  


 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 


Note: We need to establish an annual review process: The College has annually review data to 


assess performance against ISS. The review has been scheduled every fall. 
 


While the College has established the process for setting the Institution-Set-Standard, the 


outcomes from our EMP Evaluation Report and Strategic Plan Evaluation Report consist 


revealing the need of data on people’s finger tips.  The College applied IEPI PRT grant to 


support build a Data Dashboard to help the College on data dialogue to better improve its 


programs.  


I.B.3. Evidence 


 


I.B.3-01 Description of the process that was used to establish institution-set standards or that was 


used to review and update institution-set standards;   
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I.B.3-02 A document that spells out what the institution-set standards are for the various data 


appropriate to its mission;   
I.B.3-03 Reports that include actual student achievement data compared to institution-set 


standards. These may include institutional evaluation reports, institutional planning 


documents, or program review reports;   
I.B.3-04 Reports include analysis of the data and improvement plans, especially when the data 


reveal underperforming areas of the college; 


Additional evidence – ACCJC Annual Report, IEPI Goal Setting webpage and documents, 


Vision for Success Goal Setting Timeline and Committee meetings; IEPI PRT Grant 
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I.B.4. The institution uses assessment data and organizes its institutional processes to 


support student learning and student achievement. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 
Los Medanos College uses assessment data (learning outcome and achievement) and 


organizes its institutional processes to support student learning and student achievement.  


  


Reviewing assessment data and student achievement are part of program review process that the 


College analyzes assessment data and achievement data to make appropriate action to improve 


student learning.     


 


Both the Course Student Learning Outcomes (CSLO) and Program Student Learning Outcomes 


(PSLO) assessment processes (and reporting templates) include a section for reflection on and 


application of findings. Course or program teams change their curriculum, their actual outcomes, 


or even aspects of assessment methodology based on what they find in the process. While most 


faculty do indicate plans for improvement based on findings, we don’t have a process for 


revisiting the effectiveness of these plan changes. 


Within programs and course teams, we have dialogue based on the findings of our CSLO 


assessment processes. As CSLO/PSLO coordinator, I see some evidence of these conversations 


when I look over reports folks want feedback on or when I meet with teams who are planning the 


assessment process.  


TLC offers professional development opportunities for faculty and staff to engage in 


conversations about teaching and learning, which includes topics related to assessment and 


learning outcomes.  


During the Program Review process, programs are required to use the ISS as a comparison to 


prepare an in-depth analysis of their programmatic student outcomes and/or student achievement 


data. To strengthen their request for additional funding, programs must clearly establish an 


alignment between data results, action plans for improvement, and their resource requests, as 


well as ensure alignment with the College strategic priorities (I.B.4-16). The strategic priorities 


were established to improve student learning and achievement. 
 


 Analysis and Evaluation 


 


While most faculty do indicate plans for improvement based on findings, we don’t have a 


process for revisiting the effectiveness of these plan changes.  As a larger institution, I feel we 


can improve out dialogue by providing work time during Monday meetings. Nothing stimulates 


plans for improvement better than giving faculty and staff the space to actually talk and plan.  
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I.B.4. Evidence 


 


I.B.4-01 Procedures that document institutional evaluation and planning processes, such as an 


Institutional Planning Handbook;   
I.B.4-02 Documents that demonstrate how achievement data are used in planning and how 


planning is intended to support student learning and student achievement;    
I.B.4-03 CPR template; Monday Meeting about CPR celebration and what programs have 


changed to improve their offerings  
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I.B. Assuring Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness 


Institutional Effectiveness 


 


I.B.5. The institution assesses accomplishment of its mission through program review and 


evaluation of goals and objectives, student learning outcomes, and student achievement. 


Quantitative and qualitative data are disaggregated for analysis by program type and 


mode of delivery. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College assesses accomplishment of its mission through program review, student 


learning outcomes and achievement, as well as evaluation of its strategic goals and 


objectives.  Through these processes, quantitative and qualitative data are disaggregated by 


program type and mode of delivery and utilized for analysis.   
 
All instructional programs, student services programs and administrative units participate in our 


biennial program review process which occurs in year three and year five; and our 


comprehensive program review process which occurs in year one. These processes assess each 


program’s progression towards the achievement of our strategic directions to ensure student 


learning and success.  


 


(Table to be inserted here w/prompts in CPR templates/PRST forms as example). 
 
The PIE Office in conjunction with the Planning Committee assesses program review and 


comprehensive program review regularly and identifies common themes in addition to a review 


of all program goals. During the Comprehensive Program Review 2017-2018, the PIE Office 


extracted the data from each comprehensive program review and compiled reports for 


submission to identified committees, departments and/or constituency groups. For example, the 


Goal Report was a compilation of the goals identified in each comprehensive program review. 


The Planning Committee was identified as the committee responsible for the review and 


evaluation of the goals for each program. The Planning Committee reviewed the report, 


evaluated the data included for goal alignment to our mission and institutional goals. Based on 


their review an executive summary of their findings was designed and submitted to our Shared 


Governance Council (SGC). The CPR reports once reviewed, summarized and acceptance by the 


identified committee or group are posted on the PIE website.   
 
Through the utilization of disaggregated data, the process of program review, the review of our 


findings and the subsequent summarization by identified constituency committees and/or groups; 


LMC systematically evaluates our programs and services for student learning and achievement in 


meeting our College mission and institutional goals.    
 
The Contra Costa Community College District (CCCCD) Research & Planning Office in 


collaboration with the LMC Office of Planning & Institutional Effectiveness (PIE) provides 


disaggregated data on student achievement for instructional and student services programs to 
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utilize in their program review process. The data is disaggregated by ethnicity, gender, disability, 


foster youth, veterans and low-income. 
 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.B.5. Evidence 


 


I.B.5-01 Procedures that document the program review process, such as a Program Review 


Handbook, including instructions or expectations how student learning data and student 


achievement data are used to plan program improvements;   


I.B.5-02 Program review template, including analysis of past goals and objectives, and analysis 


of student learning and student achievement data;   


I.B.5-03 The process includes disaggregation of data by program type and mode of delivery, as 


appropriate to the college’s practices;   


I.B.5-04 Completed program review reports that include all of the above;   


I.B.5-05 Reports present both quantitative and qualitative data;  


I.B.5-06 Breakdown by demographic for success and completion rates that were part of the CPR  


Additional evidence - CPR Evaluation Report, CPR Reports-specifically Goal Report, provide 


link to SQL data packet, CPR website) 
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I.B.6. The institution disaggregates and analyzes learning outcomes and achievement for 


subpopulations of students.  When the institution identifies performance gaps, it 


implements strategies, which may include allocation or reallocation of human, fiscal and 


other resources, to mitigate those gaps and evaluates the efficacy of those strategies. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College disaggregates and analyzes learning outcomes and achievement for 


subpopulations of students. The College identifies performance gaps and resource allocation is 


driven by program review and institutional evaluation process.  


 
Due to the centralization of research and data at our District Office, the PIE Office in 


collaboration with the District Research & Planning Office collects, analyzes and reports 


institutional data. Our student success, progression and completion data are disaggregated so we 


can evaluate our achievement in providing opportunities for students from diverse economic, 


cultural, and educational backgrounds in their attainment of their educational goal(s). In addition 


to the Program Review data described in I.B.5 above, the analyses of disaggregated data 


can also be seen in other institutional documents such as our Student Equity Plan, the EMP 


2006-2016 Closing the Loop Evaluation Report, the Student Success and Support Program 


(SSSP), the Comprehensive Program Review reports, and the Achieving the Dream.   


 


As part of our program review process, we can view data that illustrates success and completion 


rates of various disaggregated groups. These subpopulations include but are not limited to, 


African American males, and low-income students. Program teams may choose to examine the 


data related to student subpopulation learning outcome success as part of the PSLO and CSLO 


assessment processes. However, it is not mandated and is often viewed by some faculty as 


overwhelming or not meaningful. Thus, many programs/departments elect not to review the 


outcomes using this lens.  It has proven difficult to review these bigger trends in learning 


outcome achievement by group without a tracking tool. As LMC moves forward with 


implementing eLumen we are hopeful the new enterprise tool will give us the opportunity to 


view this data and in turn, provide us with the insight on how to engage in these conversations. 


Previously, SLO assessment reports were submitted through the Program Review Submission 


Tool (PRST) as part of the program review cycle and process. Programs would utilize their SLO 


assessment reports to develop new objectives based on their assessment results and other 


program needs, and to document the resources that may be required. Resource allocation 


proposals must be tied to those objectives stated in program review to be considered for funding. 


In fall 2017, the Business & Administrative Services and SGC evaluated and revised our 


resource allocation process. Resource Allocations can now be submitted at any time during the 


year however, they must still be linked to program review and aligned with our institutional 


goals.   


 


As stated in I.B.5 research has been centralized in the District Office with some collaboration 


from the LMC PIE Office. All research requests are made online and the research is conducted 


by analysts at the District Office. LMC data received from the District is uploaded to our College 
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website via the PIE Data & Surveys webpage and included in the SQL reporting system which is 


accessible by all College personnel through the InSite portal. The SQL data is disaggregated and 


heavily utilized during the program review process. LMC has taken measures to assure that both 


the program review and planning process, and the resource allocation process are effective and 


well aligned. The College regularly evaluates these processes and modifies them as needed.   


 


Previously, data for annual Program Review updates was available via SQL for instructional 


programs and some student services programs. The data for student services had previously been 


somewhat limited however, due to collaboration with the District Research Office LMC 


continues to build robust data packets and evidence for all student services programs. Programs 


would utilize the data available to provide a status on their objectives from the previous year and 


develop new objectives. Career Technical Education (CTE) programs also received core 


indicator data and were required to report this data in their annual program review update and 


include an explanation and plan for improvement if a core indicator fell below the State 


mandated indicator.  


 


During the Comprehensive Program Review period in 2017-18, an SQL Data Packet was 


provided for each program in which students complete courses or access support services. The 


Program Review website was reimaged to include Comprehensive Program Review Guides (for 


each administrative, student services and instructional program), the SQL data packets and 


additional evidence. Trainings were also conducted with department chairs, various committees, 


programs and individual faculty to assist in the utilization of data and evidence to complete their 


Comprehensive Program Reviews. The templates were designed so each program would 


complete a thoughtful review and evaluation of their program utilizing data and evidence. The 


template also included a goal section in which programs were required to review and report on 


their program’s goals from the last Comprehensive Program Review period (2012-13). 


Additionally, each program was to develop three to five longer term (five years) new goals and 


align each goal with either a College Strategic Direction and/or an Integrated Planning Goal. 


During the review of previous goal achievement and new goal development, programs were 


directed to utilize the data and/or evidence provided to them as well as any additional 


data/evidence they may have collected.  


 


The Resource Allocation Process (RAP) is based on the review of program review resource 


requests.   After consultation with all of the constituency groups at the College, Shared 


Governance Council recently adopted some revisions to our allocation process to streamline the 


process to improve its efficiency. In addition, the Shared Governance Council has worked with 


their respective constituency groups to garner feedback as the methodology is developed.  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.B.6. Evidence 
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I.B.6-01 Procedures that document the program review process (or other institutional evaluation 


process), including necessary components of student learning and student achievement 


data disaggregation;  


I.B.6-02 Completed program review reports, including analysis of disaggregated data;   


I.B.6-03 If the disaggregated data show achievement gaps between subpopulations of students, 


the reports include plans for closing the gaps, including resource allocation requests if 


needed;   


I.B.6-04 Procedures that document how resource allocation requests are included as a component 


of program review;   


I.B.6-05 Completed program review reports or other institutional evaluations that analyze 


disaggregated data of past and present after plans/projects have been implemented and 


resources allocated—to determine if gaps are closing;  


I.B.6-06 What we don’t do is breaking down SLO data by demographic. We do not have the 


technical capability to do that right now. The ACCJC white paper on this standard 


clearly mentions that this is not a requirement currently, but seemed to imply that it will 


be a priority after this cycle.  


• How we will get there: we are implementing an enterprise software that will allow 


us to do this with SLO data; this should be implemented by fall 2019  


Additional evidence - Student Equity Plan, EMP 2006-2016 Evaluation Report, SSSP Plan, the 


Integrated Plan, CPR Report, President Kratochvil’s e-mail 10/15/18   
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I.B.7. The institution regularly evaluates its policies and practices across all areas of the 


institution, including instructional programs, student and learning support services, 


resource management, and governance processes to assure their effectiveness in supporting 


academic quality and accomplishment of mission. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The Shared Governance Council (SGC) is the primary committee responsible for the evaluation 


of governance processes and resource management. The Planning Committee is charged by SGC 


with designing and implementing the mechanisms in which the College evaluates policies and 


practices in all areas to assure their effectiveness and the support of academic quality and 


accomplishment of our mission. The Teaching & Learning Committee (TLC) is a sub-committee 


of SGC and is charged with the review and evaluation of learning outcome assessments.  The 


following are examples of how the College evaluates policies, practices and processes to 


improve effectiveness:  


 


• The College administered the national Survey of Entering Student Engagement (SENSE) 


 survey, which surveyed in fall 2018.  


• The College administered the national Community College Student Success & 


 Engagement (CCSSE) Survey in spring 2019.  


• Employee Engagement Survey 2019. 
 


The Administrative Services Office of the College distributes current 4CD’s processes that meet 


the Board of Trustees Rules and Administrative Regulations for review and update by each 


division. During the year, as parent regulations/rules change, the Administrative Services Office 


transmits new policies to the Vice President of Administrative Services to update College 


processes. The Vice President of Administrative Services provides functional oversight for 


processes at the College.   


 


The College has established a process of assessing the accomplishment of the College’s mission 


through program review and evaluation of the goals and objectives, student learning outcomes, 


and student achievement, as well as any gaps that are identified by developing Institutional-level 


or Inter-departmental activities. 


 


Through this process, the College streamlined the two major college overarching plans. When 


the LMC Educational Master Plan (EMP) 2006-2016 ended, it was noted that there is no 


requirement or policy stating a California community college must have both an Educational 


Master Plan and a Strategic Plan. Therefore, in fall 2017 through input provided in college-wide 


activities, our Strategic Plan 2014-2019 was renamed to Strategic Plan 2014-2019: An 


Educational Master Plan for LMC. During this collaborative process, it was identified that in 


order to move forward as a College to the next step in planning we must assess the achievement 


of goals included in our Educational Master Plan (EMP) 2006-2016.  Thus, in late fall 2017 the 


Planning Committee formed an “EMP Closure Workgroup” to work with the Office of Planning 
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& Institutional Effectiveness to develop the process and template for the EMP 2006-2016 and 


bring to the Planning Committee and President’s Cabinet for approval and endorsement. 


The Planning Committee evaluated the process of the EMP Closing the Loop and have 


established a similar process for assessing the Strategic Plan 2014-2019. (Strategic Plan 2014-


2019 Website).  


 


The Planning Committee in collaboration with the Instructional and Student Services’ Deans and 


department chairs developed a validation process including the cross-section theme reports from 


the Comprehensive Program Review 2017-2018 for the review and analysis of program reviews. 


The feedback from the Deans is that the process was extremely useful in developing program 


goals, analyzing and utilizing the data specifically to address student learning and achievement 


as well as ensuring the program review process is meaningful.   


 


Shared Governance Council (SGC) serves as the College’s budget committee and oversees the 


College’s annual Resource Allocation Process (RAP). As part of RAP, the Council reviews the 


proposals submitted for Program Improvement and Permanent Classified Staffing and then 


makes funding recommendations to the President. Throughout the year, SGC also receives 


updates on the budget and budget development process. SGC has regularly evaluates its 


effectiveness via Employee Engagement Survey as well as annual self-assessment on its (a) 


accomplishment and (b) efficacy of its resource allocation processes.   


 


The College regularly evaluates its governance structure and decision-making process to 


determine their efficacy through Employee Engagement Survey 2019 (that conducts every other 


year) as well as feedback from College conversations and Committee feedbacks.  SGC Position 


Paper (evaluation section).  Each SGC sub-committees are required to submit its work to the 


SGC for evaluation and review annually. 


 


The CSLO and PSLO assessment processes (and reporting templates) include a section for 


reflection on and application of findings. Course or program teams change their curriculum, their 


actual outcomes, or even aspects of assessment methodology based on what they find in the 


process. While most faculty do indicate plans for improvement based on findings, we don’t have 


a process for revisiting the effectiveness of these plan changes. 


The evaluation outcomes (EMP Closing the Loop Evaluation Report, Strategic Plan Closing the 


Loop Evaluation Report, and Comprehensive Program Review Evaluation Report) have been 


broadly reviewed and feedback was received through the College.  The lesson learned were 


highlighted in each report and shared with the area responsible parties to incorporate the needs 


into the College operation.  


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


The College is currently having a conversation of centralizing college locate procedures and 


establish a regular review cycle for its policies and procedures to assure their continued 


effectiveness.  
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I.B.7. Evidence 


 


I.B.7-01 Procedures that document the policy review process or a regular cycle of review for 


college policies;   


I.B.7-02 Policies that reflect the latest update or that include the dates of all reviews and 


updates;   


I.B.7-03 Procedures that document the evaluation processes or cycles for program review 


processes, resource allocation processes, and governance structures;   


I.B.7-04 Results or reports from evaluations of the institutional planning processes, program 


review process, resource allocation process, and governance structure;   


I.B.7-05 Analysis within such reports of those processes’ effectiveness in supporting academic 


quality and accomplishment of the mission;  


I.B.7-06 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  


Additional evidence - SGC webpage, Planning Committee webpage, TLC webpage, District Policy 


and Procedure for transmittals (specifically to the VPBAS), EMP Closing the Loop Evaluation 


Report; Strategic Plan Closing the Loop Evaluation Report, EMP Closing the Loop Website  
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I.B.8. The institution broadly communicates the results of all of its assessment and 


evaluation activities so that the institution has a shared understanding of its strengths and 


weaknesses and sets appropriate priorities. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The College demonstrates that communication of its assessment and evaluation to internal and 


external stakeholders occurs regularly.  The Planning Committee established the process of 


evaluating (a) the College’s Educational Master Plan 2006-2016, (b) the Comprehensive 


Program Review 2017-2018, and (c) the Strategic Plan 2014-2019. The Comprehensive Program 


Review theme reports have also disseminated to the “Expert” Group/Committee to get their 


feedback on strengths and weaknesses of the College program reviews. These evaluation reports 


and CPR Theme Reports were reviewed by stakeholders and college constituencies and feedback 


was received to improve processes. The strengths and weaknesses of these evaluations are 


clearly communicated to the College. 


  


The College’s evaluation reports and program reviews can be access by constituencies. (PIE 


website). The lessons learned from the evaluations have been acted on to improve the processes 


or student achievements or been deferred to the development of the Educational Master Plan 


2020-2025.  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


We are required to report the percentage of courses assessed on an annual basis, and in the past, 


we’ve discussed making an assessment scorecard available on our College website. However, 


with the implementation of eLumen, it will become easier to access accurate completion data, 


format and publish an assessment scorecard, to share with the larger college community. 


 


I.B.8. Evidence 


I.B.8-01 Regularly published evaluation reports to the campus community or to constituent 


groups;   


I.B.8-02 Minutes of meetings when evaluation reports are disseminated and discussed, from a 


variety of constituent groups as appropriate;   


I.B.8-03 Presentation materials from convocations when evaluation results are shared with the 


campus community; College Assembly 


I.B.8-04 Other presentations or reports to communities or stakeholders served by the college;   


I.B.8-05 Minutes of meetings, or reports, when goals or plans are made as a result of the sharing 


of evaluation results;   


I.B.8-06 Minutes of meetings when data discussions and planning lead to creation of budget 


assumptions and prioritizations for resource allocation;   


Additional evidence - CPR Theme Reports, EMP Evaluation Report, CPR Evaluation Report, 


Strategic Plan Evaluation Report, Timelines, TLC, Planning Committee, SGC, Academic Senate, 


Classified Senate, Student Senate meeting minutes 
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I.B.9. The institution engages in continuous, broad based, systematic evaluation and 


planning.  The institution integrates program review, planning, and resource allocation 


into a comprehensive process that leads to accomplishment of its mission and improvement 


of institutional effectiveness and academic quality. Institutional planning addresses short- 


and long-range needs for educational programs and services and for human, physical, 


technology, and financial resources. (ER 19) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The College integrates program review, planning, and resource allocation into a comprehensive 


process that leads to accomplishment of its mission and improvement of institutional 


effectiveness and academic quality. 


 


The College’s program review process includes Comprehensive Program Review in Year 1 of a 


five-year cycle, with updates in years 3 and 5. Comprehensive Program Review requires the 


analysis of student achievement data and SLO assessment results as documented in our program 


review templates completed by all programs. These templates also document department and 


program analysis of curriculum relevancy and currency, course sequencing and time to 


completion, and rationale for program changes.  Feedback is provided to all programs by 


instructional deans who certify that the program review was completed, and aggregated data is 


analyzed by relevant committees, such as the Teaching and Learning Committee looking at all 


assessment results across programs and using that data to inform future professional learning 


opportunities to improve student success. Resource allocation requests are included in the 


Comprehensive Program Review template, and are required to align with the College strategic 


and integrated planning goals. These resource allocation requests are automatically entered into a 


database for review and consideration by our Shared Governance Council (SGC) as part of our 


resource allocation process. 


The College evaluated its Educational Master Plan 2006-2016 and its Strategic Plan 2014-2019: 


An Educational Master Plan for LMC (SPEMP 2014-19). The outcomes of the evaluations were 


discussed and reviewed through our shared governance process. Action plans and activities are 


underway in various programs, departments and/or services (i.e. teaching and learning 


professional development opportunities and projects, the data dashboard, setting achievement 


goals, etc.) 


 


During the Comprehensive Program Review process (Year One, 2017/18), the College also 


evaluated its effectiveness of the process. Any needs for improvement including revisions to the 


process were shared with the College at-large through our shared governance process and will be 


included in the discussion by Planning Committee when developing the process for the Program 


Review Update (Year Three, 2019/20).   


 


Comprehensive program review requires units to set goals for the next three to five years and 


align them with the College strategic goals. In addition, requests for resource allocation are 


included in the Comprehensive Program Review template, aligned with college strategic and 
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integrated planning goals, and those requests are automatically entered into a database for review 


and consideration by our Shared Governance Council via our resource allocation process. 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.B.9. Evidence 


 


I.B.9-01 Procedures that document systematic evaluation and planning cycles and who is 


responsible (by position or group) 


I.B.9-02 Reports that demonstrate integration of institutional evaluation or program review with 


planning and resource allocation;   


I.B.9-03 Completed institutional plans, program reviews, and other institutional or programmatic 


evaluation reports;   


I.B.9-04 Reports of accomplishment of improvements;   


I.B.9-05 Minutes that record who is present or who participates in planning and evaluation 


committees to show broad-based participation;   


I.B.9-06 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
 


 


Conclusions on Standard I.B. Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness  


 


[insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


 


[insert response if applicable] 


 


Evidence List  


 


[insert list] 
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I.C. Institutional Integrity 
 


I.C.1. The institution assures the clarity, accuracy, and integrity of information provided to 


students and prospective students, personnel, and all persons or organizations related to its 


mission statement, learning outcomes, educational programs, and student support services.  


The institution gives accurate information to students and the public about its 


accreditation status with all of its accreditors. (ER 20) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College ensures the integrity of all information it disseminates to current and 


prospective students, personnel, and the public. 


 


LMC conducts regular review of the information it publishes to ensure its clarity, accuracy, and 


integrity, including Mission, Information on educational programs (Areas of Study and Degrees 


& Certificates), information on student support services, Learning outcomes, and Accredited 


status of the college. 


 


The Office of Marketing and Media Design (OMMD) assists in assuring that the website is 


functioning properly in terms of speed, mobile responsiveness, accessibility for everyone 


regardless of disability, performs well in search engine ranking, and markets diversity in the 


representation of content.   


  


This is achieved by continuous one-on-on trainings, online video, written documentation, and 


flex workshops that educate content contributors on best practices. In addition to manual 


monitoring, online software such as Google Analytics, SiteImprove, and AChecker help to 


identify problems as they arise so that marketing can address them quickly.  
For the web the evaluation of content is a daily process of creating pages and circling back to 


update pages, retraining and reading log reports to analyze what performs well and what doesn't.  
OMMD is in charge of graphic style and standards that the college should follow. There are 


multiple areas of the college involved with the reviewing of the content for clarity and accuracy 


of information.  
 
The Office of Marketing and Media Design (OMMD) reviews all College publications and 


announcements to assure integrity in its representation and accuracy of information. Standards 


for style, graphics and content are posted on the College website and communicated to 


constituents.  


 


All catalog and schedule content is reviewed by the departments that are responsible for the 


specific areas. OMMD sent out proofs and the departments mark up any changes. The class 


schedules come to OMMD from the Office of Instruction (OOI). OOI reviews the data after its 


been laid out in the publication several times to assure everything is correct. Then the completed 


proof of the publication is circulated to the office of instruction, A&R and the presidents officer 


review and final approval of accuracy and consistency.  
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The process for the catalog was reevaluated about 3 years ago. Every aspect of the catalog 


content was identified and assigned a specific person for review. Timelines were established and 


agreed upon by the various departments. The schedule publication process has been reviewed 


and fine-tuned annually. 
 
The Office of Planning and Institutional Effectiveness (PIE) is responsible to publish student 


achievement and related information at its website to the public, program review data by 


departments, and Student Success Scorecard.  


 
Student learning outcomes for courses and program learning outcomes are published in the 


catalog and can be accessed by the public. Student Services PSLOs are also published in the 


catalog as well as the website.  
 
LMC posts its accredited status on its website and in the catalog (page 3). 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.1. Evidence 


 


I.C.1-01 Areas of Study   
I.C.1-02 Degrees & Certificates 
I.C.1-03 student support services 
I.C.1-04 Learning outcomes 
I.C.1-05 Accredited status of the college 
I.C.1-06 Planning and institutional Effectiveness website 


I.C.1-07 Program Review Data  
I.C.1-08 Student Success Scorecard 


I.C.1-09 Course Assessment 


I.C.1-10 Program Assessment 


I.C.1-11 Student Services Student https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentservices/directory.aspx 


I.C.1-12 Catalog: https://issuu.com/losmedanos/docs/catalog2018.19web?e=1426815/62116949 


 


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/academics/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/degrees/index.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentservices/directory.aspx

https://issuu.com/losmedanos/docs/catalog2018.19web?e=1426815/62116949

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/programreview-reports.aspx

https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313

https://email4cd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/Ehj2bZ9ElPdEnaTHiD7st5kBucdmfD68vhWBR4iVCz4vWA?e=5WHcr2

https://www.losmedanos.edu/programassessment/index.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentservices/directory.aspx

https://issuu.com/losmedanos/docs/catalog2018.19web?e=1426815/62116949
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I.C.2. The institution provides a print or online catalog for students and prospective 


students with precise, accurate, and current information on all facts, requirements, 


policies, and procedures listed in the “Catalog Requirements”. (ER 20) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The Catalog Requirements described in our print and online catalogs are current, clear, and 


accurate. 


 


Los Medanos College provides a print and online catalog for students and prospective students.  


The catalogs contain precise, accurate, and current information on all facts, requirements, 


policies, and procedures listed in the “Catalog Requirements” listed in the ACCJC. 


 


General Information/with Website Link Catalog Section # 


Official Name, Address(es), Telephone Number(s), and Website Address 


of the Institution 


 


Educational Mission  


Representation of accredited status with ACCJC, and with programmatic 


accreditors if any 


 


Course, Program, and Degree Offerings Degrees Plan A and Plan B 


requirements Program Specific degrees Courses per program Course 


descriptions including SLOs 


 


Student Learning Outcomes for Programs and Degrees Programs Courses  


Academic Calendar and Program Length Wherever applicable, the 


College provides students with suggested course sequence by term. 


 


Academic Freedom Statement  


Available Student Financial Aid  


Available Learning Resources  


Names and Degrees of Administrators and Faculty  


Names of Governing Board Members  


Requirements  


Admissions  


Student Tuition, Fees, and Other Financial Obligations  


Degrees, Certificates, Graduation and Transfer  


Major Policies and Procedures Affecting Students  


Academic Regulations, including Academic Honesty  


Nondiscrimination  


Acceptance and Transfer of Credits  


Transcripts  


Grievance and Complaint Procedures  


Sexual Harassment  


Refund of Fees  


Locations or Publications where Other Policies may be Found  


Board Rules  
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Administrative Regulations  


Important student services policies  


 


All catalog and schedule content are reviewed by the departments that are responsible for the 


specific areas. OMMD sent out proofs and the departments mark up any changes. The class 


schedules come to OMMD from the Office of Instruction (OOI). OOI reviews the data after its 


been laid out in the publication several times to assure everything is correct. Then the completed 


proof of the publication is circulated to the office of instruction, A&R and the presidents officer 


review and final approval of accuracy and consistency. 


 


The process for the catalog was reevaluated about 3 years ago. Every aspect of the catalog 


content was identified and assigned a specific person for review. Timelines were established and 


agreed upon by the various departments. The schedule publication process has been reviewed 


and fine-tuned annually.  
 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 


 


I.C.2. Evidence 


 
• Print catalog;   
• Online catalog;   
• Catalog Requirements: The following list of required information must be included in the college 


catalog.   
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I.C.3. The institution uses documented assessment of student learning and evaluation of 


student achievement to communicate matters of academic quality to appropriate 


constituencies, including current and prospective students and the public. (ER 19) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College conveys academic quality to current and prospective students, 


constituencies, and the public. 


 


LMC reports to campus constituencies and the public via website as well as committee meetings 


on the following:   


o Course completion data and   


o Degree and certificate completion data and analysis 


o Results of assessment of student learning  


o Job placement data of degree and certificate completers (ACCJC Annual Report)  


o Licensure pass rates/data (ACCJC Annual Report)   


o Transfer data  


o Educational Master Plan 2006-2016 data as well as Strategic Plan 2014-2019 data related 


 to the college’s mission (EMP 2006-2016 Closing the Loop Evaluation Report, Strategic 


 Plan 2014-2019 Evaluation Report)  


o Marketing materials that contain any of the above (Fast Facts)   


o Data dashboard pages to which public has access (Data and Survey page)  


o College's website to state and federal scorecard information; (Student Success 


 Scorecard and Launch Board)  


 


LMC provided the data analysis and recommendations via program review goal report, 


assessment report, student course success report, and professional development report to the 


campus constitutions and published on the website (PIE Reports).  
 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 


Currently, the College and the district research division are working on the development of the 


Data Dashboard. It will assist data on people’s finger tips and increase data democracy.  


 


I.C.3. Evidence 


 


I.C.3-01 program review data packet and program review report analysis 


I.C.3-02 Comprehensive Program Review Theme Reports: including Goals, Assessment, Course 


Success, Professional Development, Degree and Certificate Requirements, New 


Curriculum Analysis, Course Offering, CTE Advisory Board.  


I.C.3-03 Job placement data of degree and certificate completers (ACCJC Annual Report) 


I.C.3-04 Licensure pass rates/data (ACCJC Annual Report) 


I.C.3-05 Transfer data (under “Achievement Data”) 


I.C.3-06 Educational Master Plan 2006-2016 data as well as Strategic Plan 2014-2019 


data related to the college’s mission (EMP 2006-2016 Closing the Loop Evaluation 


Report, Strategic Plan 2014-2019 Evaluation Report) 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/EMP2006-2016ClosingtheLoopEvaluationReportFinal09May2018.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/survey.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/survey.aspx

https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313

https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313

https://www.calpassplus.org/LaunchBoard/Home.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/datapacket.aspx

https://email4cd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/EgFjNgV-zm5MvruZ1bwUm6AB0edv2NEBUItglkstk9oESQ?e=rK02oU

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/programreview-reports.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/programreview-reports.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/programreview-reports.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/survey.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/EMP2006-2016ClosingtheLoopEvaluationReportFinal09May2018.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/EMP2006-2016ClosingtheLoopEvaluationReportFinal09May2018.pdf
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I.C.3-07 Marketing materials that contain any of the above (Fast Facts) 


I.C.3-08 Data dashboard pages to which public has access (Data and Survey page) 


I.C.3-09 College's website to state and federal scorecard information; (Student Success 


Scorecard and Launch Board)  


Additional Evidence: 


• Reports to the public or to stakeholders contain any or all of the following:   


Course completion data and analysis; Degree and certificate completion data and 


analysis; Results of assessment of student learning; Job placement data of degree and 


certificate completers; Licensure pass rates/data; Transfer data; Other achievement 


data related to the college’s mission  


• Marketing materials that contain any of the above;   


• Data dashboard pages to which public has access;   


• Links on the college’s website to federal scorecard information;   


 Course completion data and analysis  


• Program Review Data Packet https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/datapacket.aspx  


• Program Review Report Analysis  


Degree and certificate completion data and analysis   


• https://public.tableau.com/profile/nina.eusebio#!/vizhome/degrees_0/NumberofDegreesa


ndCertificatesAwarded  


• https://public.tableau.com/profile/nina.eusebio#!/vizhome/GraduationsbyCollegeandProg


ram/GraduationsbyCollegeandProgram  


Results of assessment of student learning   


Evidence: Data Dashboard plan and timeline 


Job placement data of degree and certificate completers   


https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx  


Licensure pass rates/data  https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx  


Transfer data   


• CSU Transfer Website; CSU Data Dashboard;   


o https://csudata.calstate.edu:8881/csu-high-school-


dashboard/public/details?id=075269&pagestyle=cc  


o http://www.calstate.edu/as/ccct/index.shtml  


• UC Transfer Website; UC Dashboard  


• California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office Transfer Website  


• San Jose State University Transfer Website (select the option for undergraduate 


transfers)  


• San Francisco State University Transfer Website  


Other achievement data related to the college’s mission;   


• Marketing materials that contain any of the above;   


• Data dashboard pages to which public has access;   


• Links on the college’s website to federal scorecard information  


o https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313  


o https://www.calpassplus.org/LaunchBoard/Home.aspx  
Meeting Agenda and Minutes related to data sharing  


Planning Committee  


SGC  


Academic Senate 


   



https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/survey.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/survey.aspx

https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313

https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313

https://www.calpassplus.org/LaunchBoard/Home.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/datapacket.aspx

https://email4cd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/chsieh636_email_4cd_edu/EgFjNgV-zm5MvruZ1bwUm6AB0edv2NEBUItglkstk9oESQ?e=rK02oU

https://public.tableau.com/profile/nina.eusebio#!/vizhome/degrees_0/NumberofDegreesandCertificatesAwarded

https://public.tableau.com/profile/nina.eusebio#!/vizhome/degrees_0/NumberofDegreesandCertificatesAwarded

https://public.tableau.com/profile/nina.eusebio#!/vizhome/GraduationsbyCollegeandProgram/GraduationsbyCollegeandProgram

https://public.tableau.com/profile/nina.eusebio#!/vizhome/GraduationsbyCollegeandProgram/GraduationsbyCollegeandProgram

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

http://asd.calstate.edu/ccc/index.asp

https://www5.dashboards.calstate.edu/static/page/hsdash/ccchome.html?utm_medium=301&utm_source=calstate.edu

https://csudata.calstate.edu:8881/csu-high-school-dashboard/public/details?id=075269&pagestyle=cc

https://csudata.calstate.edu:8881/csu-high-school-dashboard/public/details?id=075269&pagestyle=cc

http://www.calstate.edu/as/ccct/index.shtml

http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/infocenter/admissions-source-school

http://universityofcalifornia.edu/infocenter/transfers-major

http://datamart.cccco.edu/Outcomes/Student_Transfer_Volume.aspx

http://iea.sjsu.edu/Students/applications/

http://air.sfsu.edu/ir

https://scorecard.cccco.edu/scorecardrates.aspx?CollegeID=313

https://www.calpassplus.org/LaunchBoard/Home.aspx
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I.C.4. The institution describes its certificates and degrees in terms of their purpose, 


content, course requirements, and expected learning outcomes. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College describes its certificates and degrees in terms of their purpose, content, 


course requirements, and expected outcomes.  


 


Certificate and program information displayed in the Catalog includes: 


• Purpose – program overview that outlines the purpose of the program 


• Content – the total number of course units required and major elective units 


• Course requirements – required and major elective courses by semester when appropriate 


• Expected learning outcomes – Program learning outcomes (PLOs) by program 


 


This information is updated annually based on information provided through Program Review. 


Course requirement information in the Catalog is updated after attaining state approval. Course 


student learning outcomes (SLOs) can be found in the Catalog and can only be updated through 


the curriculum process.  


 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.4. Evidence 


 


I.C.4-01 Online catalog  
I.C.4-02 Marketing materials for degree and certificate programs  


I.C.4-03 Program web pages  
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I.C.5. The institution regularly reviews institutional policies, procedures, and publications 


to assure integrity in all representations of its mission, programs, and services. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College regularly reviews and evaluates institutional policies, procedures, and 


publications to assure integrity in all representations of its mission, programs and services. (note: 


ACCJC Policy)  
  
LMC reviews and evaluates its policies and procedures on a regular basis to assure integrity and 


consistency of information.  The Governing Board reviews in a (enter schedule here) cycle.  


 
The Office of Marketing and Media Design (OMMD) reviews all College publications and 


announcements to assure integrity in its representation and accuracy of information. Standards 


for style, graphics and content are posted on the College website and communicated to 


constituents.  


 


The Office of Marketing and Media Design (OMMD) assists in assuring that the website is 


functioning properly in terms of speed, mobile responsiveness, accessibility for everyone 


regardless of disability, performs well in search engine ranking, and markets diversity in the 


representation of content.   


   


This is achieved by continuous one-on-on trainings, online video, written documentation, and 


flex workshops that educate content contributors on best practices. In addition to manual 


monitoring, online software such as Google Analytics, SiteImprove, and AChecker help to 


identify problems as they arise so that marketing can address them quickly.  


 


For the web the evaluation of content is a daily process of creating pages and circling back to 


update pages, retraining and reading log reports to analyze what performs well and what doesn't.  


 


OMMD is in charge of graphic style and standards that the college should follow. There are 


multiple areas of the college involved with the reviewing of the content for clarity and accuracy 


of information.  


 


All catalog and schedule content is reviewed by the departments that are responsible for the 


specific areas. OMMD sent out proofs and the departments mark up any changes. The class 


schedules come to OMMD from the Office of Instruction (OOI). OOI review the data after its 


been laid out in the publication several times to assure everything is correct. Then the completed 


proof of the publication is circulated to the office of instruction, A&R and the presidents officer 


review and final approval of accuracy and consistency.  


 


The process for the catalog was reevaluated about 3 years ago. Every aspect of the catalog 


content was identified and assigned a specific person for review. Timelines were established and 


agreed upon by the various departments. The schedule publication process has been reviewed 


and fine-tuned annually. 
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Student announcements must have an ASO stamp of approval and must be sent to the OPR by a 


dean or vice president. Other campus announcements also must receive approval from a dean or 


vice president before being sent to OPR.  


 


LMC reviews and evaluates its mission on a regular basis. SGC reviews the mission annually. 


LMC reviews and evaluates its mission approximately every 4 years before the development of 


the College’s Educational Master Plan. Mission was reviewed in 2014 and will be reviewed in 


2019.  


 


The Office of Instruction ensures the accuracy, clarity, currency, and inclusion of appropriate 


detail of all information published in the College’s online Catalog through its electronic review 


and approval process.  


 


Many student support program and service policies and procedures are the operational 


responsibility of the Vice President of Instruction and Student Affairs (VPI&SS). This includes 


policies about student records, fees, financial aid, health services, student government, and 


campus safety. When laws affecting these operational policies change, the VPI&SS ensures the 


changes are made, implemented, and forwarded to the President. The Senior Dean of Student 


Services is responsible for reviewing and updating the majority of the College’s student support 


program and service policies and procedures, such as those related to admissions, enrollment, 


counseling, Transfer Center, Disabled Students Programs and Services, and Extended 


Opportunity Programs and Services.  


 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.5. Evidence 


 


I.C.5-01 style guides on our website: https://www.losmedanos.edu/marketing/resources.aspx  
I.C.5-02 BOT meeting minutes   
I.C.5-03 SGC meeting minutes—Mission (annually)   
I.C.5-04 Learning Community webpage screenshots  
I.C.5-05 LMC Homepage   


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/marketing/resources.aspx
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I.C.6. The institution accurately informs current and prospective students regarding the 


total cost of education, including tuition, fees, and other required expenses, including 


textbooks, and other instructional materials. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College accurately informs current and prospective students about all of the costs 


associated with tuition, feed, textbooks, and other instructional materials. Specific textbook 


information and costs needed for particular classes are found on the LMC Bookstore website or 


by visiting the bookstore.  


 


LMC informs current and prospective students and the public of the total cost of education 


through a variety of online and printed resources. This includes information about tuition, fees, 


and other required expenses, including textbooks. Based on a federal mandate, the primary venue 


to communicate all this information is included in Gainful Employment reporting. Gainful 


Employment reporting requires institutions to provide key information on program costs, how 


many students complete, how much they earn, and how much debt they may accumulate. The 


College publishes program related information on the College Career Technical Education and 


Workfore Development webpages, which also contains statistics on labor market and job-related 


information. In addition, the cost of books and book lists can be accessed through the Bookstore 


webpage. Additional information regarding expenses and financial support to students is 


available on the Financial Aid webpage. To ensure accuracy, program information regarding 


textbook fees, and other program costs is updated with Marketing and Student Services.  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.6. Evidence 


 


I.C.6-01 Bookstore: https://www.lmcbookstore.net/default.asp  


I.C.6-02 Financial Aid: https://www.losmedanos.edu/financialaid/  


I.C.6-03 A&R: https://www.losmedanos.edu/admissions/fees.aspx  


I.C.6-04 Gainful Employment: https://www.losmedanos.edu/gainfulemployment/index.aspx  


I.C.6-05 “Tuition and Fees” Catalog, page 12, 21-26: 


https://issuu.com/losmedanos/docs/catalog2018.19web?e=1426815/62116949  


I.C.6-06 Policy on tuition: https://www.losmedanos.edu/admissions/fees.aspx  


I.C.6-07 Web pages or other publications that describe residence hall pricing, meal plans, off 


campus housing costs, parking fees, etc.   


https://www.losmedanos.edu/parking/  


https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentlife/health.aspx  


I.C.6-08 Bookstore webpages where textbook prices 


are published: https://www.lmcbookstore.net/default.asp  


I.C.6-09 Bookstore procedures for collecting textbook information from faculty  


   



https://www.lmcbookstore.net/default.asp

https://www.losmedanos.edu/financialaid/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/admissions/fees.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/gainfulemployment/index.aspx

https://issuu.com/losmedanos/docs/catalog2018.19web?e=1426815/62116949

https://www.losmedanos.edu/admissions/fees.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/parking/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentlife/health.aspx

https://www.lmcbookstore.net/default.asp
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I.C.7. In order to assure institutional and academic integrity, the institution uses and 


publishes governing board policies on academic freedom and responsibility. These policies 


make clear the institution’s commitment to the free pursuit and dissemination of 


knowledge, and its support for an atmosphere in which intellectual freedom exists for all 


constituencies, including faculty and students. (ER 13) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College uses and publishes governing board policies on academic freedom and 


responsibility. Copies of this policy in a faculty handbook and student handbook, or similar 


documents disseminated to faculty and students.  Presentations or agenda from faculty 


development workshops, student orientations, or meetings where the policy is discussed  
 


The Contra Costa Community College District affirms its belief in the academic freedom of 


faculty, management and students to teach, study, conduct research, write and challenge 


viewpoints without undue restriction. Members of the college faculty are citizens, members of a 


learned profession and representatives of an educational institution. When they speak or write as 


citizens, they should be free from institutional censorship or discipline, but their special position 


in the community imposes special obligations. As persons of learning with institutional 


affiliations, they should remember that the public may judge their profession and institution by 


their statements. Hence, they should at all times be accurate, exercise appropriate restraint, show 


respect for the opinion of others, and make every effort to indicate that they are not expressing 


their institution's views.  


 
It is the policy of the District to apply the highest ethical principles and standards of conduct to 


all members of the District community -- managers, faculty, classified, and students. The District 


is committed to the principles of trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, and 


stewardship. The District strives to achieve fairness and equity, and to ensure that all students 


have equal access to educational programs and related student support services. The District also 


strives to maximize opportunities for academic achievement, meaningful employment and 


cultural enrichment for all students. The District is guided by the belief that a sense of true 


community is achieved when these ideals and values are reflected in the behavior of its members 


towards one another, students and the community.   
  
Board policies have been regularly reviewed by the governing board and published in easily 


accessible locations. 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.7. Evidence 


 


I.C.7-01 Board Policy Site http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-


procedures/board/TableOfContents.pdf  


I.C.7-02 Academic Freedom http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP2018.pdf  



http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/TableOfContents.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/TableOfContents.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP2018.pdf
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I.C.7-03 Code of Ethic http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP2056.pdf  


I.C.7-04 Catalog, page 


38. https://issuu.com/losmedanos/docs/catalog2018.19web?e=1426815/62116949  


I.C.7-05 Faculty Contract?  


I.C.7-06 Local One Contract? 


Additional Evidence - BP 20.18, BP 20.56 
 


 


  



http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP2056.pdf

https://issuu.com/losmedanos/docs/catalog2018.19web?e=1426815/62116949
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I.C.8. The institution establishes and publishes clear policies and procedures that promote 


honesty, responsibility and academic integrity. These policies apply to all constituencies 


and include specifics relative to each, including student behavior, academic honesty and the 


consequences for dishonesty. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Los Medanos College establishes and publishes clear policies and procedures that promote 


honesty, responsibility and academic integrity.  


 


LMC has board approved policies on student academic honesty and student behavior, which are 


clearly communicated to current and future students.  Copy of this policy is in a student 


hand. Presentations or agenda from student orientations or meetings where the policy 


is discussed. 
 
LMC has board approved policies on the faculty’s responsibility regarding academic honesty and 


integrity. Copy of this policy is in an employee handbook to faculty and staff Presentations or 


agenda from staff orientations or meetings where the policy is discussed. 


 
LMC has board approved policies that promote honesty, responsibility, and integrity of all 


employees and include consequences for dishonesty. Copy of this policy is in an employee 


handbook to faculty and staff. Presentations or agenda from staff orientations or meetings where 


the policy is discussed. 


 
LMC has procedures for authenticating student identity in DE/CE courses. 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.8. Evidence 


I.C.8-01 A policy on Academic Honesty and Integrity or a Student Code of Conduct that 


addresses the criteria in this Standard;   


I.C.8-02 Copy of this policy in a student handbook or similar document disseminated to 


students;   


I.C.8-03 Course syllabi that clearly describe expectations for academic honesty and 


consequences for violations;   


I.C.8-04 Presentations or agenda from student orientations or meetings where the policy is 


discussed;   


I.C.8-05 Procedure or process for authenticating student identity in DE/CE courses;   


I.C.8-06 Personnel policy on honesty and integrity, or personnel policy describing grounds for 


employee discipline including violations of honesty or integrity;   


I.C.8-07 Copy of this policy in an employee handbook or similar documents disseminated to 


faculty and staff;   


I.C.8-08 Presentations or agenda from staff orientations or meetings where the policy is 


discussed;   
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I.C.9. Faculty distinguish between personal conviction and professionally accepted views in 


a discipline.  They present data and information fairly and objectively.  


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 


There is a clear expectation that faculty distinguish between personal conviction and 


professionally accepted views. The College publishes policies on academic freedom, ethics, and 


integrity. LMC expresses these expectations in the personnel policy, faculty handbook and 


faculty job descriptions.   


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.9. Evidence 


 


I.C.9-01 The institution expresses these expectations in one or more of the following:   


• Personnel policy   


• Faculty handbook   


• Faculty job description;   


I.C.9-01 Academic Freedom: BP 2018  


I.C.9-01 Freedom of Expression: BP 2019  


I.C.9-01 Code of Ethics: BP 2056  


I.C.9-01 Board Policies and Procedures http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-


procedures/board/TableOfContents.pdf  


  



http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/TableOfContents.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/TableOfContents.pdf
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I.C.10. Institutions that require conformity to specific codes of conduct of staff, faculty, 


administrators, or students, or that seek to instill specific beliefs or world views, give clear 


prior notice of such policies, including statements in the catalog and/or appropriate faculty 


and student handbooks. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 
LMC gives clear prior notice of specific codes of conduct of staff, faculty, administrators and students in 


the catalog and handbooks.  


  


The institution clearly communicates its requirements of conformity to codes of conduct of staff, faculty, 


administrators, and students.  
  


If a college seeks to instill specific beliefs or world views, it has policies to give clear prior notice of 


such adherence to specific beliefs or world views, including statements in the catalog and/or appropriate 


faculty and student handbooks  
 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.10. Evidence 


I.C.10-01 Policies that describe expectations of codes of conduct or beliefs  


I.C.10-02 College catalog;  


I.C.10-03 Marketing materials for the institution;   


I.C.10-04 Student handbook  


I.C.10-05 Employee and faculty handbooks 
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I.C.11. Institutions operating in foreign locations operate in conformity with the Standards 


and applicable Commission policies for all students.  Institutions must have authorization 


from the Commission to operate in a foreign location. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Not applicable to LMC. LMC does not operate in foreign locations. 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


Not applicable to LMC 
 


I.C.11. Evidence 


 


Not applicable to LMC 
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I.C.12. The institution agrees to comply with Eligibility Requirements, Accreditation 


Standards, Commission policies, guidelines, and requirements for public disclosure, 


institutional reporting, team visits, and prior approval of substantive changes. When 


directed to act by the Commission, the institution responds to meet requirements within a 


time period set by the Commission.  It discloses information required by the Commission to 


carry out its accrediting responsibilities. (ER 21) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


LMC complies with policies and procedures of the ACCJC, including reporting, team visits and 


substantive changes. LMC responds to requirements in the time period set by ACCJC, and 


discloses all information requested.  


• LMC has made public all ACCJC required reports and documents pertaining to 


 compliance with ACCJC Standards and policies. 


• LMC has demonstrated that it consistently meets all reporting deadlines to the 


 ACCJC. 


• LMC complies with the ACCJC Policy on Rights and Responsibilities of the 


 Commission and Member Institutions, and has publicly disclosed the dates for the 


 upcoming comprehensive peer review visit.  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.12. Evidence 


 


I.C.12-01 LMC Accreditation Website  


I.C.12-02 Accreditation 2014 (College web page with links to accreditation reports and action 


letters since the last visit, including the last ISER, action letters, midterm report, and 


follow-up reports) (Web page with announcement of upcoming ACCJC peer review 


visit, with link to ACCJC Third Party Comment form) (Press release or Board 


announcement of upcoming peer review team visit and notification for interested 


parties to provide third-party comments)  


I.C.12-03 Accreditation Reports  


I.C.12-04 Accreditation Annual Reports  


I.C.12-05 Accreditation 2020  


I.C.12-06 Solicited third-party comment  


I.C.12-07 One click away from the college’s home page (Screen Shot)  


Additional Evidence - LMC Accreditation Website, Accreditation 2014, Accreditation 


Reports, Accreditation Annual Reports; solicited third-party comment (Accreditation 


2014, Accreditation 2020 


  



https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/2014.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/accred/selfstudy.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/2020.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/LMC/lmcac20/ERVXJTnt2SBCpvAV_hF6wscBjWz3l3jazEPm9kR94q_WUw?e=mCFvHx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/2014.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/accred/selfstudy.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/accred/selfstudy.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/annualreport.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/2014.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/2014.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/accreditation/2020.aspx
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I.C.13. The institution advocates and demonstrates honesty and integrity in its relationships 


with external agencies, including compliance with regulations and statutes.  It describes 


itself in consistent terms to all of its accrediting agencies and communicates any changes in 


its accredited status to the Commission, students, and the public. (ER 21) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


LMC is honest with its reporting and dealings to external agencies, including accurate 


description of its accreditation status. LMC communicates any changes to its accreditation status 


to the ACCJC, students and the public.  


 


The College demonstrates continuous compliance with external regulatory agency requirements. 


As stated in I.C.12, the College is in compliance with all ACCJC requirements. In addition the 


College also complies with federal and state mandates, as well as regulations from the California 


Community College Chancellors Office pertaining to gainful employment. Additionally, specific 


programs within the College are accredited by:  


• California State Fire Marshal  


• Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training  


• Contra Costa County Emergency Medical Services Office  


• State Board of Registered Nursing  


• State Board of Vocational Nursing  


   


Changes in the College’s Accreditation status are communicated to the public via the College 


website.   


 


The institution complies with the USDE’s regulation on public notifications. Examples of 


agencies and reporting include:   


Chancellor’s Office  


o Adoption of Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative (IEPI)   


o Student Success Scorecard   


o CCC Curriculum Inventory Programs Report   


o CCC Curriculum Inventory Courses Report   


U.S. Department of Education (USDE)  


o Public Notification of an Evaluation Team Visit and Third Party Comment    


o Standards and Performance with Respect to Student Achievement (Standard IB, Student 


Achievement Data and Institution Set Standards; see Standard I.B.3)   


o Credits, Program Length, and Tuition   


o Transfer Policies (Transfer of Credit; see Standard II.A.10)   


o Distance Education and Correspondence Education (Distance Education and 


Correspondence Education; also see Standard II.A)   


o Student Complaints (Student and Public Complaints Against Institutions; also see 


Standard II.B)   


o Institutional Disclosure and Advertising and Recruitment Materials (Institutional 


Advertising, Student Recruitment, and Representation of Accredited Status)   


o Title IV Compliance (Contractual Relationships with Non Regionally Accredited 


Organizations and Institutional Compliance with Title IV)   



http://osfm.fire.ca.gov/

https://www.post.ca.gov/

http://cchealth.org/ems/

http://www.rn.ca.gov/

http://www.bvnpt.ca.gov/
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o Compliance with other external agencies’ regulations and statutes  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


I.C.13. Evidence 


 
I.C.13-01 Gainful Employment   


I.C.13-02 LMC Accreditation Web page 
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I.C.14. The institution ensures that its commitments to high quality education, student 


achievement and student learning are paramount to other objectives such as generating 


financial returns for investors, contributing to a related or parent organization, or 


supporting external interests. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


LMC holds its mission of offering high quality education to the highest importance, over and 


above any other competing interest.  


 


LMC is a public institution committed solely to high-quality education, student achievement, and 


student learning. Aside from the State of California, LMC does not have investors nor a parent 


organization, and there are no supporting external interests.  


 


The LMC Foundation cultivates donors and philanthropists to help advance LMC's mission.  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


 


I.C.14. Evidence 


 


I.C.14-01 Conflict of interest policies  


I.C.14-02 Budget assumptions used in financial planning  


I.C.14-03 LMC Mission: https://www.losmedanos.edu/aboutcollege/mission.aspx  


I.C.14-04 LMC Foundation: https://www.losmedanos.edu/foundation/  


 


Conclusions on Standard I.C. Institutional Integrity  
 


 [insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


 


[insert response if applicable] 


 


Evidence List  


 


[insert list] 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/aboutcollege/mission.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/foundation/
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Standard II: Student Learning Programs and Support Services 
The institution offers instructional programs, library and learning support services, and student 
support services aligned with its mission.  The institution’s programs are conducted at levels of 
quality and rigor appropriate for higher education. The institution assesses its educational quality 
through methods accepted in higher education, makes the results of its assessments available to 
the public, and uses the results to improve educational quality and institutional effectiveness.  
The institution defines and incorporates into all of its degree programs a substantial component 
of general education designed to ensure breadth of knowledge and to promote intellectual 
inquiry.  The provisions of this standard are broadly applicable to all instructional programs and 
student and learning support services offered in the name of the institution. 
 


II.A. Instructional Programs 
 
II.A.1. All instructional programs, regardless of location or means of delivery, including 
distance education and correspondence education, are offered in fields of study consistent 


with the institution’s mission, are appropriate to higher education, and culminate in 
student attainment of identified student learning outcomes, and achievement of degrees, 
certificates, employment, or transfer to other higher education programs. (ER 9 and ER 
11) 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
All course and program offerings, whether traditional or distance education and/or 


correspondence education (DE/CE), align with the stated mission of the institution. 


Course and program offerings are appropriate for post-secondary education 


Program descriptions include expected student learning outcomes and list the degrees and 


certificates that can be earned.  


The institution can supply data that students actually achieve degrees and certificates.  
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Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 
 
 
II.A.1. Evidence 
 
II.A.1-01 The college catalog—program descriptions show that programs align to the mission, 


are appropriate to higher education, and culminate in student attainment of learning 
outcomes and achievement of degrees, certificates, employment, and/or transfer;   


II.A.1-02 Program brochures and web pages that describe the same;   
II.A.1-03 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard. 


II.A.1-04 (Data on student degree/certificate completion, transfer, and job placement are already 


included in the ISER section on Student Achievement and do not need to be repeated 


here as evidence that programs culminate in achievement of degrees, etc.)  
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II.A.2. (Applicable to institutions with comprehensive reviews scheduled after Fall 2019. 1)   
Faculty, including full time, part time, and adjunct faculty, regularly engage in ensuring 
that the content and methods of instruction meet generally accepted academic and 
professional standards and expectations. In exercising collective ownership over the design 


and improvement of the learning experience, faculty conduct systematic and inclusive 
program review, using student achievement data, in order to continuously improve 
instructional courses and programs, thereby ensuring program currency, improving 
teaching and learning strategies, and promoting student success. 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 
 
Faculty are involved in curriculum development for courses and programs.  
 
Faculty ensure that course content and methods of instruction meet generally accepted academic 
and professional standards of higher education.  
 
Faculty evaluate and discuss the relationship between teaching methodologies and student 
performance on a regular basis.  
 
Criteria used in program review include relevancy, appropriateness, achievement of learning 
outcomes, currency, and planning for the future.    
 
The program review process is consistently followed for all college programs, regardless of the 
type of program (collegiate, developmental, etc.) and mode of delivery.  
 
Program review includes analysis of student achievement data (course completions and 
degree/certificate completions) and student learning data (SLO assessment results). 
 
Department faculty, full-time and part-time, regularly engage in developing curriculum that 


meets academic and professional standards for both content, instructional methods, learning 


outcomes, and assessment/grading criteria. Existing courses are revised based on assessment of 


student learning outcomes in the year prior to updating the course outline, per our assessment 


model.  Once proposed and reviewed within academic departments, course outlines – both new 


courses and those being reviewed on a 2 (CTE) or 5-year cycle − are sent to the Office of 


Instruction for technical review by instructional deans, and subsequently placed on the 


Curriculum Committee agenda. General Education courses receive an additional review by the 


GE Committee that determines if criteria are met for general education courses. All Curriculum 


Committee members review and discuss course outlines at regularly scheduled bi-monthly 


meetings. While only faculty vote to approve courses, others regularly attend meetings to 


provide input, including instructional deans, scheduler, articulation officer, and Admissions and 


Records staff. Courses that are to be taught fully or partially online require a supplement to the 


official course outline of record that documents how regular and substantive interaction will be 


maintained in the achievement of each course student learning outcome. If the committee 


determines that criteria and standards are not initially met, the course outline or online 
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supplement is returned to the department with feedback for revision, and only approved after an 


additional review process to ensure needed changes were made.  


  


Faculty participate fully in program review, which includes Comprehensive Program Review 


in Year 1 of a five-year cycle, with updates in years 3 and 5. Comprehensive Program Review 


requires the analysis of student achievement data and SLO assessment results as documented in 


our program review templates completed by all programs. These templates also document 


department and program analysis of curriculum relevancy and currency, course sequencing and 


time to completion, and rationale for program changes.  Feedback is provided to all programs by 


instructional deans who certify that the program review was completed, and aggregated data is 


analyzed by relevant committees, such as the Teaching and Learning Committee looking at 


all assessment results across programs and using that data to inform future professional 


learning opportunities to improve student success, a process documented in their minutes. In 


addition, requests for resource allocation are included in the Comprehensive Program 


Review template, aligned with college strategic and integrated planning goals, and those 


requests are automatically rolled up into a spreadsheet for consideration by our Shared 


Governance Committee via our Resource Allocation Process. 


  
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 
 
II.A.2. Evidence 
 
II.A.2-01 Documentation of the process for curriculum development, review, and approval— the 


workflow and persons responsible—for courses and for programs;   
II.A.2-02 Approved course outlines of record that contain course descriptions, expected course 


learning outcomes, and course content at appropriate educational levels (precollegiate, 
lower division, or upper division);   


II.A.2-03 Documentation of a rigorous review process for DE courses to ensure they meet 
expectations for effective DE teaching methods and regular and substantive 
interactions;   


II.A.2-04 Documentation of a regular program review process, with timelines, workflow, and 
persons responsible;   


II.A.2-05 Completed program review reports, with analysis of student learning assessment 
results and analysis of student achievement data, leading to improvement plans, and 
requests for resource allocations if needed;   


II.A.2-06 Minutes from departmental, divisional, or other meetings where program reviews, 
program data, and improvement plans are discussed;   


II.A.2-07 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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Document your efforts to solicit input – emails to departments (name them); individuals 


interviewed; committees; other, etc. 


  


Emailed for feedback:  


Louie Giambattista, Curriculum Committee Chair 


Eileen Valenzuela, Articulation Officer 


Christina Goff, CC member 


Penny Wilkins, CC member 


Jancy Rickman, CC member 


Morgan Lynn, CC member 


Michelle Mack, CC member 


Aprill Nogarr, CC member 


Ed Haven, GE chair 


Ryan Pedersen, Dean 


Nikki Moultrie, Dean 


Natalie Hannum, Dean 


All LMC Department Chairs 


Beth Ann Robertson, Admin Assistant to PIE office 


Alex Porter,  Vice President of Business Services 


Chialin Hsieh, Senior Dean of PIE 
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II.A.3. The institution identifies and regularly assesses learning outcomes for courses, 
programs, certificates and degrees using established institutional procedures.  The 
institution has officially approved and current course outlines that include student learning 
outcomes.  In every class section students receive a course syllabus that includes learning 


outcomes from the institution’s officially approved course outline. 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution has established a procedure for identifying student learning outcomes for 


courses, programs, certificates, and degrees. 


 When new courses or revisions to existing courses are proposed, the college’s General 


Education and Curriculum Committees review the COORs to ensure that each course has 


learning outcomes appropriate to the mission of the program and department in which the course 


will be taught.  (link here to charge of GE committee and Curriculum Committee.).  All 


current COORs are publicly available on the college’s website and document the existence of 


learning outcomes. (link to COORs on office of instruction’s webpage.).  Instructors are 


required to provide all students with a course syllabus which includes the official learning 


outcomes on the COOR (link to first day hand out memo via office of instruction’s website.)   


The college uses a five-year assessment cycle to ensure the assessment of all learning outcomes 


for courses and programs.  Each course is placed within a specific cohort that is assessed on a 


rotating basis.  Program learning outcomes are assessed at the end of the five-year cycle, with the 


last program assessment taking place during the 2017-2018 academic year.  (Link to New 


Model of Assessment via TLC website.)   


 


Student learning outcomes are in place for the institution’s courses, programs, certificates and 


degrees.  


All faculty regularly assess learning outcomes in courses and programs.  


Current, officially approved course outlines include student learning outcomes.  


All syllabi include student learning outcomes as listed on the officially approved course outlines.  


Learning outcomes for courses and programs offered as DE/CE match the learning outcomes for 


the same courses and programs when taught in traditional mode.   


Institutions have structures in place to verify all students receive a course syllabus. 
 
 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 
[insert response] 
 
II.A.3. Evidence 
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II.A.3-01 Approved course outlines of record, which contain student learning outcomes and 
perhaps suggested assessment methods in broad terms;   


II.A.3-02 Documentation of a regular cycle of learning outcomes assessment for courses and 
programs—with workflow, timelines, and persons responsible;   


II.A.3-03 Program review reports that contain assessment results/data and analysis;   
II.A.3-04 Sample assessment instruments and results from courses or programs;   
II.A.3-05 Written instructions or a template that guides faculty to include student learning 


outcomes among the course information on a syllabus;   
II.A.3-06 Syllabi from courses in a broad range of programs and disciplines, all containing SLOs 


that match the SLOs in the approved course outlines of record;   
II.A.3-07 Documentation of a regular process for review of syllabi—with timelines and persons 


responsible—to ensure syllabi contain accurate course information, including course 
SLOs;   


II.A.3-08 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard. 
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II.A.4. If the institution offers pre-collegiate level curriculum, it distinguishes that 
curriculum from college level curriculum and directly supports students in learning the 
knowledge and skills necessary to advance to and succeed in college level curriculum. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
Criteria and processes have been developed and are used for decision-making in regards to 
offering developmental, pre-collegiate, continuing and community education, short-term 
training, or contract education.  
 
The college has a process and criteria for determining the appropriate credit type, delivery 
mode, and location of its courses and programs.   
 
There is alignment between pre-collegiate level curriculum and college level curriculum in order 
to ensure clear and efficient pathways for students. 
 


Through the college’s efforts to implement the requirements of California Assembly Bill 705 


whose goal is to reduce the time for students to complete transfer level math and English, 


significant changes to the college’s pre-collegiate curriculum have taken place. The number of 


college level courses with pre-collegiate pre-requisites has decreased as seen in the college 


catalog descriptions of each course. For pre-collegiate pre-requisites that remain, the catalog 


clearly states their requirement and they are approved and reviewed by the college’s curriculum 


committee by completing a pre-requisite validation form in which the necessary skills from the 


pre-requisite course outline of record are delineated. Decision making in regards to the 


development of pre-collegiate courses in terms of credit type, mode of delivery, and so forth 


follows the process outlined by the college curriculum committee in the course approval 


process. 


The pathways from pre-collegiate coursework to college level course work are clear. For ESL, 


the college offers courses addressing various components of the communication process 


including vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, conversation, reading, and writing at 4 different 


levels. Courses are offered in both credit and non-credit pathways with the course descriptions 


in the catalog guiding students from non-credit ESL to credit ESL to transfer level English 


courses. ESL courses and their corresponding levels are also outlined on the ESL website. For 


English, the college only offers 3 pre-collegiate courses all of which are designed to prepare 


students for college level work as stated in the course descriptions in the catalog. One of these 


courses along with the appropriate level 4 ESL courses are listed in the college catalog as 


prerequisites for transfer level English. For math, the pathways through pre-collegiate work can 


vary based upon student’s desired field of study and are mapped separately through the 


suggested math course paths on the math department webpage. The required prerequisites for 


1st level transfer courses are also listed in the college catalog. 
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Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 
 
II.A.4. Evidence 
 
II.A.4-01 The college catalog;   
II.A.4-01 Documents that record course sequences from pre-collegiate to college-level;   
II.A.4-01 Pre-collegiate prerequisite courses noted in catalog descriptions of college-level 


courses;   
II.A.4-01 College-level course outlines of record that identify necessary prerequisite skills or 


knowledge, and pre-collegiate course outlines of record that contain the requisite skills 
as outcomes;   


II.A.4-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard. 
 
II.A.4-01 The college catalog;   
II.A.4-01 Documents that record course sequences from pre-collegiate to college-level;  (See 


https://www.losmedanos.edu/Groups/Math/web/classes.aspx AND 
https://www.losmedanos.edu/esl/courses.aspx )  


II.A.4-01 Pre-collegiate prerequisite courses noted in catalog descriptions of college-level 
courses;   


II.A.4-01 College-level course outlines of record that identify necessary prerequisite skills 


or knowledge, and pre-collegiate course outlines of record that contain the 
requisite skills as outcomes;   


II.A.4-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
II.A.4.-04 Curriculum Committee Process for Course Approval (See 


https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/cur/hanbook.aspx ) 
 


 
  
 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/Groups/Math/web/classes.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/esl/courses.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/cur/hanbook.aspx
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II.A.5. The institution’s degrees and programs follow practices common to American 
higher education, including appropriate length, breadth, depth, rigor, course sequencing, 
time to completion, and synthesis of learning.  The institution ensures that minimum 
degree requirements are 60 semester credits or equivalent at the associate level, and 120 


credits or equivalent at the baccalaureate level. (ER 12) 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
The institution demonstrates the quality of its instruction by following practices common to 
American higher education and has policies and procedures in place to define these practices.   
 
The college follows established criteria to decide the breadth, depth, rigor, sequencing, time to 
completion, and synthesis of learning of each program it offers.   
 
All associate degrees at the college require successful completion of a minimum of 60 semester 
credits. 
 


LMC has policies and procedures in place to ensure all programs and degrees meet expected 


standards for higher education as required by California Education Code and Title 5 and detailed 


in the Program and Course Approval Handbook from the California Community Colleges 


Chancellor’s Office and guiding documents from the Academic Senate of California Community 


Colleges.  All Associate degrees at Los Medanos College are approved by our local Academic 


Senate and Curriculum Committee and require at least 60 semester credits with a minimum of 


18 units of General Education courses and 18 units in a major. Courses designated as general 


education are first reviewed by our General Education Committee, who conduct a rigorous 


review of the proposed course to ensure the course requires the depth and breadth required of all 


our general education courses: substantial reading, writing, critical and creative thinking, ethical 


inquiry and multicultural/global perspectives. Curriculum Committee requires a standard 


template that addresses all required Title 5 requirements with regard to course objectives, 


assessments, content, methods of instruction, prerequisites/corequisites and grading standards. 


Program review templates require departments to demonstrate how programs culminating in an 


Associate degree may be completed within two years given departmental scheduling patterns.  


Synthesis of learning is demonstrated through required Program Level Student Learning 


Outcomes assessment, which is conducted every 5 years, including data collected annually at 


the course level.   


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 
 
II.A.5. Evidence 
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II.A.5-01 Catalog pages that accurately and clearly describe the number of credits required for 
degrees and certificates;   


II.A.5-01 Course and/or program development, review, and approval procedure that contains 
criteria used by faculty and others for determining appropriate length, breadth, depth, 
rigor, course sequencing, time to completion, and synthesis of learning;   


II.A.5-01 Policy on the minimum number of credits required for a degree or certificate;   
II.A.5-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard. 


• College Catalog  
• LMC Program of Study Chart p.63  
• AA Degree Requirements p. 65  
• General Education Outcomes p. 61  
• GE Criteria for Course Approval  
• Comprehensive Program Review template showing time to completion  
• Degree Checklists   


 


Document your efforts to solicit input – emails to departments (name them); individuals 


interviewed; committees; other, etc. 


Emailed draft statement for feedback:  


Louie Giambattista, Curriculum Committee Chair 


Josh Bearden, Academic Senate President 


Scott Hubbard, TLC Chair 


Briana McCarthy, PSLO/CSLO Coordinator 


Rikki Hall, Admissions and Records 
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II.A.6. The institution schedules courses in a manner that allows students to complete 
certificate and degree programs within a period of time consistent with established 
expectations in higher education. (ER 9) 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution schedules classes in alignment with student needs and program pathways, 
allowing students to complete programs within a reasonable period of time.   
 
The institution uses data to evaluate the degree to which scheduling facilitates completion for 
their diverse students’ needs.  
 
The institution reflects on time-to-completion data in program review and institutional 
evaluation, and devises plans to improve completion rates.  
 
Departments schedule courses in a manner that allows full-time students to complete AA-T 


degrees in 2 years, and most local degrees in 2-3 years, depending on the major. This is 


accomplished through several symbiotic processes. First, as a part of the program review 


process, departments list the sequences of their courses to completion for each of their degrees 


and certificates. This is done when completing the Instructional Program Review template. 


Additionally, within the program review process, departments indicate how frequently and when 


these courses will be offered.  


During the schedule development, department chairs together with deans work to build a 


schedule that adheres to the guiding principles of enrollment management at the college. 


These include being consistent with our mission, focusing on the student experience, prioritizing 


program completion and the attainment of outcomes, and ensuring the educational and fiscal 


integrity of the college. To this end, the college has tiered courses within the categories of 


General Education and Transfer, Career and Technical Education, Basic Skills and Academic 


and Career Success and Counseling with an eye toward which courses to prioritize adding and 


which courses should be cut and eliminated from the schedule. These tiers can be found in the 


schedule development section of the enrollment management website. 


Departments are provided data surrounding program completion and course completion as a part 


of their program review data package. In addition to this, department chairs are given 


enrollment data from previous corresponding semesters to aid in making scheduling decisions. 


Instructional deans review the draft schedules across disciplines to ensure that students are able 


to take courses within the same program of study (but different disciplines) in the same semester 


where appropriate.  


The enrollment management strategies and principles are applied primarily informally through 


the collaborative work of the department chairs, deans, and the Vice President of Instruction. The 


enrollment management committee as a collective has not met formally since 2014. 
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Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 
 
II.A.6. Evidence 
 
II.A.6-01 Enrollment management plans that take into consideration time to completion and 


program pathways;   
II.A.6-01 Student achievement data reports that evaluate the effectiveness of enrollment 


management and pathways plans;   
II.A.6-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard. 
 
II.A.6.04 Instructional Program Review Template 


(https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/documents/ComprehensiveProgramRevie
wGuide-InstructionalUnits_Final.docx) 


II.A.6.05 Guiding Principles of Enrollment Management 


(https://www.losmedanos.edu/enrollmentmanagement/princ.aspx)  
II.A.6.06 Schedule Development Section of Enrollment Management Website 
(https://www.losmedanos.edu/enrollmentmanagement/sched.aspx)  
II.A.6.07 Program Review Data Package 


(https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/programreview-process.aspx)  
II.A.6.08 Department Chair Scheduling Data 


(https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/sites/LMC/lmcoooi/SitePages/Home.aspx)  
  



https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/documents/ComprehensiveProgramReviewGuide-InstructionalUnits_Final.docx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/documents/ComprehensiveProgramReviewGuide-InstructionalUnits_Final.docx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/enrollmentmanagement/princ.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/enrollmentmanagement/sched.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/programreview-process.aspx

https://email4cd.sharepoint.com/sites/LMC/lmcoooi/SitePages/Home.aspx
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II.A.7. The institution effectively uses delivery modes, teaching methodologies and learning 
support services that reflect the diverse and changing needs of its students, in support of 
equity in success for all students. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution demonstrates it understands and is meeting the needs and learning styles of its 
students, by identifying students by subpopulations.    
Equity plan, disaggregation, also in our CPR 


 
The institution has established protocols to determine the appropriate delivery modes for its 
diverse student populations.  
Distance ed best practices, Laurie’s report, District distance ed vision plan, curriculum 


committee views and discusses each online course supplement (see CC minutes and agendas); 


@ONE online readiness modules (ask Courtney!!!) 


 
The institution has established and follows a policy and/or procedure for approving courses and 
programs for DE/CE. The procedure ensures that DE/CE courses and programs comply with 
federal definitions of distance education (with regular and substantive interaction with the 
instructor, initiated by the instructor, and online activities are included as part of a student’s 
grade) and correspondence education (online activities are primarily “paperwork related,” 
including reading posted materials, posting homework and completing exams, and interaction 
with the instructor is initiated by the student as needed).  
CC procedure for approving online courses; correspondence ed is N/A; Dist. Ed. has policies 


(talk to Courtney and Penny) 


 
The college regularly evaluates the effectiveness of its delivery modes and uses results to guide 
improvements.  
Laurie’s DE gap study; online student evaluations; DE best practices (which has evidence from 


it); upcoming possible decision to join the OEI 


 
The college regularly assesses the changing needs of its students and uses the results of such 
assessments to plan or improve delivery modes, teaching methodologies, and learning support 
services.  
SENSE/CCSI surveys; CPRs; online student support meetings in fall 2018; Liz Green led a 


teaching community around online English courses; check CPR for anything related; Sandra 


does regular assessment in the Center for Academic Support; Brain Food project (talk to Sandra); 


regularly evaluate tutors in Math Lab and MESA; student services assessment group (talk to 


Gail);  


 
The college provides equitable learning support services for DE/CE students and traditional on-
campus students.  
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NetTutor (talk to Marie and Scott Warfe); online support in the Center for Academic Support 


(talk to Sandra); online counseling (talk to Sophia); ask Courtney about any student-facing 


support that she offers; Canvas has 24/7 helpline;  


The college offers a range of course delivery modes, including fully face-to-face, hybrid, and 


fully online. Courses must submit an online course supplement to curriculum committee, and 


with their approval, may be scheduled as hybrid or fully online. This form specifically requests 


information about how the course and instructor will ensure students effectively attain the course 


SLOs, with instructor support, including regular and substantive interaction initiated by the 


faculty. (Link to Curriculum Committee online course supplement form.) The Distance 


Education committee created the form and gives regular feedback to the Senate and Curriculum 


Committee about distance education issues, as well as keeping resources on their website. (Link 


to all three websites and minutes.) The college has prepared, reflected on, and will act on a 


Distance Ed Gap Study (Link to it on Planning Committee and SGC websites.) in spring 


2019. The committee also recommended to the Academic Senate to join the OEI, and that passed 


in February 2019. This will provide many more support modules and services for distance 


education students and faculty. The District has a Distance Ed strategic vision and plan, and 


LMC’s Distance Ed committee has the District Dean of Distance Education as a support and 


member. The library offers help to students with online and technology issues, both face-to-face 


and digitally. The District and LMC in spring 2019 are working to finish the Online Readiness 


Modules in Canvas for all students. 


The college provides a range of student support services to students online and in person. In 


person, these include peer tutoring through the Center for Academic Support, MESA, and the 


Math Labs. There are extra support services provided by the Brain Food Project and the Food 


Pantry; dedicated programs such as the Veterans Resource Center, EOPS, and DSPS; and 


learning communities such as Honors, Puente, MESA, and Umoja. For distance students, the 


Center for Academic Support provides asynchronous Online Consultation services; Counseling 


provides e-advising (Link to website: 


https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentservices/counseling/online.aspx), BlueJeans distance 


counseling, phone counseling, and videos demonstrating how to access college services, the 


college website, their ed plan, and more. They have served 356 students in fall 2018 alone. (Link 


to Counseling Department document Sophia Provided.)  


The college identifies students by subpopulations in its equity plan and each unit’s program 


review (Link to Equity Plan and Program Review forms and website). The college evaluates 


its programs through the regular program review process, comprehensive program review, and 


CSLO and PSLO assessment. The Center for Academic Support does regular evaluation of its 


services through reports, tracking of usage, peer tutor evaluations, and satisfaction surveys. 


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentservices/counseling/online.aspx
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[insert response] 
 


II.A.7. Evidence 
II.A.7-01 Institutional reports on diverse and changing needs of students and resulting plans for 


developing or improving delivery modes, teaching methodologies, and learning support 
services;   


II.A.7-01 Policy and/or procedure for DE/CE course and/or program approval;  − Minutes from 
committee meeting when DE/CE approval procedure is followed.  


II.A.7-01 Course outlines of record and syllabi from courses that are taught both in traditional 
mode and in DE/CE mode;   


II.A.7-01 Examples of DE/CE course materials, assignments, activities, and assessments;   
II.A.7-01 Institutional evaluation or program review of DE/CE and related learning support 


services;   
II.A.7-01 Program reviews that disaggregate student learning assessment data and student 


achievement data by mode of delivery. When achievement gaps are noted between 
delivery modes, program reviews include plans to improve teaching methodologies 
and/or learning support services in support of equity in success;   


II.A.7-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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II.A. 8. The institution validates the effectiveness of department-wide course and/or 
program examinations, where used, including direct assessment of prior learning. The 
institution ensures that processes are in place to reduce test bias and enhance reliability. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 


Programs and departments have clear structures in place to determine pre-requisite criteria and 


to ensure their consistent application.  


If appropriate, programs and departments have protocols to evaluate students’ prior learning.  


The institution has established protocols to ensure the use of unbiased, valid measures of student 


learning.  


Some CTE programs offer students the opportunity to attempt industry-specific qualifying exams 


for certification or licensure.  These optional exams do not affect students’ grades, and external 


entities or agencies are responsible for their administration and for the validity and reliability of 


the exams.  Although LMC does not use any department-wide course/or program examinations, 


we have procedures in place to ensure that examinations and measures of learning are valid and 


reliable (II.A.8-1).  Several Career Education Programs (EMT, Fire, Nursing, more TBD) are 


subject to licensure/certification examinations after program completion.  Examinations are 


administered by third-party testing agencies who are responsible for the validation of 


effectiveness in measuring student learning and competency and for minimizing test bias (II.A.8-


2, II.A.8-3).  In programs such as Fire Technology, the college is the testing mechanism to meet 


third party standards.  In doing so, the LMC is licensed by the California State Fire Marshal and 


must submit to an accreditation self-study and site evaluation.  Additionally, faculty in Fire 


Technology must attend specialized training to be part of the testing process, and a prescriptive 


plan for conducting testing must be in place (II.A.8-4, II-A.8-5).  


The determination of course prerequisites is an embedded part of the curriculum development 


and review process by the Curriculum Committee, a sub-committee of the Academic Senate. The 


Curriculum Committee has created content review forms to standardize the placement of 


appropriate prerequisites on a course and posted them on the publicly accessible Curriculum 


Committee website (II.A.8-6, II.A.8-7, II.A.8-8, II.A.8-9).   


In our content review process for prerequisites, faculty with subject matter expertise validate the 


specific requirements for listing a course as a prerequisite by labeling SLOs from the intended  


prerequisite course as they relate to likely student success in the target course.  The outcome of 


the content review process can be a required prerequisite, a recommended prerequisite 


(advisory), or a non-affirmation of the prerequisite course. We use a similar content review 


process to determine the minimum levels of reading, English, and math proficiency needed for 


the course after a dialog between the target course faculty and the English, math, or Academic 


Development faculty.  For CTE courses that already exist in the catalog, CTE programs engage 
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in a prerequisite review process and certify their prerequisites for relevancy every two years.  


The process is reviewed and approved at the Curriculum Committee.   


  


Los Medanos College has significantly emphasized a student’s prior learning in our placement 


process with multiple measures of assessment (MMA) for all students since fall 2014. While 


MMAs usually use high school GPA and the student’s last math or English course, we also 


include military credit, Advanced Placement (AP) and College-Level Examination Program 


(CLEP) test results for placement, and in some instances, course credit (II.A.8-10 - II.A.8-18) 


  


We have established several protocols to standardize measures of student learning across courses 


and departments. In the faculty evaluation process, faculty present course syllabi to their 


evaluation committee who check for a number of required elements, including course SLOs and 


adherence to the published COOR. 


 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Los Medanos College uses several institution-wide standards and procedures to ensure that 


examinations and measures of learning are fair and consistently applied across courses and 


across the college. This increases reliability and validity, and reduces disproportionate impact. 


Institutional Process Ensuring Validity and Reliability 
Centralization of content 
review procedures with the 
Curriculum Committee and the use of rubrics 
following CB21 guidelines 


Ensures that we apply the basic reading, English, and 
math 
prerequisites levels evenly across all target courses 
and disciplines. 
  


Multiple measures of 
assessment placement method 


Statewide Multiple Measures of Assessment Project 
(MMAP) data 
tested reliability, showing method to be more 
accurate than the use of 
test scores alone. Since the introduction of MMAs at 
LMC, 
students have completed college-level math and 
English at higher rates 
and LMC is seeing a reduction in the success gap in 
gateway courses for 
African American and Hispanic students. 


Policy of using AP and CLEP 
tests 


Provides a standardized, unbiased opportunity to 
receive credit for prior learning; may be applied 
toward the completion of an LMC program. 


Faculty evaluation process Ensures each individual faculty member’s participation 
in assessment efforts is coordinated with the 
department, promoting standardization across class 
sections taught by the department (II.A.8-19). 
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II.A.8. Evidence 
II.A.8-01 Documented procedures for department-wide course or program assessments and for 


evaluating students’ prior learning;   
II.A.8-01 In-house or external reports with data analysis that verifies that department-wide 


assessments are free of bias;   
II.A.8-01 Documentation of the existence of an IRB at the institution, one of whose tasks is to 


verify that department-wide assessments are free of bias;   
II.A.8-01 If the college uses third-party assessments, it can provide verification from the vendor 


that the assessments are free of bias;   
II.A.8-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
 
II.A.8-1 = List of approved Assessment Instruments – Updated September 2017 


II.A.8-2 = National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians 


II.A.8-3 = National Council Licensing Examination (NCLEX) 


II.A.8-4 = LMC ARTP Accreditation Letter 


II.A.8-5 = State Fire Marshal requirements for testing and/or LMC Testing Action Plan 


II.A.8-6 = Link to Curriculum Committee webpage 


II.A.8-7 = Course Prerequisite Form  


II.A.8-8 = Prerequisite review certification form 


II.A.8-9 = Course Guide – Building a Course Outline of Record (COOR) 


II.A.8-10 = Multiple Measures Placement 


II.A.8-11 = Basic Skills 


II.A.8-12 = Student Success in Remedial Education 


II.A.8-13 = English Placements 


II.A.8-14 = Math Placements 


II.A.8-15 = CLEP info 


II.A.8-16 = The RP Group – Multiple Measures for Assessment and Placement (September 12, 


2014) 


II.A.8-17 = Prerequisite Challenge Form 


II.A.8-18 = Credit by Exam 
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II.A.8-19 = UF Contract – Faculty Evaluation 


Document your efforts to solicit input – emails to departments (name them); individuals 


interviewed; committees; other, etc. 


• Input from Office of Workforce and Economic Development 


• Josh Bearden, Faculty and Academic Senate President 


• Still need feedback from additional faculty and Assessment staff 
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II.A.9. The institution awards course credit, degrees and certificates based on student 
attainment of learning outcomes.  Units of credit awarded are consistent with institutional 
policies that reflect generally accepted norms or equivalencies in higher education. If the 
institution offers courses based on clock hours, it follows Federal standards for clock-to-


credit-hour conversions. (ER 10) 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
Effective fall 2018, the Contra Costa Community College District moved to a 16-week 
compressed calendar.  Los Medanos College has continued to institute educational programs 
consistent with its mission of providing quality education within its diverse community using 
this academic calendar model.  The programs are based on recognized fields of study, including 
a number (XX) of certificates and (XX) degrees meeting all state and local requirements.  These 
programs of study are of sufficient in content and length, and maintain appropriate levels of 
quality and rigor.  The College Catalog has identified and published program-level student 
learning outcomes.   
  
The institution can demonstrate that at the course level, passing grades on assignments or 


exams link directly to students’ demonstration of achieving learning outcomes.  
The awarding of academic credit is based on California Code of Regulations Education, Title 5, 
Section 55002 and 55002.5.   Guidelines on units of credit are clearly listed in the College 
Catalog.  LMC publishes specific program-level student learning outcomes for each program in 
the College Catalog, and for each course in the official course outline of record and syllabus.  
The College regularly assesses student learning outcomes and uses the results for institutional 
improvement. These assessments are based on proficiencies in the course outlines that directly 
relate to student grades and program completion, in order to assure that students completing 
programs have achieved these outcomes 
  
The institution can demonstrate that course credit is awarded based on students’ 
demonstration of achieving learning outcomes.  
As an accredited institution, the College conforms to the commonly accepted minimum program 
length of 60 degree-applicable credit hours for an associate degree. The College has in place 
written policies and procedures for determining a credit hour that generally meet commonly 
accepted academic expectations and it applies the policies and procedures consistently across 
courses and programs.  The College applies the Carnegie Unit formula to determine credit hours 
based on the California Code of Regulations, Title 5, section 55002 and 55002.5, and the 
California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office Program and Course Approval Handbook 
(PCAH). The Curriculum Committee applies the Carnegie Unit formula for lecture, lab, and 
activity components of a course when approving courses. LMC also adheres to the “out-of-class” 
work standard of two hours for each in-class lecture hour. 
  
Add detailed information from committee work influencing this work: college practice and 
curriculum committee review and approval of courses; TLC; general education; others? 
  


The College Catalog includes a description of the relationship between units and college credit. 
Board policies and procedures are congruent with ACCJC policy requirements.  
  



https://www.boarddocs.com/ca/ccccd/Board.nsf/Public

https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/I02E2C60D166D4806B63BA4AF82F76323?originationContext=Search+Result&listSource=Search&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Search%2fv3%2fsearch%2fresults%2fnavigation%2fi0ad7140a0000016a0978ad77c31bc837%3fstartIndex%3d1%26Nav%3dREGULATION_PUBLICVIEW%26contextData%3d(sc.Default)&rank=1&list=REGULATION_PUBLICVIEW&transitionType=SearchItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&t_T2=55002&t_S1=CA+ADC+s

https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs/Document/IF9AED87EA0534485B1921A5EED08BBC0?originationContext=Search+Result&listSource=Search&viewType=FullText&navigationPath=Search%2fv3%2fsearch%2fresults%2fnavigation%2fi0ad7140a0000016a0978ad77c31bc837%3fstartIndex%3d1%26Nav%3dREGULATION_PUBLICVIEW%26contextData%3d(sc.Default)&rank=2&list=REGULATION_PUBLICVIEW&transitionType=SearchItem&contextData=(sc.Search)&t_T2=55002&t_S1=CA+ADC+s

http://extranet.cccco.edu/Portals/1/AA/Credit/2017/PCAH6thEditionJuly_FINAL.pdf
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The institution awards credits consistent with accepted norms in higher education.  
Los Medanos College conforms to all generally accepted standards and practices when awarding 
degrees and credits. The institution requires academic study of sufficient content, breadth, and 
length; levels of rigor appropriate to the programs and/or degrees offered; statements of expected 
student learning outcomes relevant to the disciplines; and assessment results which provide 
sufficient evidence that students are achieving key institutional and program learning outcomes.  
All courses are reviewed for content, depth, breadth, length, levels of rigor, student learning 
outcomes, and assessment instruments by the Curriculum Committee. The articulation officer 
submits approved courses for articulation to the CSUs and UCs for transfer of credit. 
  
Expand articulation section 
  
The achievement of stated programmatic learning outcomes is the basis for awarding degrees 
and certificates.  
All LMC degree programs require the Title 5-mandated minimum general education 
requirements to ensure breadth of knowledge and promote intellectual inquiry. Five broad 
student learning outcomes for all general education courses have been identified and are being 
assessed. Degrees require competence in both writing and mathematics. Based on course 
articulation with four-year schools and CI-D course articulation, the quality of degree applicable 
courses is consistent with Title 5 requirements, and with the academic standards appropriate to 
higher education. 
  
The institution demonstrates that it follows federal standards for clock-to-credit-hour 
conversions in the awarding of credit.   
  
The institution implements the clock-to-credit conversion formula for the clinical components of 
the Registered Nursing and Vocational Nursing courses as required under the provisions 34 Code 
of Federal Regulations part 600.2.   
  
Analysis and Evaluation 


 
[insert response] 


 
II.A.9. Evidence 
II.A.9-01 Faculty documents that show which course-level assessments/assignments link to 


which student learning outcomes. Documentation may be noted on syllabi, in 


gradebooks, or on other documents;   


II.A.9-01 When appropriate, course outlines of record that connect course level SLOs to program 


level SLOs;   


II.A.9-01 A policy or other document that explains the meanings of grades;   


II.A.9-01 A policy and/or procedures that assure award of credit for educational experiences is 


based on achievement of stated student learning outcomes;   


II.A.9-01 Course outlines that state a minimum of hours of work per unit of credit awarded;   



https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/34/600.2

https://www.law.cornell.edu/cfr/text/34/600.2
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II.A.9-01 A policy or other document that verifies the institution follows Federal standards for 


clock-to-credit-hour conversions;   


 II.A.9-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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II.A.10. The institution makes available to its students clearly stated transfer-of-credit 
policies in order to facilitate the mobility of students without penalty.  In accepting transfer 
credits to fulfill degree requirements, the institution certifies that the expected learning 
outcomes for transferred courses are comparable to the learning outcomes of its own 


courses.  Where patterns of student enrollment between institutions are identified, the 
institution develops articulation agreements as appropriate to its mission. (ER 10) 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution has approved policies and procedures to address the transfer of classes from and 
to other institutions, and these policies and procedures are clearly communicated to students.   


Transfer and transfer procedure information is widely available to students, as transfer of credit 


policies are included in the College Catalog, in print and online, in the campus Transfer Center, 


and on the Center’s website. Steps to transfer and transfer advising and application support are 


also available online and in person. 


 


Los Medanos College accepts credit from institutions accredited by one of the five regional 


accrediting associations or follows the recommendation of the American Association of 


Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, as well as military credit, credit through high 


school articulations, and Advanced Placement. Transcripts are evaluated when the student 


requests an evaluation from Admissions & Records.  Senior A&R Assistants (Evaluators) use 


tools such as the CSU GE guidelines, IGETC standards, Assist.org, C-ID.net, and TES 


(Transfer Evaluation System) powered by College Source to review information regarding 


course content and catalog information to compare course descriptions and asses equivalencies.  


It is necessary to also review COOR (Course Outline of Record) information and often syllabi 


in some circumstances to make an educated decision regarding student learning outcomes and 


program learning outcomes for mapping and alignment.  128 LMC courses are part of the 
Course Identification Numbering System (C-ID) which assures that courses bearing the same 


C-ID number are comparable in the entire California Community College system and are 


designed to be transferable to any CSU and UC. 


 


Transfer of coursework policies and procedures are regularly reviewed.  


The Contra Costa Community College District has established a Degree Audit Process Expert 


Team in 2018 which is in the process of reviewing best practices for policy implementation 


regarding equivalencies districtwide. 


Transfer of coursework is built into Course Outline approval and update process in LMC’s 


Curriculum Committee. Every two years, the Curriculum Committee assesses its effectiveness in 


a report to the Academic Senate. 


 


The institution has developed, implemented, and evaluated articulation agreements with 


institutions where patterns of students enrollment have been identified.   
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LMC has developed a robust articulation program with local high schools and adult education 


centers. Currently, we partner with 14 school sites and have 40 agreements in place representing 


20 different college courses.  


Articulation agreements with baccalaureate universities are created and implemented at the state 


and local level. LMC implements articulation agreements created through SB1440’s Associate 


Degree for Transfer (ADT) partnership with California State Universities (CSU). LMC 


currently offers 20 ADTs. LMC also supports and promotes state articulation between our 


college and Historically Black Colleges and Universities and the Association of Independent 


California Colleges and Universities. 


Records of student enrollees to baccalaureate universities are maintained and updated annually, 


and transfer trends are used to inform articulation agreement development. Articulation 


agreements between LMC and individual universities are developed by Transfer & Career 


Services in partnership with Counseling, the Office of Instruction, and the President’s Office. 


Los Medanos has individually articulated transfer agreements in place with Saint Mary’s 


College (Moraga, CA) and Golden Gate University (San Francisco, CA),  


 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 


 
II.A.10. Evidence 
II.A.10-01 A policy on Transfer of Credit;   
II.A.10-01 Documented procedures for review of transcripts, including persons responsible (by position);   
II.A.10-01 Catalog pages that describe transfer of credit;   
II.A.10-01  Other documents, such as a Student Handbook, that describe transfer of credit;   
II.A.10-01 Catalog pages and other documents that describe transfer services available to students;   
II.A.10-01  Articulation agreements or transfer agreements with other institutions;   
II.A.10-01  And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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II.A.11. The institution includes in all of its programs, student learning outcomes, 
appropriate to the program level, in communication competency, information competency, 
quantitative competency, analytic inquiry skills, ethical reasoning, the ability to engage 
diverse perspectives, and other program-specific learning outcomes. 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution has adopted programmatic learning outcomes in communication competency, 


information competency, quantitative competency, analytic inquiry skills, ethical reasoning, the 


ability to engage diverse perspectives, and other program-specific learning outcomes.  


The college considers its GE SLOs as equivalency to ISLOs (link to document supporting 


this).  All courses taught in the GE program are required to align with the five GE SLOs, and the 


college’s GE committee regularly reviews new course proposals and revised COORs for 


compliance with the ISLO/GE SLOs.   


 


These learning outcomes are regularly assessed and results are used to drive program 


improvements.  
The last GE program assessment (link to report on GE’s website) was performed during the 


2017-2018 academic school year and the results were made available to a college assembly in 


the Spring 2018 semester.   


In addition to the GE program assessment, the college also undertook a comprehsnive program 


review process in 2017-18.  The results were made available via the Planning Committee’s 


website and were used to improve teaching and instruction in the various programs (link to 


Planning committee website.)  


 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 


 
II.A.11. Evidence 


II.A.11-01 A policy or other document that identifies the above as institutional learning 
outcomes, or that includes the above within general education (GE) outcomes;   


II.A.11-01 Course outlines of record that include related institutional or GE learning outcomes 
among course level learning outcomes;   


II.A.11-01 Program or degree information in the college catalog or other documents that include 
learning outcomes related to the above;   


II.A.11-01  Program reviews or other assessment reports that document student achievement of 
the above learning outcomes;   


II.A.11-01  Institutional evaluation or planning documents that report and/or broadly analyze 
student achievement of the above learning outcomes;   
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II.A.11-01 Educational planning documents or templates (commonly used by academic advisers) 
that include all required courses for a degree, including courses that satisfy institutional 
(or GE) learning outcomes;   


II.A.11-01 A transcript evaluation process for graduation applicants that assures student 
achievement of the above learning outcomes;   


II.A.11-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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II.A.12. The institution requires of all of its degree programs a component of general 
education based on a carefully considered philosophy for both associate and baccalaureate 
degrees that is clearly stated in its catalog.  The institution, relying on faculty expertise, 
determines the appropriateness of each course for inclusion in the general education 


curriculum, based upon student learning outcomes and competencies appropriate to the 
degree level. The learning outcomes include a student’s preparation for and acceptance of 
responsible participation in civil society, skills for lifelong learning and application of 
learning, and a broad comprehension of the development of knowledge, practice, and 
interpretive approaches in the arts and humanities, the sciences, mathematics, and social 
sciences. (ER 12) 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution has a faculty developed rationale for general education that serves as the basis 


for inclusion of courses in general education and is listed in the catalog.  


(link to page 61 of the 18-19 Catalog for GE philosophy).  The General Education committee, 


composed of faculty experts, review all new COORs as well as revisions to existing COORs to 


ensure the appropriateness of the course for inclusion in the general education program (link to 


membership and charge of the GE committee AND GE Criteria Evaluation, both on GE 


website.  )  All AA degrees require the completion of 18 units that include Natural Sciences, 


Social and Behavioral Sciences, Arts and Humanities, Language and Rationality (which includes 


Mathematics), and Ethnic/Multicultural Studies.  The five GE SLOs encompass skills for 


lifelong learning and the application of knowledge as well as preparation for membership in civil 


society. (link to LMC General Education Program AND Integrating GE SLOs into Couse 


Outlines, both available on Curriculum Committee’s webpage).   


 


The institution has a general education philosophy, which reflects its degree requirements.  


 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 
[insert response] 
 
II.A.12. Evidence 
II.A.12-01A policy or other document that states the institution’s general education (GE) 


philosophy;   
II.A.12-01 Catalog pages that outline GE requirements for graduation, including GE 


requirements for the baccalaureate if the institution offers a BA, BS, or Bachelor of 
Applied Science;   


II.A.12-01A Curriculum Handbook or other procedural document that outlines an approval 
process, including persons responsible, for accepting courses as satisfying GE 
requirements;   


II.A.12-01 Course outlines of record for GE approved courses that include relevant GE learning 
outcomes;   
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II.A.12-01 Educational planning documents or templates (commonly used by academic advisers) 
that include all required courses for a degree;   


II.A.12-01A transcript evaluation process for graduation applicants that ensures completion of 
GE requirements;   


II.A.12-01 Program reviews or other assessment reports that analyze and evaluate student 
achievement of GE learning outcomes;   


II.A.12-01 Institutional evaluation or planning documents that report and/or broadly analyze 
student achievement of GE learning outcomes;   


II.A.12-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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II.A.13. All degree programs include focused study in at least one area of inquiry or in an 
established interdisciplinary core. The identification of specialized courses in an area of 
inquiry or interdisciplinary core is based upon student learning outcomes and 
competencies, and include mastery, at the appropriate degree level, of key theories and 


practices within the field of study. 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
All programs include a focused study on one area of inquiry or discipline and includes key 


theories and practices appropriate for the certificate of achievement or associate degree level.  


As shown in the college catalog each discipline specific program (degree or certificate) of study 


lists a required core of courses needed for completion. These programs all have their own 


Program Student Learning Outcomes (PSLOs) specific to the particular core courses. Each 


course included in the core courses for these programs are required to map the Course Student 


Learning Outcomes (CSLOs) to the PSLOs. The connections between each course’s learning 


outcomes and the program learning outcomes are found in the course outlines of record for 


each course.  


For each local associate degree, students are directed that they must also complete the general 


education requirements outlined on page 65 of the college catalog. The student learning 


outcomes for each of these courses (CSLOs) included in the general education requirements 


must not only map to any discipline specific program level outcomes that they may be a part of, 


but they must also map the CSLOs to the General Education Student Learning Outcomes 


(GESLOs) found on page 61 of the college catalog. Each of these courses also cites the 


GESLOs on the course outlines of record and links each of the CSLOs to these general 


outcomes. 


The college’s Liberal Arts degrees (as shown on pages 197 – 198 of the college catalog) do not 


require a discipline specific core, but rather they require a collection of courses from a particular 


grouping of courses from several different disciplines grouped as Arts and Humanities, 


Behavioral Science and Social Sciences, or Math and Science. Each of these three degrees are 


not tied to discipline specific program level outcomes, but rather the General Education Student 


Learning Outcomes (GESLOs) themselves serve as the guiding outcomes for the degrees.  


For each Associate Degree for Transfer (ADT), the college catalog cites both the core curriculum 


for the particular degree along with need for the completion of either the CSU-Breadth 


requirements or the Intersegmental General education Transfer Curriculum (IGETC). This 


curriculum is stated on pages 56-57 of the college catalog. 


The college program approval process ensures that each program defines a course of study that 


includes both mastery and competency, at the appropriate degree level, of key practices and 


theories within the field of study. This process is outlined in the Los Medanos College 


Approval Process for New Instructional Programs and for Changes to Existing Programs, 
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and includes review by the college Academic Senate, the Curriculum Committee, the Shared 


Governance Council, the college President, the District Educational Planning Committee, the 


local Governing Board, the Regional Occupational Consortium (for Career Education programs), 


and the State Chancellor’s Office. 


 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
[insert response] 


 
II.A.13. Evidence 
II.A.13-01 Catalog information for each degree and certificate, including required courses within 


the discipline and/or related disciplines;   
II.A.13-01 Other publications that contain the same information for each degree;   
II.A.13-01 Appropriate level student learning outcomes recorded in the course outline of record 


for each course in the degree pathway;   
II.A.13-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
II.A.13-01 Catalog information for each degree and certificate, including required courses 


within the discipline and/or related disciplines;   


II.A.13-01 Other publications that contain the same information for each degree;   


II.A.13-01 Appropriate level student learning outcomes recorded in the course outline of 


record for each course in the degree pathway;   


II.A.13-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   


II.A.13-05 Los Medanos College Approval Process for New Instructional Programs and for 


Changes to Existing Programs (https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-


out/cur/documents/ApprovalProcessforNewInstructionalPrograms.doc ) 


 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/cur/documents/ApprovalProcessforNewInstructionalPrograms.doc

https://www.losmedanos.edu/intra-out/cur/documents/ApprovalProcessforNewInstructionalPrograms.doc
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II.A.14. Graduates completing career-technical certificates and degrees demonstrate 
technical and professional competencies that meet employment standards and other 
applicable standards and preparation for external licensure and certification. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution verifies and maintains currency of employment opportunities and other external 
factors in all of its career-technical disciplines.   
 
 
The institution determines competency levels and measurable student learning outcomes based 


upon faculty expertise and input from industry representatives.   


  


The institution assesses student achievement of technical and professional competencies as 


captured in learning outcomes of career-technical courses and programs.  


 


CTE faculty and professional advisory groups discuss current employment standards and revise 


curriculum as needed.  


The institution’s website maintains current information of external requirements and other 


factors related to career-technical degree and certificate programs and current information 


about employment opportunities.  


 
 


Los Medanos College Career Technical Education Programs provide cutting-edge, rigorous and 


relevant instruction to prepare skills builders/incumbent works and future employees for a wide 


range of high-wage, high-skill, and high-demand careers (II.A.14-1, II.A.14-2, II.A.14-3).  To 


ensure CTE graduates demonstrate technical and professional competencies that meet 


employment standards and preparation for external licensure and certification, LMC uses a three 


pronged-approach: 


• Collaboration with local and regional advisory committees, external licensing and 


credentialing agencies, and industry experts to establish competencies and learning 


outcomes for programs (II.A.14-4, II.A.14-5). 


• Ensuring graduates of CTE programs which require licensure examinations are 


adequately prepared (II.A.14-6). 


• Regularly assessing SLOs and PLOs, and evaluating program viability through the 


program reviews process (II.A.14-7, II.A.14-8). 


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
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Every CTE program has an advisory committee that includes business and industry experts. The 


LMC CTE programs hold, at minimum, biannual program advisory meetings to review 


curriculum and entry-level competencies and to ensure relevance of the program content to 


industry practice and standards. The evidence files are minutes from advisory committees of 


Registered Nursing and Automotive Technology (II.A.14-9, II.A.14-10, II.A.14-11, II.A.14-12). 


All CTE programs are supported by the Workforce Development unit, which collects, distributes 


and assists with interpreting labor market and similar program data.  The Workforce 


Development unit also engages in robust industry outreach and assists CTE programs with 


attracting relevant industry experts to become members of advisory committees.  Additionally, 


the Workforce Development Unit seeks membership in industry organizations such as East Bay 


Industrial Association, which adds an additional level and employer engagement that supports 


traditional advisory committee input (II.A.14-32).  


Outside accrediting or regulatory agencies establish standards for some occupational programs 


and require external license and certification for employment. Employment data, job projections, 


and licensure rates are obtained from respective licensing agencies, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 


LaunchBoard, and the California Employment Development Department (II.A.14-13, II.A.14-


14, II.A.14-15, II.A.14-16).  Furthermore, regional resources such as the Centers of Excellence 


of California Community College Chancellor’s Office provide comprehensive discipline or 


sector analysis that provide relevant labor market data and industry projections (II.A.14-33).  


To ensure currency and compliance with local industry needs, LMC reviews CTE programs 


every two years. CTE faculty collaborate with industry peers, the Local Workforce Investment 


Board, the Bay Area Regional Consortium and Deputy and State Sector Navigators to align 


curriculum and training (II.A.14-17; II.A.14-18; II.A.14-19).  Faculty maintain professional 


competency through on-going professional development supported both internally and externally 


(II.A.14-20). 


 Three examples of success programs are: 


CTE Program Demonstrated Success in Meeting the 


Standards 
Registered Nursing Accredited by the California Board of 


Registered Nursing, students are eligible for 
licensure as a California Registered Nurse 
(II.A.14-21).  Pass rates for the National 
Council for Licensure Exam (NCLEX-RN) 
have been ___% to ___% for the past five 
years, which is ___ students (II.A.14-22).  
Licensed students are eligible to transfer to a 
baccalaureate nursing program. 


Automotive Maintains certifications through the National 
Automotive Technician’s Education 
Foundation, Bureau of Automotive Repair, 
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and the American Welding Society, resulting 
in direct job placements for students. 


?   


  


Graduates of our CTE programs demonstrate technical and professional competency as defined 


by the approved PLOs.  Additionally, faculty use Core Indicator Reports focused on skill 


attainment, completions, persistence, and transfer and employment to track SLOs (II.A.14-23).  


All CTE programs, like our other programs, participate in the annual program review process, 


validating competencies for employment, technical skills, labor market demand, and program 


viability (II.A.14-24, II.A.14-25). 


To assure graduates are employable, LMC has partnered with a local community based 


organization, Opportunity Junction, to provide Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act 


(WIOA) employment services on campus.  In additional to this, LMC is also partnering in a 


regional employer cooperative, East Bay Earn and Learn, to increase work-based learning 


opportunities by connecting employers to students seeking work experience through cooperative 


work experience (II.A.14-34, II.A.14-35, II.A.14-36).  Through cooperative work experience, 


students put the skills that they have learned in CTE programs to use in a real work environment 


(II.A.14-26).  LMC uses the CTE Outcomes Survey (CTEOS) to improve data collection and 


track employment of CTE students (II.A.14-27).  The CTEOS shows students who complete the 


LMC CTE courses have positive employment outcomes, whether they earn a credential or not: 


• Almost ___% of students secured a job closely related to their program of study 


• Students who secure jobs similar to their programs of study have greater wage gains 


• Over ___% of the respondents were able to find a job within three months and ___% 


were in full-time jobs. 


• The CCCCO’s Workforce and Digital Futures recognized several of our CTE programs 


as Strong Workforce Stars because of their outstanding post-college outcomes:  ___ 


Bronze Stars programs, ___ Silver Star Programs, and ___ Gold Star Programs (II.A.14-


28). 


To advance our employment tracking and reporting capacity, and improve employer relations, 


LMC recently purchased the “ELENA” software platform (II.A.14-29, II.A.14-30). 


 
 
II.A.14. Evidence 


II.A.14-01 Catalog information for each degree and certificate, including required 
courses, preparation for external licensure or certification, and career 
opportunities;   


II.A.14-01  CTE program websites;   
II.A.14-01 Reports of licensure pass rates;   
II.A.14-01 CTE program reviews or similar reports that include assessment data on student 


demonstration of technical and professional competencies;    
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II.A.14-01 Minutes of CTE faculty/professional advisory groups;   
II.A.14-01 Course outlines of record of CTE and technical courses;   
II.A.14-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
 
II.A.14-1 = CTE Webpage 


II.A.14-2 = CTE Committee Webpage 


II.A.14-3 = CTE Career Pathways Webpage 


II.A.14-4 = CTE Advisory Committee Handbook 


II.A.14-5 = CTE Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes (Folder of all Programs) 


II.A.14-6 = LMC ISS & CTE Job Placement Rates 


II.A.14-7 = Program Review Handbook 


II.A.14-8 = Program Review Annual Update Template 


II.A.14-9 = Advisory Committee Meeting Minute Sample 


II.A.14-10 = Advisory Committee Meeting Minute Sample 


II.A.14-11 = RJV Meeting Minute Sample 


II.A.14-12 = CTE Department Bylaws Sample 


II.A.14-13 = SOC Webpage 


II.A.14-14 = CTEOS Webpage 


II.A.14-15 = Launchboard Webpage 


II.A.14-16 = EDD Webpage 


II.A.14-17 = America’s Job Center Webpage 


II.A.14-18 = Regional Consortium Webpage (BACCC) 


II.A.14-19 = Doing What Matters Sector Navigator Webpage 


II.A.14-20 = CTE Faculty Professional Development Conference Summary 


II.A.14-21 = RN Webpage 


II.A.14-22 = NCLEX Pass Rates from BRN Webpage 


II.A.14-23 = College Aggregate Core Indicator Information 


II.A.14-24 = Sample Comprehensive Program Review 
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II.A.14-25 = Pathway Maps for CTE Programs 


II.A.14-26 = Internship Webpage (Career & Transfer?) 


II.A.14-27 = LMC CTEOS Survey Results  


II.A.14-28 = Special Recognition of CE Programs with Outstanding Workforce Outcomes 


(Letter from State Chancellor) 


II.A.14-29 = ELENA Webpage 


II.A.14-31 = Student Employment Webpage (Career & Transfer?) 


II.A.14-32 = WED Webpage 


II.A.14-33 = Centers of Excellence Sector Profile 


II.A.14-34 = Industrial Association Minutes 


II.A.14-35 = WIOA Contract with Opportunity Junction 


II.A.14-36 = Earn and Learn East Bay MOU  


Document your efforts to solicit input – emails to departments (name them); individuals 


interviewed; committees; other, etc. 


• Input from Office of Workforce and Economic Development 


• Josh Bearden, Faculty and Academic Senate President 


• Will be shared with CTE Committee, CTE faculty and Department Chairs 
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II.A.15. When programs are eliminated or program requirements are significantly 
changed, the institution makes appropriate arrangements so that enrolled students may 
complete their education in a timely manner with a minimum of disruption. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
 
The institution has established procedures regarding program elimination, including the process 


for which enrolled students will be able to complete their education in a timely manner with a 


minimum of disruption.  


Program elimination procedure is clearly communicated to students.  


Los Medanos College and Contra Costa Community College District Policies ensure students 


can still complete their education in a timely manner when a program is eliminated or 


significantly changed (II.A.15-1, II.A.15-2).  The procedure stipulates that currently enrolled 


students must be allowed to complete their program of study in accordance with the rights of 


students as stated in the LMC Catalog (II.A.15-3).  As detailed in the Catalog, students maintain 


catalog rights if they maintain continuous enrollment.  Continuous enrollment at LMC is defined 


as the period of time in which a student’s record reflects completion of at least one course, for 


one semester or term, during a given catalog (academic) year, from the time of original 


enrollment.  A student who has a break in attendance more than a year must use the catalog that 


is in effect at the time of readmission or a subsequent catalog for the period of continuing 


enrollment. 


  
Analysis and Evaluation 


 
Changes that result in the discontinuance or deactivation of local programs are vetted through the 


Academic Senate, Planning Committee, SGC, and approved by the Board of Trustees.  For 


example, the ___ Program was discontinued with the Board of Trustee Approval in ___.  The 


20?-20? Catalog listed the transition (II.A.15-4).  Continuing students who initially declared the 


major retained catalog rights, and graduation data shows that they completed their education in 


this eliminated program. 


To support catalog rights, we allow students to substitute courses within a degree program in 


cases where courses from that program are no longer offered.  Students must contact the faculty 


chair of the appropriate department to complete the course substitution paperwork and get a dean 


of instruction’s approval.  Thus, continuing students with catalog rights to an eliminated program 


can complete their education with minimal disruption (II.A.15-5). 


 
 
II.A.15. Evidence 


II.A.15-01 Documented procedures for program elimination process;   
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II.A.15-01 If a program has been eliminated, the college can provide documentation that it has 
followed its procedures;   


II.A.15-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
 
 
Document your efforts to solicit input – emails to departments (name them); individuals 
interviewed; committees; other, etc. 


• Input from Office of Workforce and Economic Development 
• Josh Bearden, Faculty and Academic Senate President 
• Need input from Sally Montemayor Lenz, Milton Clark, and share at Academic Senate 
• Note:  These procedures are currently under review and subject to change.  
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II.A.16. The institution regularly evaluates and improves the quality and currency of all 
instructional programs offered in the name of the institution, including collegiate, pre-
collegiate, career-technical, and continuing and community education courses and 
programs, regardless of delivery mode or location.  The institution systematically strives to 


improve programs and courses to enhance learning outcomes and achievement for 
students. 
 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
The college has a process to regularly evaluate the effectiveness of its courses and programs.  


The criteria used in program review include relevancy, appropriateness, and achievement of 


student learning outcomes, currency, and planning for the future.    


The program review process is consistently followed for all college programs, regardless of the 


type of program (collegiate, developmental, etc.).  


The results of program evaluation are used in institutional planning.  


Changes/improvements in programs have occurred as a result of the consideration of program 


evaluations and are evaluated for their effectiveness.  


 


 
 


Response to Standard according to interviews with Department Chairs:  


Los Medanos College designed our committee structure to engage in continuous conversations 


related to the evaluation and improvement of LMC instructional programs in all delivery modes at 


the main and satellite campuses. Program Review works campus-wide to provide our departments 


and campus committees with a structure for gathering data, reporting, evaluating and analyzing 


their programs. Instructional and non-instructional programs are given the opportunity for self-


reflection of the effectiveness of their departmental goals with the intent to develop improvements. 


The Teaching and Learning Committee, together with the Planning Committee, assist departments 


and campus committees to give the college a clear vision of the effectiveness of the teaching and 


learning related to student success and achievement.  


Further information provided by the Guided Pathways and Teaching and Learning committees will 


provide information to identify support strategies for both pre-collegiate and current students 


leading to changes in prerequisite placement practices (one example).  The college regularly and 


effectively evaluates courses and programs and ensures that course and program level outcomes 


are appropriate, assessed and used in the college planning process.  Departments and programs, as 


a result of Program Review, ensure that their delivery and methodologies are current with 


community, workforce, and transfer requirements.  Once programs and departments have noted 


areas in need of change or enhancement, and make the identified changes, they will need to re-


evaluate the effectiveness of these changes (this is an area we need more research and assistance 


in developing a method to successfully close this loop.. per Dept. Chair responses)  


Recommendations to II.A.16 based upon interviews with Dept. Chairs (listed below) 
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l.  Finalize template for Program Review reporting and promote consistency using one template 


(we keep bouncing from one template to another) 


2. Create a campus-wide report after every Program Review of departmental results. This report 


would share data and outcomes related to how PR goals and implementation resulted in positive 


changes within the department. 


3.  Create an easy pathway to current data collection and interpretation. 


4.  Move away from using Program Review primarily for justification of resource allocation (see 


#2). 


5.“Help is needed with finding data, interpreting it, reporting it, and making decisions based on it” 


(from TLC report attached) 


 


 
Analysis and Evaluation 


 
SOURCES OF EVIDENCE*: 


•Program review calendar and schedule for report submissions; (LMC Planning Website) 


•Program review reports that document plans for improvements and improvements that have been 


accomplished; (Program Unit Review and Planning/Accreditation Website) We need more 


examples in a published report in this area) 


•Institutional planning and evaluation documents that include plans for improvements and reports 


on improvements that have been accomplished, with accompanying data on student learning and 


student achievement:  What did we learn from Comprehensive Program Review: 


https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/WhatdidwelearnfromourComprehensiveProgram.p


df 


Other documents, Department Chair and committee  interviews:  


• TLC Report • 5b_CPR Assessment Report (attached) 


•Program Unit Review •https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/programreview-process.aspx 


• Curriculum Committee Visit, February 20th, topic: Opening courses, redesigning pre-


requisite placement practices 


Model Example of Outcome Analysis and Implementation of Departmental Goal: Question: 


How is this information shared campus-wide and used as a model for PR (closing the loop)? 


  



https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/WhatdidwelearnfromourComprehensiveProgram.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/WhatdidwelearnfromourComprehensiveProgram.pdf
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In Brentwood, the math department presented a goal through the PR process and had an excellent 


outcome.  How can this model be replicated campus wide? 


  


Case study from Matt Stricker, Dept. Chair of Math at the Brentwood Campus: (2-20-19) 


  


“The Brentwood math faculty set an objective for eliminating the achievement gap in 


mathematics.  We felt that one area of concern was with low-income and/or minority students 


not having access technology needed to be successful in their statistics courses.  As a result, 


through the College RAP (Resource Allocation Process) we requested funds for the department 


to purchase 50 TI-84 graphing calculators to be loaned to low income, and minority students for 


the entire semester.  The project was eventually funded by an Equity Mini Grant.  Preliminary 


data has shown an approximately 18% increase in student success rates from these groups of 


students. 


Additionally, based on recommendations from the last accreditation visit, Brentwood math 


faculty set an objective to improve student access to resources at the Brentwood Center.  


Through RAP, the department requested and was approved for funds to remove the furlough 


from our day math lab coordinator’s position, to hire an evening math lab coordinator, and to 


create an annual budget for putting students tutors in the math lab to aid in instruction.” 


Interviews from Department Chairs, Feb 15-20th 2019 


• Shalini Lugani: Social Science 


• Matt Stricker:  Math- Brentwood Center 


• Cindy McGrath:  Journalism 


• William Cruz:  PTEC 


• Laurie Huffman: World Languages 


  


Interview of ALO:  February 19th, 2019 


 Chialin – Question posed (still waiting on the response to these questions).  


 These are the few topics that the department chairs responded to not having clarity.  


  


1. Has the college generated a specific report that presents the changes each 


department/program implemented as a result of their program review goals?  I am looking 
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for specific changes that were made to each program based upon the research/data and 


evaluations submitted with the last two program reviews. 


  


2. Where is the evidence that we have closed the loop(s) on the last two program reviews in 


relation to implementation of changes to programs based on departmental and 


administrative feedback/conclusions of the program review?  Where is this published and 


how is it presented back to the campus? 


  


3. How does administration follow-up on program review outcomes other than review that 


each program and department has met criteria for completing the program review?  In other 


words, how does administration assist each department in meeting their goals set during 


each program review cycle? (other than the RAP process).  


 
 
II.A.16. Evidence 
II.A.16-01 Program review calendar and schedule for report submissions;   
II.A.16-01 Program review reports that document plans for improvements and improvements 


that have been accomplished;   
II.A.16-01 Institutional planning and evaluation documents that include plans for improvements 


and reports on improvements that have been accomplished, with accompanying data on 
student learning and student achievement;   


II.A.16-01 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  


 





		Standard II: Student Learning Programs and Support Services

		II.A. Instructional Programs
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B. Library and Learning Support Services  


  


1.  The institution supports student learning and achievement by providing library, and 


other learning support services to students and to personnel responsible for student 


learning and support. These services are sufficient in quantity, currency, depth, and variety 


to support educational programs, regardless of location or means of delivery, including 


distance education and correspondence education. Learning support services include, but 


are not limited to, library collections, tutoring, learning centers, computer laboratories, 


learning technology, and ongoing instruction for users of library and other learning 


support services. (ER 17)  


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard  


 


 • The institution assesses the effectiveness of its own library and learning support services in 


terms of quantity, quality, depth and variety. • The institution has an established evaluation 


process to determine it has sufficient depth and variety of library materials, including technology 


support, to meet the learning needs of its students. • All campus locations/all types of students/all 


college instructional programs are equally supported by library services and accessibility. • The 


college provides equitable learning support services for DE/CE students and traditional on-


campus students 


 


 


Library 


 


The Library provides materials, services, and instruction to all students and faculty on campus, 


online, at the Brentwood Center, and at other off-site locations.  


 


Library collections reflect the degrees, certificates, and programs offered at the College and are 


comparable to other community colleges of similar size. Scholarly reading materials meet the 


breadth, depth, and variety needed by students, faculty and administration. (evidence). 


The library currently holds 25,672 print titles; The library has an additional 72,500+ eBook titles, 


The library subscribes to 98 print journals and 53 electronic databases, which includes access to 


thousands of full-text journals and newspapers. Additionally, the library holds 2,676 videos, 


DVDs, and CDs along with the equipment needed to utilize these items (evidence – update 


numbers). The library catalog and electronic resources can be accessed 24-hours a day, seven 


days a week by all students, faculty and staff via the library website from anywhere with internet 


access. Selected to support student learning in programs across the College, the electronic 


resources collections contains a carefully curated group of more than 60 different subscription-


based databases (evidence).  


 


The library has a robust reserve textbook collection available to enrolled students. Thanks to 


monies from sources such as the LMC Foundation, the Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI) Exito 


Grant, and Los Medanos College Associated Students (LMCAS), the library has funding to buy 


most required textbooks, as well as recommended texts for many classes. Currently, LMC has 


1,924 reserve items in the collection, which are highly circulated, and the librarians receive 


positive feedback on the reserve collection from students and faculty alike (evidence). The 
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Brentwood Center also has a highly circulated reserve collection located at the Admissions Desk 


. 


LMC librarians assist patrons with their research needs in various ways, including research 


consultation appointments, drop-in research help at the reference desk, email reference, IM chat, 


Zoom video conferencing, and phone reference. The library also provides custom library 


instruction workshops at the request of faculty members (evidence). 


 


The Center for Academic Support  


The Center for Academic Support provides quality academic support to all LMC students 


regardless of location or means of delivery though reading and writing consultations, peer-


tutoring, “The Professor Is In”, and workshops. The addition of small-group workshops for 


students, the growth of the grad student program, and the expansion of online services to 


include NetTutor, have increased the availability of tutoring and writing support. 


Reading and Writing Consultants offer individualized support with reading and writing 


assignments for all disciplines. Peer tutors provide general tutoring and subject specific tutoring 


available in various labs on campus, including the Center for Academic Support, the Math Lab, 


the Music Lab, and at the Brentwood Center. In addition to reading and writing consultations, 


students may also take advantage of “The Professor Is In” service. Professors conduct office 


hours in the Center and are available for their own students and as well as other students needing 


help in their discipline. The professors serve as a resource to both the consultants and the peer 


tutors.  


Services are evaluated each semester and any identified gaps in service are addressed in 


recruiting, training, and hiring (evidence). The Center for Academic Support ensures that both 


the face-to-face and online services are of high quality by employing full and part-time LMC 


faculty and qualified classified staff. All new tutors, both on the Pittsburg campus and at the 


Brentwood Center, are required to participate in ten hours of training at the beginning of the 


semester and must attend monthly trainings throughout the semester (evidence). In addition to 


using student usage numbers to indicate our successes, we also look to student surveys and 


evaluations.   


The Math Tutoring and Computer Math Labs are staffed by professors, tutors, and Math Lab 


Coordinators and are the place for students to get help on lab assignments, course concepts, 


computer software, and other assignments. Each computer in the Computer Math Lab is installed 


with software used in the most current math courses. There is also a Math Tutoring Lab at the 


Brentwood Center. This service is limited to LMC students enrolled in the college's math classes. 


 


Computer Laboratories  


 


LMC’s Pittsburg campus has 21 student computer labs, including an open lab with 59 computers 


for use by any College student, which is centrally located on the second level of the College 


Complex, directly below The Center for Academic Support. The Drop-In Computer Lab 


provides computers and networking resources for students, faculty and staff. The lab is staffed by 


technicians, student assistants, instructors and tutors. Lab equipment is constantly updated to 
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reflect the ongoing changes in today's technology. All students, as well as the general public, are 


also welcome to use one of 60 computers in the open library labs. A standard set of software 


packages that includes the Microsoft Office suite, web browsers, and various accessory programs 


and plug-ins is installed on all computers and updated annually. Specialized discipline-specific 


software packages are installed as appropriate on computers in all discipline-specific computer 


labs. The Brentwood Center has one open computer lab with 32 computers installed with the 


same standard set of software packages. Discipline-specific software is also included on the 


computers in the Brentwood Center computer lab (evidence). SENSE or CCSSE ?  


 


Alternate Media  


 


The Disabled Students Programs and Services Department (DSPS) evaluates and provides 


appropriate and individualized accommodations for Los Medanos College students (evidence). 


Accommodations may include alternate media, test accommodations, note-taking 


accommodations, priority registration, and adaptive software and hardware for computer access 


(evidence). Alternate Media provides conversion of instructional material to appropriate alternate 


formats for student use, including Braille, large print, and audio formats (evidence). Test 


accommodations provide a distraction-reduced environment and extended time, alternate 


formatting for tests and scribes for mobility issues (evidence). Computer access and training in 


the use of California Community College standardized adaptive software and hardware is 


available for eligible students. LMC also offers an adaptive computer technology course 


(evidence).  


  


Analysis and Evaluation  


  


[insert response]  
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2. Relying on appropriate expertise of faculty, including librarians, and other learning 


support services professionals, the institution selects and maintains educational equipment 


and materials to support student learning and enhance the achievement of the mission.  


  


Evidence of Meeting the Standard  


 Faculty and library personnel work together to develop and maintain appropriate library 


resources. • Faculty and library personnel work together to inform the selection of educational 


equipment and materials to support student learning. • Faculty and learning support personnel 


work together to develop appropriate learning support services, equipment, technology, and 


learning spaces. • The institution has an established evaluation process to determine it has 


sufficient depth and variety of materials to meet the learning needs of its students. 


Library  


 


The library welcomes and seeks input from instructional faculty and staff in the selection of 


materials. The Faculty Resources page of the Library’s website has information on how to 


request new materials that would benefit the students and the collection. The librarians also 


participate in many academic committees across the campus allowing the librarians to make 


connections with faculty and staff, as well as to solicit feedback on materials to purchase for the 


collection. The librarian on the Curriculum Committee reviews all new and revised courses and 


programs (evidence). The librarian on the CTE Committee, which is comprised of department 


chairs and program leads of every CTE program on campus, regularly solicits input from 


members on materials to purchase for the collection. Librarians also meet with individual faculty 


members to go over the information covered in their Librarians also strive to keep the collection 


current and relevant by keeping abreast of newly published titles of interest to the LMC 


community and making purchases as the budget allows.  


 


The LMC library has implemented an effective system for maintaining the existing collection 


(evidence). This system ensures that the collection is relevant, high quality, and has sufficient 


depth and variety to allow students to achieve their learning objectives. In compliance with the 


weeding guidelines and Collection Development Policy, the librarians regularly weed materials 


and identify areas of the collection that need development. Librarians choose the new materials 


based on the LMC Library’s Collection Development Policy (evidence). The library 


systematically reviews its electronic resources collection each year. The electronic resources 


librarian prepares a comprehensive spreadsheet that includes all of the databases the library 


currently subscribes to, the number of times each database was accessed throughout the year and 


the pricing (evidence). Databases under consideration are also included in the spreadsheet in 


order to compare different options for purchasing. The selection criteria for electronic and digital 


media include attention to 508 compliance (evidence). 


 


The Center for Academic Support  


 


Students have access to eight desktop computers and 20 College-supplied laptops in the Center. 


Printing is available for students through payfor-print services supplied and serviced by an 


outside company. Students have access to dictionaries, thesaurus, and a variety of different 


reading and writing handbooks and English textbooks. Handouts on a broad array of topics are 


available in the Center and online. The Center is also equipped with a skeleton and bones for 
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biology/anatomy and a keyboard for music students. In the Math Lab in Pittsburg and 


Brentwood, all tutors and clients have access to math tools, such as rulers, probability 


manipulative tools (dice, beads), three dimensional shapes (cones, cylinders, prisms, boxes), 


computers, calculators (basic, scientific, and graphing), reference textbooks, some current 


textbooks, solution manuals for tutor/instructor use, white boards, and marker. ESL tutors work 


with students in the ESL Lab which contains 16 computers equipped with language-learning 


software. Students and tutors also have access to materials in the Biology Labs. These labs are 


equipped with models, slides, microscopes, charts, and LCD projectors. Cadavers are available 


to Biology 40 (Human Anatomy) students during scheduled open labs with tutors. Most tutors in 


the Biology Lab are also hired as lab assistants, so they receive additional training on lab and 


safety procedures (evidence). Students in the MESA program can work with tutors in an open lab 


environment that is equipped with computers, tables, and chairs. This area also has two study 


rooms available for both tutors and study groups. The lab area is also equipped with textbooks, 


calculators, and regular office supplies. The Music Department tutors work with students either 


in practice rooms or the Midi Lab. Each practice room contains one upright piano and the Midi 


Lab has ten computer workstations, each with a piano keyboard device.  


 


Computer Laboratories  


 


Computers are installed and maintained by Information Technology and Services (IT&S) 


computer network specialists. Departments select software to support instruction, and may do so 


as a result of funds from the Resource Allocation Process (RAP). Discipline-specific specialized 


software packages are installed and maintained by classified staff within the discipline-specific 


computer labs (evidence).  


 


Alternate Media  


 


DSPS works with various departments to adjust learning support services to meet students’ 


needs. In addition, DSPS strives to increase the collaboration between departments, faculty, and 


staff by participating on committees and providing FLEX training (evidence). During these 


meetings and trainings, the participants are able to provide input on how DSPS learning support 


services are operating in their area and give suggestions. The DSPS Department staff actively 


stays abreast of current and new laws and procedures regarding the Americans with Disabilities 


Act and section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act so that the College can remain in compliance. Staff 


utilize the most current technology and continually investigate new technology to ensure students 


have access to the most updated tools available (evidence). All campus computer labs, including 


the Brentwood Center lab, have accessible software installed and the DSPS department 


equipment loan program provides a limited number of tape recorders, Alpha Smarts (portable 


dedicated word processors), CD players, and Echo Live Scribe Smart Pens. (evidence). All LMC 


adaptive software has been recommended by the High Tech Center Training Unit for California 


Community Colleges, which is the state's training organization (evidence). The software includes 


Zoomtext to assist students with limited vision, Jaws screen reader for blindness, Kurzweil 3000 


scan/read for students who need to hear the material, and Dragon Naturally Speaking speech 


recognition software. (evidence).  
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Analysis and Evaluation  


  


[insert response]  
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3. The institution evaluates library and other learning support services to assure their 


adequacy in meeting identified student needs. Evaluation of these services includes 


evidence that they contribute to the attainment of student learning outcomes. The 


institution uses the results of these evaluations as the basis for improvement.  


Evidence of Meeting the Standard  


 The institution uses methods to evaluate its library and other learning support services. • The 


evaluation assesses use, access, and relationship of the services to intended student learning. • 


The evaluation includes input by faculty, staff and students. • The college regularly evaluates the 


impact that learning support services have on student learning.  


 


Library and learning support services participate in the College’s program/unit review and 


resource allocation processes. These processes require that a comprehensive program/unit review 


is completed every five years, with updates completed biannually. The program review process 


allows for the creation and tracking of operational objectives and goals, as well as the assessment 


of program level student learning outcomes (evidence).  


 


Library 


Statistics collected daily at the Circulation and Reference Desks are used to track and evaluate 


the demand for informational and instructional services provided by library staff. These statistics 


inform decisions related to staffing needs, scheduling, and collection development. Additionally, 


the tracking service used at the Reference Desk creates an archive of the topics being asked 


about, and the types of resources needed for the collection. Print and electronic collections are 


reviewed annually by the librarians. Statistical reports are generated from the integrated library 


system and electronic databases, which are used to evaluate usage of library materials 


(evidence). The collection of library faculty evaluation data over a long period of time and for 


multiple librarians also helps to show that the quality of instruction is consistent. For example, 


95 percent of respondents report that the librarian was able to clearly explain the library 


resources available to them (evidence).  


 


 In addition to ongoing evaluation activities summarized above, the library uses student learning 


outcome (SLOs) assessment projects to ensure that the services and instruction being offered are 


supporting the students’ achievement of those outcomes. Examples of projects designed to assess 


program student learning outcomes (PSLOs) in the library are: ???? Librarians are also 


partnering directly with faculty to evaluate and assess student learning in library workshops by 


co-creating assignments that are collected and reviewed by both the class instructor and the 


library team. This allows for the integration of information literacy skills and outcomes within 


the course content creating a contextualized lesson that can be used to measure information 


literacy outcome and course specific outcomes simultaneously (evidence).  


 


Librarians provide instruction to all members of the LMC community in the use of library 


resources, services, information tools and technology through a number of ways: 1. Individual 


reference interviews and consultations 2. Research and information literacy orientations provided 


to classes 3. The teaching of credit library instructional courses 4. Learning community 


collaborations with various departmental faculty 5. Through the “Contact A Librarian” remote 


(phone, email, instant message, Google+ Hangouts) reference services  
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Center for Academic Support 


 


The Center conducts a satisfaction survey every two years to assess student satisfaction and 


needs. The survey asked students to rate their satisfaction with both the Reading and Writing 


Consultant and tutoring services they received in the Center. (evidence). SLO/TLO assessment 


projects (evidence) The Tutoring Support Team (TST) consists of lab coordinators, faculty 


liaisons from departments that use tutors, the manager of the area, and the library director. It is 


this team that advises on all aspects of College wide tutoring. The team is also responsible for 


developing, evaluating, and revising both SLOs and tutoring learning outcomes (TLOs) 


(evidence). Both student learning outcomes and tutoring learning outcomes (for tutors) are 


regularly assessed. Students who use tutoring services both in the Center and in all lab areas on 


campus are asked to complete SLO assessments. Tutor training is also guided by the SLOs of 


tutoring and the TLOs (II.C.1-26). At the end of each training session, tutors are asked to 


evaluate all training sessions, both the pre-semester and ongoing training sessions, and changes 


are made each semester based on feedback on the evaluations (evidence).  


 


Computer Laboratories 


 


Access to appropriate technology is critical for student success. Instructional faculty advise 


IT&S on the purchase of discipline-specific software that is the industry standard in their fields 


of expertise. The software used in each class is tied to the course outline of record and its student 


learning outcomes. Evaluation is part of the course-level assessment (evidence). The Computer 


Science, Business, and Art/Graphic Design departments offer credit courses for students seeking 


more in depth instruction relating to computers and software applications. Student learning 


outcomes in those courses are assessed as part of the College’s assessment cycle. (evidence) 


 


Alternate Media  


 


The DSPS Department in the College’s planning processes through program review and the 


development and assessment of program-level student learning outcomes. During the program 


review process, the DSPS Department sets strategic priorities, which include student learning 


services. LMC offers a learning skills course which covers adaptive software and basic computer 


skills in depth (evidence). Previous assessment for alternate media increasing course content 


knowledge assessment found that students felt their understanding of content knowledge was 


high, that the technology such as Kurzweil supported their learning.  Students did report that they 


wanted increased access to alternate media such as audio cds of their texts in addition to 


Kurzweil. (evidence) 
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4. When the institution relies on or collaborates with other institutions or other 


sources for library and other learning support services for its instructional programs, it 


documents that formal agreements exist and that such resources and services are adequate 


for the institution’s intended purposes, are easily accessible and utilized.  The institution 


takes responsibility for and assures the security, maintenance, and reliability of services 


provided either directly or through contractual arrangement. The institution regularly 


evaluates these services to ensure their effectiveness. (ER 17)  


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard  


 Collaboration with other institutions or other sources for library and learning support services 


are evaluated for quality assurance, including services that are formalized through contractual 


agreements. • The institution gathers information to assess whether the services are being used 


and are effective. 


 


The library and learning support service areas contract with a variety of educational technology 


and service providers for software and services that facilitate operations, provide content, outfit 


student computer labs or assist disabled students.  The library and learning support service areas 


continuously seek improvements that provide additional or upgraded service or lower costs.  


 


Library  


 


Sierra Integrated Library System: Sierra manages patron and materials records and is the 


backend of the online public access catalog. The cost, support, and use of Millennium are shared 


by all three colleges in the District. The District Office maintains LMC’s Millennium contract 


with the vendor, Innovative Interfaces (evidence).  


 


OCLC Cataloging: The library uses Connexion, a service provided by OCLC, to copy catalog 


library records for new library materials and to download them into Sierra. (evidence).  


 


Electronic Resources: The LMC library purchases a variety of subscription-based electronic 


resources via the Community College Library Consortium (CCLC) (evidence). Electronic 


resources are selected to support student learning across all LMC programs. Existing collections 


are reviewed and evaluated annually based on price, usage statistics; and feedback from students, 


faculty, and librarians. New resources are piloted regularly. Resources that meet student needs 


are renewed. Less popular resources are replaced with new ones that will then later be evaluated 


(evidence) 


 


Print Subscriptions: The library’s subscriptions for print journal, magazine, and newspaper titles 


can be viewed via an online subscription management system from EBSCO Information Services 


(evidence). A few local newspapers are subscribed to annually, directly from the publisher.  


 


Bibliotecha: The library maintains a contract with Bibliotecha for its security gate.  (evidence).  


 


Gimlet/Sidecar Publications: Gimlet is software that tracks patron interactions (evidence). LMC 


is able to quickly access student learning needs and interests, and the reports generated allow 
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librarians and staff to analyze the data to make improvements when selecting new materials, 


designing curriculum, and planning reference hours.  


 


GOBI: 


 


Center for Academic Support  


 


NetTutor: Allows for online tutoring, supported by money from the Basic Skills initiative. 


(evidence)  


 


Computer Laboratories 


 


As computer labs are updated and new software is installed, the technology systems manager 


ensures that the software licensing is current and that only licensed software is installed. 


Software is purchased according to CCCCD Board Policy and licensing records are maintained 


by the College business Office. (evidence).  


 


All computer labs offer free printing or pay-for-print by using a vendor system provided by 


Pinnacle Vend Systems.  (evidence).  


 


Alternate Media  


 


LMC DSPS Department contracts with the following services: • Rapid Text: Computer Aided 


Remote Transcription (CART) used for closed captioning of live classroom lectures (II.C.1.e-


13). • American Sign Language interpreters (II.C.1.e-14). • Alternate Text Production Center of 


the California Community Colleges for electronic text files, electronic Braille files, Braille books 


and documents, tactile graphics. This service is contracted and grant funded from the State 


Chancellor’s Office (II.C.1.e-15). • The low vision software and screen reader software is kept 


current by use of software maintenance agreements; therefore the College receives all software 


updates automatically (II.C.1.a-8). • Alternate Text Production Center of the California 


Community Colleges: This is a state wide service with an advisory board that meets three times 


per year to ensure the effectiveness of the service (II.C.1.e-20). 


 


Analysis and Evaluation  


  


[insert response]  


  


  








Standard II.C (Student Support Services) 
 


1. The institution regularly evaluates the quality of student support services and 
demonstrates that these services, regardless of location or means of delivery, 
including distance education and correspondence education, support student 
learning, and enhance accomplishment of the mission of the institution.  


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Los Medanos College supports student learning and students’ success in attaining their 
academic goals by providing an array of academic and student development support services.  
These support services, taken together, provide comprehensive support for students across 
multiple locations/methods of attendance, and services are regularly evaluated to ensure that 
they support student success and the furthering of the college mission. 
 
Evaluation Methods 
 
The college uses a variety of assessment methods to routinely evaluate the quality of student 
support services and to identify the need for service improvement. Key methods of assessment 
include the Community College Survey of Student Engagement (CCSSE), Survey of Entering 
Student Engagement (SENSE), LMC campus specific surveys (Pittsburg and Brentwood 
locations), Student Equity Plan data analysis, Program Review, and Student Learning 
Outcomes assessment. Each assessment method allows LMC to capture the perspectives of 
different student populations with regard to different outcomes and experiences, and each 
provides the college with data related to the quality of LMC’s student support services.   
 


 
Enhancement of the College Mission 
 
Results of various evaluation tools and methods are used throughout college-wide planning 
processes as well as by individual departments for program improvement and to ensure the 
fulfillment of the college mission.   
 
On a broad scale, the CCSSE and SENSE surveys were administered in 2018-19 to better 
understand and evaluate how students spend their time, the nature and quality of students' 
interactions with faculty members and peers, and what students have gained from their classes 


METHODS TIMELINE/OUTCOME 


CCSSE 
Administered spring 2019 - Identified Special-Focus Items: Guided 
Pathways. 


SENSE 
Administered fall 2018 – Results shared with various 
constituencies/groups in spring 2019 


CAMPUS 
SURVEYS 


LMC Brentwood Center Student Support Services Survey administered 
every two years (fall 2018) - Key areas identified for further evaluation 
based on student feedback include: Counseling, Financial Aid, and 
Technology 


STUDENT EQUITY 
PLAN 


Student Equity Plan (2014-2019)  


COMPREHENSIVE 
PROGRAM 
REVIEW 


Program Review Evaluation Report- September 2018 
What did we learn from our Comprehensive Program Review - Dean’s 
Meeting July 2018 



https://www.losmedanos.edu/equity/plan.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/ComprehensivePREvaluationReport9.16.2018.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/WhatdidwelearnfromourComprehensiveProgram.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/planning/WhatdidwelearnfromourComprehensiveProgram.pdf





and other aspects of their college experience. Results from each survey provided data about 
student use and needs in student services and were shared with multiple college-wide 
committees/groups including student services departments for program planning purposes. 
Additionally, through the Student Equity Plan data analysis process, numerous student services 
enhancements were made including creation of dedicated counseling positions to serve 
populations such as Foster Youth and Veterans, and new programs were created including the 
LMC Food Pantry. 
 
On a department specific level, the program review process integrates program evaluation, 
student learning outcome assessment, planning, and budgeting.  The process provides the 
opportunity to analyze student data, collect feedback, evaluate the feedback and devise 
improvement plans for individual programs. Highlights of areas where regular department level 
evaluation has led to program enhancement are as follows: 
 


DEPARTMENT EVALUATION  IMPROVEMENT PLAN 


Transfer & 
Career 
Services 
 


Program evaluation of transfer 
workshop attendance 


 
Findings: 


▪ Low evaluation numbers 
▪ Inconsistent tracking 


over the past four years 
 


▪ Transfer & Career Services has 
moved toward offering more drop-in 
transfer application assistance 
opportunities for students, in lieu of 
static workshops. This allows more 
flexibility in addressing individual 
student needs and questions. 


▪ Assessment and evaluation methods 
have been changed to capture 
student demographic and population 
information, with the intent of 
disaggregating student feedback by 
specific student populations 
identified in the Student Equity Plan. 


 


Extended 
Opportunities 
Program & 
Services 
(EOPS) 
 


Program evaluation of student 
retention within EOPS 
 
Findings: 


▪ Student retention from 
fall to spring semester 
was identified as an area 
of concern 


▪ Students were not 
compliant with state-
mandated program 
requirements, resulting in 
loss of benefits and 
retention loss in the 
following semester. 


▪ EOPS Advisory Board reviewed the 
data and developed a Mutual 
Responsibility contract. This new 
contract allowed for the development 
of a tiered level of services for 
students that did not meet one or 
more requirements. 


▪ After informing EOPS students of the 
new system there was an immediate 
16% increase in returning students 
for the Fall 2017 and a 12% 
increase for Spring 2018. 


Financial Aid 
& 
Scholarships 
 


Program evaluation of Financial 
Aid application process 
 
Findings: 


In an effort to increase FAFSA filing and 
application completion rate for currently 
enrolled students, the following 
strategies were identified: 







 
Evaluating Quality Across Locations and Modes of Delivery  
 
Brentwood Center 
In order to specifically gather information about students' awareness and the quality of student 
services offered at the Brentwood Center, the LMC Brentwood Center - Student Support 
Services Survey was conducted in Fall 2018. The survey has been generally implemented 
every two years beginning in 2013.  The results of the most recent survey demonstrated that a 
high percentage of students were aware of the student support services available and found 
them to be satisfactory when available.   
 
Distance Education 
The Los Medanos College Distance Education Committee (DE), conducted a preliminary study 
in an effort to guide the campus in moving toward compliance in the area of DE. The study 
highlighted several recommendations that need to be addressed, as they pertain to technology, 
online design and delivery of services. There is more work to be done as LMC continues to 
evaluate the gaps in online services and the need for alignment among the various departments 
across the college.  
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Los Medanos College regularly engages in evaluation processes to ensure the quality of 
student support services and to continuously enhance services to better meet student needs 
and support student success.  By engaging in the program review process, services provide 
reports on progress related to department goals and the improvements that have occurred from 
programmatic changes.   
 
However, while there are broad college-wide evaluation tools that include relevant data for 
student services, there is a need to improve regular evaluation at a department level.  This has 
been difficult in the past due to limited mechanisms for capturing and making available service-
level data at a departmental level.  Student Services managers have engaged with the Senior 
Dean of Planning & Institutional Effectiveness to develop more methods for evaluating student 
services activities and outcomes, and to seek opportunities for data integration with the Tableau 
data dashboard. 
 
Additionally, limited evaluation of services offered for online/distance education students has 
occurred.  To improve in this area the Student Services Distance Education Task Force began 
meeting in Fall 2018 with a specific focus on improving services for distance education students.  
Some of the initial areas researched include the development of an online degree application 
and use of Site Improv.   


▪ During 2015-2016 and 
2016-2017 the Pell Grant 
award rate increased 
from 42% to 62%. 


▪ Although there was an 
increase in the award 
rate, it is still below the 
department goal. 


  


▪ Offering weekly Financial Aid lab 
hours to help students complete 
the FAFSA. 


▪ Offering weekly Drop-In hours to 
students to meet with a Financial 
Aid advisor to review status for 
file completion. 


▪ Offering Financial Aid 
Awareness event each semester 
to promote the completion of the 
FAFSA. 







 
The College meets Standard II.C.1 
 
II.C.1 Evidence 
 


− Comprehensive Program Reviews - Planning and Institutional Effectiveness 
− Annual Program Reviews - Planning and Institutional Effectiveness 
− Student Learning Outcomes - Student Services Shared Folder 
− Student Equity Plan - Planning and Institutional Effectiveness web page 
− CCSSE -- Planning and Institutional Effectiveness web page 
− SENSE-- Planning and Institutional Effectiveness web page 
− LMC Brentwood Center - Student Support Services Survey- Fall 2018 
− Assuring the Quality of Distance Education at Los Medanos College: A Gap Study (by 


Laurie Huffman) 
 
  







2. The institution identifies and assesses learning support outcomes for its student 
population and provides appropriate student support services and programs to 
achieve those outcomes. The institution uses assessment data to continuously 
improve student support programs and services. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Los Medanos College regularly assesses student learning outcomes and uses assessment 
results to continuously improve student support services. All student services departments are 
required to identify student learning outcomes that are aligned with program and institutional 
planning goals and conduct assessment to analyze the effectiveness of services in supporting 
student learning.  To do so, Student Services departments document the assessment timeline 
assessment method/instrument, collected assessment results, and the analysis and evaluation 
of collected data. Additionally, as part of the process, departments determine if the desired 
outcomes were achieved and ways to continuously improve student support services.  
 
To support the continuous assessment of student support services, the Student Services SLO 
Committee meets twice per semester.  Chaired by the Vice President for Student Services, the 
committee includes a representative from each student services program.  Part of the agenda 
for every meeting is to have members share the progress of their individual department SLO 
assessments and how they have used evaluation results to identify areas of improvement 
(insert copy of meeting agenda/minutes). Members also have an opportunity to ask the 
committee for feedback on ways to improve assessment methods that will assist with data 
collection and enhanced analysis and evaluation.  
 
To document and communicate the results of student services SLO assessment to the college, 
the Student Services SLO Committee publishes the InStep with Student Success Newsletter 
each semester (insert copy Newsletter sample).  The newsletter highlights student services 
program’s SLO assessment projects, the assessment results, and departmental changes that 
were implemented to address areas of improvement. The newsletter is distributed to all college 
faculty and staff so that the campus community has an opportunity to learn how student 
services areas are actively contributing to student learning outside of the classroom and how 
the assessment and evaluation of student learning outcomes and programs are being used to 
improve the quality of services.  
 
In addition to student learning outcome assessment, the program review process provides the 
opportunity for regular holistic evaluation of student support services.  In the program review 
process departments identify areas of improvement, provide updates on the implementation of 
improvement plans, describe the impact of the changes made, and identify resources needed to 
sufficiently meet program objectives. 
 
To ensure the intentional connection between the regular assessment of student learning 
outcomes and program planning, all departments are required to assess each of their SLOs at 
least once within the 5-year assessment and program review cycle. In the Comprehensive 
Program Review year (most recently completed in 2017-18), student services programs 
summarized the results of their SLO assessment and were provided the opportunity to develop 
future goals and objectives based on assessment results.    
 
Highlights of how student services programs have used evaluation results from SLO 
assessment and the program review process to improve programs services offered to students 
include: 







 


Department/Program Assessment Summary Evidence of Improvements 


Student Outreach: High 
School Senior Saturday 


• 370 participants 
surveyed 


• Students learned 
about support 
services and learning 
communities 


• Students did not 
clearly understand 
registration process 


• Continuation of 
valuable Senior 
Saturday event 


• Created “Go Day” 
follow-up event to 
support registration 
for those in need 


Disabled Students Programs 
& Services (DSPS): Use of 
Alternate Media Services 


• Surveyed all 
alternative media 
eligible students in 
spring and fall 2016 


• 10 respondents in 
spring 2016 and 11 
respondents in fall 
2016 reported 
alternate media 
assisted their 
learning. 


• Students noted some 
requests were 
rejected or 
discouraged 


• Retraining for 
Alternate Media 
specialist 


• Changed DSPS policy 
to specify permission 
for multiple formats 


• Reformatted materials 
sent to students to be 
more customer 
friendly 


• Additional DSPS 
training on alternate 
media production 


Student Life: Impact 
Leadership Conference 


• Assessed 76 students 
who attended 


• 65% of students able 
to identify 3 
leadership strategies 
for their organizations 


• Students seeking 
opportunities to 
“practice” strategies 


• Allow more time for 
questions in large 
group setting 


• Consider mini-Impact 
conference in spring 
to continue learning 


• Improve conference 
survey to better 
address key SLO’s  


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
  
Los Medanos College engages in assessment of student learning outcomes related to student 
support programs and services, and utilizes assessment results for enhancing student learning.  
Student Services programs document assessment of student learning outcomes in reports that 
are cataloged in the college One Drive and programs are prompted to summarize these 
assessments in the program review process. 
 
To further improve and ensure the continuous use of student learning outcomes assessment, in 
Spring 2019 the Vice President of Student Services office developed a detailed tracking tool to 
monitor the timely and regular completion of assessment by all student services departments.   
 
The College meets Standard II.C.2 







 
II.C.2 Evidence 
 


− Instep with Student Success Newsletters 
− Completed Student Services Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) Assessments 
− Program Review and Annual Program Review 
− One Drive that will have all Program Review and the assessment reports  


 
  







3. The institution assures equitable access to all of its students by providing 
appropriate, comprehensive, and reliable services to students regardless of service 
location or delivery method.  


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Los Medanos College is committed to promoting comprehensive and reliable student access 
and success for all students regardless of service location or method of delivery.  Students have 
the option to use in-person services at two campus locations and online services provided on 
the college website and through the District student information system (InSite).  In addition to 
the convenience of accessing support services at the main campus in Pittsburg and the 
Brentwood Center, high school students may take advantage of in-person contacts at their own 
high school location throughout East Contra Costa County.  Services at local high schools are 
provided by Outreach, Counseling, and Early College Credit programs in an effort to broaden 
access to the application, assessment/placement process, and orientation to college 
workshops.  In 2018-19, services were provided at 17 area high schools. 
  
College Website 
 
The college web site provides information related to all student support services, including 
program descriptions, business hours, steps to enrollment, the college application (via 
CCCApply), orientation and workshop information, and forms for various programs.  Access to 
InSite is also available on the home page of the college website, where students are able to log-
in and view course information, register for classes, look up personal information related to their 
account balance, view unofficial transcripts, review their program information, and access the 
college email.  
  
Remote Access to Services 
 
In addition to comprehensive services provided in-person at both college sites, students have 
the option to access a variety of services by video chat, email or by phone.  For example, 
students interested in applying to the Extended Opportunity Program & Services (EOPS) or 
speaking to an EOPS counselor can arrange for video chat or email appointments.  Career and 
transfer coaching with college personnel and university admissions representatives is also 
available through video chat and email.  General counseling appointments may be accessed 
through video chat or phone consultations, which is available during the day and evening. 
Additionally, frequent updates about college activities and events are posted on social media to 
provide latest news to students and visitors looking for information about the college. 
  
In order to fully support students engaged throughout all locations and in distance education, 
student services continues to explore new options for the delivery of services through a variety 
of software enhancements and other creative means of extending services.  For example, 
Disabled Student Programs & Services (DSPS) implemented new software with the use of 
Clockworks, to improve access to student records at both college locations. This has improved 
the quality of DSPS counseling services at the Brentwood Center, where there was previously 
limited access to information for the counselors to work with. In fall 2018, the Counseling 
Department piloted another approach to provide dedicated counseling appointments to students 
enrolled exclusively in online courses. These appointments were made available by video chat 
using BlueJeans software and through phone appointments in an effort to better serve students 
that may have competing demands in their personal lives that make in-person appointments 
difficult.  







 
Furthermore, in support of Guided Pathways and the Student Equity and Achievement Program, 
during 2018-19, the college supported the implementation of Hobson’s Starfish, referred to as 
LMC Connect, which provides online early alert notifications to students.  This tool has 
supported further collaboration and coordination between instructional faculty and student 
services support resources in an effort to provide timely interventions for students. Through the 
first ALL College Progress Survey (Fall 2018), the college was able to “connect” with 2,972 
students.  
 
In spring 2019, meetings are planned with the District Dean of Distance Education to learn 
about additional ways that Student Services programs can further extend convenient access to 
services for students taking classes remotely. Currently, for a given semester, LMC serves 
approximately 900 Brentwood Center only students, 1,300 online only students, and 6,764 
Pittsburg campus students. 
 
Enhancing Services at Brentwood Center 
 
In 2018, the college broke ground on a new construction project in Brentwood to replace the 
existing Brentwood Center, currently located in leased space in a small shopping center.  The 
new site is on an 18 acre parcel and will provide more classroom and lab space, the ability to 
expand Student Services offerings, in addition to a small Library, Tutoring Center, Bookstore 
and soft space for students.  The anticipated opening of the new Brentwood Center is expected 
in summer 2020. 
  
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Los Medanos College assures that students are provided equitable access to appropriate, 
comprehensive and reliable support services at all physical sites where programs are offered, 
including the Pittsburg and Brentwood locations.  However, while many departments/programs 
provide services online that are accessible to students who are solely engaged in distance 
education, there is a need to create a fuller range of online support that is delivered in a more 
comprehensive and intentional manner.  As previously described, the Student Services 
Distance Education Task Force will be working toward this effort. 
 
As college programs and services continue to monitor the effectiveness of services through 
SLO assessments and student focus groups/surveys, Student Services Managers and Program 
Coordinators track student data related to participation in matriculation services, a review of how 
students are accessing our services (in-person, by location, or online/remotely), and the 
demand/interest in type of services offered.  This ongoing review will contribute to plans that are 
underway to support students through a Guided Pathways infrastructure and ultimate attainment 
of their goals. 
 
The College meets Standard II.C.3 
 
II.C.3 Evidence 
  


− Counseling pilot  
− Transfer services (video chat and email transfer coaching, video chat, email application 


assistance, workshop power points, video chat and email university rep meetings  
− Career services (video chat coaching, job application & resume assistance, online 


career resources, video chat with employers)  







− Employment services ( job board)  
− Admissions application (CCCApply), registration, via college website, student account 


information, unofficial transcript, semester program info on Insite (add other services 
available on Insite)  


− Financial Aid – forms available on INsite and on FA web site (FAFSA application on 
Insite, student’s outstanding checklist, award letter, award package, grant status and 
SAP status on Insite)  


− EOPS – application and orientation available online or in-person, counseling phone 
video chat or email appointments; coordination with Bookstore to send textbooks via 
U.S. mail or in-person  


− Student Retention (SSRP) - website provides workshop dates/locations online; moving 
to online counseling appointments, following counseling pilot; workshop options 
available online through StudentLingo.  


− DSPS – clockwork implementation to assure access to DSPS student files at both 
college locations; online accommodations: testing, scribe, note taking services, remote 
counseling appointments; SARS reporting showing student contacts  


− Student Life – website information; WooFoo applications for international students, 
which can be tracked.  


− New student online orientation; orientation at off-site locations – Opportunity Junction, 
Police and Fire academies  


− Starfish early alert/communication tool to support student progress  
− Follow-up emails to students to provide reminders, check-in on progress  
− Social media to provide updates, reminders  
− Student Lingo – access to many workshops https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentlingo/ 


o High school, community outreach  
o Super Saturdays - orientations/workshops  
o Early access, ed planning, counseling  
o Student e-newsletter  
o Dual enrollment – counseling classes offered at X number of feeder high schools  
o Multiple group workshops for expanding support to as many students as possible 


for counseling, EOPS applications, transfer prep, scholarship applications, 
academic probation, Financial Aid (Cash for College, Dreamers)  


 
  



https://www.losmedanos.edu/studentlingo/





4. Co-curricular programs and athletics programs are suited to the institution’s mission 
and contribute to the social and cultural dimensions of the educational experience of 
its students. If the institution offers co-curricular or athletic programs, they are 
conducted with sound educational policy and standards of integrity. The institution 
has responsibility for the control of these programs, including their finances. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
  
Students attending Los Medanos College are able to select from a wide array of co-curricular 
and athletic programs, which contribute to a rich and rewarding educational experience at the 
college.  Opportunities to engage in social, cultural, and educational activities outside of the 
classroom range from activities provided by academic programs (such as Debate, Drama, and 
Journalism), to Learning Communities (Honors, MESA, Puente, Transfer Academy, and Umoja), 
as well as student services programs (including Athletics and Student Life).  This wide variety of 
offerings support the college mission of “…focusing on student learning and success as our first 
priorities…”. (evidence – college mission statement). 
 
Many co-curricular activities are offered through the Office of Student Life.  Drawing from a 
diverse student population that reflects the communities the college serves, the mission 
statement of Student Life is to “…support students in becoming agents of positive social change 
and responsible members of a diverse and global society.”  (evidence – Student Life mission 
statement). 
  
Student Life provides support and guidance through student government (LMCAS), student 
clubs and organizations, and student engagement and leadership programs.  All of the activities 
supported through the Office of Student Life contribute to building student connections with their 
peers, with college faculty and staff, and to develop leadership skills through participation in the 
many opportunities provided throughout the year.  Students that engage in these programs 
benefit from orientations, retreats, workshops, regional conferences and leadership 
development opportunities.   
  
Students participating in LMCAS advocate for the welfare of all LMC students.  Members 
become active participants on college committees, representing the voice and interests of other 
students.  With an average of 25-30 student clubs and organizations registered through the 
Office of Student Life each semester, students are encouraged to engage with other students 
on campus that share the same interests.  Support and advisement is provided by faculty and 
staff that provide support with organizing meetings and planning of activities.  In addition, the 
Office of Student Life Staff provides support and coordination through the Inter-Club Council 
(ICC), the coordinating body for many student clubs.  Council members collaborate on club 
events and provide recommendations for the allocation of funds to support club activities.  
Emerging student leaders become actively involved in the planning, organizing, marketing and 
the production of college events and activities throughout the year. (evidence – flyers, 
workshop/conference announcements, Impact Conference agenda.)    
  
Also contributing to the enrichment of the student experience at LMC is the Athletic Program.  
Of the seven sports programs offered at the college there are three men’s teams:  football, 
basketball and baseball and four women’s teams:  volleyball, soccer, basketball and softball.  
The football team is a member of the Northern California Football Association (NCFA), 
American Division, Pacific 7 Conference and all other college teams participate in the Bay 
Valley Conference.  All are held to the standards of the California Community College Athletic 
Association (CCCAA). (evidence – CCCAA “Accreditation” report) 







 
In an effort to support the responsible engagement of students in collegiate Athletics, members 
of all men’s and women’s teams are brought together once a year to meet, listen to motivational 
speakers, learn about expectations for first and second year players, review eligibility and 
academic planning requirements, and discuss standards for behavior based on the Student 
Code of Conduct.  Student athletes are required to attend this athletic orientation event prior to 
the start of the academic year (evidence – Athletics Orientation Agenda/PowerPoint).  All 
coaches and assistant coaches, the Athletic Director, the college athletic counselor, and 
administrative staff are involved in the planning and participate in this annual event where 
participants also receive resources such as a contact list of college support programs, an 
academic planner, a notebook, a flash drive, and other materials to help them get started with 
the new semester. 
  
Academic support to help student athletes with their educational planning and maintaining their 
eligibility for participation in intercollegiate sports is provided by the Athletic Counselor.  In 
addition to the support of this counselor, all athletes are expected to enroll in Academic and 
Career Success (ACS) classes during their first year at the college.  These classes are intended 
to assist students in developing knowledge, skills, and abilities to succeed in the college 
environment, through a focus on topics including motivation and attitude, goal setting, 
interpersonal communication, behavioral expectations, problem-solving, and academic success 
strategies. 
  
The college provides funding for many co-curricular activities and events coordinated by 
academic co-curricular programs, Learning Communities, Student Life and the Athletic 
Program.  Funding is provided through college operating funds and categorical/grant support.  
Additionally student organizations and Athletic teams have the opportunity to engage in 
fundraising activities.  Administrators with oversight of these programs track and manage the 
respective budgets, with support of the College Business Office, and ensure that these 
programs appropriately follow District policies related to fiscal accountability/processes and 
student participation. 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Los Medanos College provides a robust variety of enriching opportunities for student 
engagement in cultural, leadership and social events and activities that support the college 
mission.  Furthermore the development and offering of co-curricular programs is often tightly 
connected to curricular programs providing students with meaningful out-of-the-classroom 
opportunities to “practice” and expand on their in-class learning. Co-curricular programs are 
administered with a high level of integrity and follow District procedures regarding their 
operation. 
 
The College meets Standard II.C.4 
 
II.C.4 Evidence 
 


− College Mission Statement 
− Student Life Mission Statement 
− Student Life Activity Flyers/Announcements 
− Impact Conference Agenda 
− CCCAA “Accreditation” Report 
− Athletics Orientation Agenda/PowerPoint 







− Student Services Procedure 3005, 3008, 3018, 3019 
− Business Procedures 3.14, 3.15, 3.38, 3.41, 9.24 


 
  







5. The institution provides counseling and/or academic advising programs to support 
student development and success and prepares faculty and other personnel 
responsible for the advising function. Counseling and advising programs orient 
students to ensure they understand the requirements related to their programs of 
study and receive timely, useful, and accurate information about relevant academic 
requirements, including graduation and transfer policies. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Los Medanos College offers a variety of counseling and advising services that support students 
in identifying and completing their academic goals.  These services include academic, personal, 
and career counseling. Counselors meet with students individually, instruct student 
development courses, and facilitate a variety of workshops in which advising is conducted to 
assist students with understanding and developing their career and/or transfer requirements and 
associated pathway.  
  
The diverse Counseling Department consists of 16 full-time and numerous part-time counseling 
faculty members, as well as partnerships, that provide services in multiple modalities, including:  


  


TYPES OF COUNSELING SERVICES MODALITIES  


Academic Counseling Appointments Drop-in, phone, teleconference, and email 


Eight Instructional Courses (inc. Orientation 
to College, College Success, Introduction to 
Career Exploration, etc.) 


Provided at Pittsburg Campus, Brentwood 
Center, online, and at nine high school dual 
enrollment sites 


Learning Communities  Honors, MESA, Puente, Transfer Academy, 
and Umoja   


Population Focused Counseling  Athletes, Career Education, CalWORKS, 
DSPS, EOPS, ESL, Foster Youth, K-12 Dual 
Enrollment, Veterans 


Student Success and Retention Program Probation/Reinstatement Support, Financial 
Aid Appeals, and LMC Connect Follow-up 


Workshops New Student, Ed Planning, Student Success, 
Transfer & Career, and partnership various 
Instructional departments’ presentations.   


Summer Bridge Instruction and counseling for recent high 
school graduates  


Orientations New Student Workshops and Instructional 
Courses (COUNS-030, COUNS-031)  


Wellness and Personal Support Student Wellness Program, Crisis 
Intervention Team, Student Assistance 
Program 


  
To prepare and continually support counselors in their roles, all counselors are encouraged to 
attend a monthly two-hour departmental training (evidence – agendas) along with mandatory 
departmental meetings where important in-depth information is discussed on how to better 
serve students and the campus community. Additionally, all full-time counselors adhere to 
mandatory professional development flex obligations, attend new hire trainings, and 
conferences on topics relevant to the specific function of each counselor.  
 
To support new hires (full-time and adjunct), a two-day initial training is offered (evidence – 







training agenda) and counselors are paired up with a mentor to assure that they are informing 
students with accurate information.  Furthermore, to meet the specific needs of students 
enrolled in the robust number of high school dual enrollment counseling courses, and annual 
New Faculty Dual Enrollment training is provided (evidence – training agenda) along with 
content specific training on course curriculum with the K-12 Pathways Counselor.     
 
As part of the process of ensuring that accurate and timely information and advising is provided 
for students, the following evaluation methods are utilized on a regular basis: 
 


METHOD IMPACT  


SLO Assessment CSLO assessment for course and PSLO assessment for 
department learning outcomes is conducted.  Assessment results 
are documented in the Program Review process.  


Service/Training 
Evaluations 


Evaluations of flex trainings, evaluations of monthly counseling 
trainings, and student satisfaction surveys 


Faculty Evaluations In accordance with the agreed upon process as outlined in the 
United Faculty contract, all counselors (full-time and part-time) 
participate in a rigorous evaluation process which includes student 
evaluations, peer review, and management input.  Additionally 
observations are conducted consistent with the faculty members 
assignment (on-on-one appointments or classroom instruction). 


 
Analysis and Evaluation 
  
Los Medanos College provides significant counseling programs that support student 
development and success through multiple modalities and tailored to meet the specific needs of 
different student populations.  To ensure the quality and accuracy of information presented to 
students, significant regular training is provided by the Counseling department and all 
counselors engage in a rigorous evaluation process. 
 
The College meets Standard II.C.5 
 
II.C.5 Evidence 
 


− Counseling Department Training Agendas 
− New Dual Enrollment Faculty Training Agenda 
− Counseling Department SLO Assessment 
− Counseling Department Program Reviews 
− Faculty Evaluation Process and Forms – For Counselors 
− Contract with JFK for Student Wellness Program 
− Student Assistance Program Handout and Website 


 
  







6. The institution has adopted and adheres to admission policies consistent with its 
mission that specify the qualifications of students appropriate for its programs. The 


institution defines and advises students on clear pathways1 to complete degrees, 
certificate and transfer goals.  


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Los Medanos College is an open access institution that clearly communicates admission 
policies and pathway requirements to ensure student success.  Admission policies are defined 
in CCCCD Board Policy 3022 and related District student services procedures, and policies are 
clearly communicated to students in the College Catalog and on the college website.  
Additionally, to ensure student success and retention, matriculation services for new students 
include an online application, orientation, multiple measures assessment for English, ESL, and 
math, education planning, and course registration. 
 
Program requirements for Associate Degrees and certificates can be found in the College 
Catalog and on the college website.  All prospective and current students may meet with a 
counselor to develop a clear pathway for completing program requirements while discussing 
academic goals, career goals, and personal concerns.  Counselors meet with students 
individually in confidential settings to discuss major exploration, career exploration, and clear 
education planning for students’ pathways. 
 
Counselors utilize web-based advising tools and a degree audit system, where students can 
view progress toward the completion of degrees, certificates, and IGETC/CSU general 
education requirements.  Degree checklists have also been developed and are available on the 
College website for students to utilize.  This planning tool assists students, counselors, and 
faculty in clearly understanding and mapping the completion of program requirements. 
 
To assist students with completing transfer requirements for four-year universities, the 
Counseling Department works in close collaboration with Transfer & Career Services to clarify 
and highlight the variety of transfer pathways and preparation requirements for University of 
California, California State University, private universities, and out of state universities.  Transfer 
& Career Services offers a wide variety of workshops that directly support students with their 
transfer and career goals.  Some workshop topics include transfer basics, application review 
and assistance, transfer admission guarantee programs, and financial planning for transfer.  
The department also provides numerous opportunities for students to meet and engage with 
university admissions representatives in order gain direct information and advising from 
university specialist.  Programs offered include Transfer Days each semester, monthly 
university tours and weekly University Representative visits. 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Los Medanos College adheres to adopted admission policies that are consistent with the 
college mission.  These policies are clearly defined in District board policy.  Pathways to 
complete degrees, certificates, and transfer goals are communicated to students through 
multiple methods including in the college catalog and website and are covered extensively in 
counseling appointments and through matriculation services. Furthermore, through partnerships 
with four-year universities and a written and web-based tools (such as assist.org) students are 
provided detailed information on specific university transfer requirements. 
 
The College meets Standard II.C.6 







 
II.C.6 Evidence 
 


− Academic Programs: https://www.losmedanos.edu/degrees/index.aspx 
− Admissions & Records Policy: https://www.losmedanos.edu/admissions/policies.aspx 
− Counseling Department: https://www.losmedanos.edu/counseling/index.aspx 
− Transfer & Career Services: https://www.losmedanos.edu/transfer/index.aspx 


  
  



https://www.losmedanos.edu/degrees/index.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/admissions/policies.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/counseling/index.aspx

https://www.losmedanos.edu/transfer/index.aspx





7. The institution regularly evaluates admissions and placement instruments and 
practices to validate their effectiveness while minimizing biases. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Los Medanos College utilizes standard admissions instruments for admitting students to the 
college and its programs.  Students applying to the college must complete the CCCApply online 
application used throughout the California Community College system.  Los Medanos College 
also utilizes program specific admissions practices as appropriate including the completion of 
required pre-requisite courses and the ATI Test of Essential Academic Skills for the 
Registered Nursing program.  Additionally, international students are required to complete the 
International Student Application (which includes verification of English proficiency and 
financial sufficiency) for admission to the college. 
  
With regard to placement, Los Medanos College has been a proactive leader in working 
towards equitable student success through the improvement of curricular and placement 
methodologies in basic skills and transfer-level English, ESL, and math.  Since spring 2019, 
LMC has been in full compliance with California state legislation AB 705 and AB 1805 that direct 
placement processes in these areas. Students utilize the Multiple Measures Assessment 
Project to determine their initial placement. Based on their MMAP results, if students do not 
have a placement or feel their placement result doesn’t accurately reflect their skill level, they 
may view assessment alternatives or make an appointment to meet with assessment staff for 
further guidance including the ability to complete the pre-requisite/course challenge process.  
Support for students engaging in the placement process is provided by the college Assessment 
Center, Welcome Center, and in workshops conducted at area high schools. 
  
As Los Medanos College changed its placement practices to align with the revised state 
requirements, the college engaged in a Basic Skills Student Transformation Grant during 2016-
2018.  The changes in initial placement resulted in the following results for the Fall 2017 
semester: a 44% increase of students placed directly into transfer-level English courses, and a 
99% result in students directly enrolled in transfer-level Math courses. Placement was not the 
end of the story, however. There was a 277% increase in students who successfully complete 
transfer-level English within one year. There was a 96% increase in students who successfully 
complete transfer-level Math within one year. This data has been shared with the English, ESL, 
and math departments for planning purposes as well as with area high school superintendents 
and principals at the annual Educational Partners Breakfast.  In the future, the Assessment 
Center will work with the District office to make similar data available to these groups for on-
going review and planning. 
  
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Los Medanos College complies with California state legislation that direct admission and 
placement processes, and which have been validated at a state level. Based on research 
conducted at a college level, the new placement processes recently implemented, combined 
with new course pathways, have had significant impacts on increasing student success and 
have reduced disproportionate impacts for historically underserved student populations. 
 
The College meets Standard II.C.7 
 
II.C.7 Evidence 
  



https://www.losmedanos.edu/assessment/whoshouldtakeassessmenttests.aspx





− CCCApply Link 
− ATI Test of Essential Academic Skills 
− International Student Application Link 
− Multiple Measures Assessment Project Link 
− Assessment Alternatives Link 
− Basic Skills Student Transformation Grant (2016-2018) 
− Educational Partners Breakfast PPT 


 
  







8. The institution maintains student records permanently, securely, and confidentially, 
with provision for secure backup of all files, regardless of the form in which those 
files are maintained. The institution publishes and follows established policies for 
release of student records. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Los Medanos College has published policies in place that ensure the permanent, secure, and 
confidential maintenance of student records.  These policies ensure the security of both physical 
and digital records, and clearly communicate appropriate processes for the release of student 
information.  Specifically, District Board Policy 3013 (Student Information) and District 
Student Services Procedure 3026 (Student Records and Directory Information) govern 
and guide the release of student records.  Additionally, District Administrative Procedure 
1900.01 (Destruction of District Records), governs and guides the retention requirements 
(including length of retention period) and destruction procedures for student records. 
  
Student records are kept securely and confidentially per the Federal Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act (FERPA), California Educational Code, and California Code of Regulations, 
Title 5, with access only granted in compliance with federal guidelines.  The policy for 
confidentiality of student records is distributed at the beginning of each semester to all faculty, in 
addition to an explanation of FERPA regulations. This information is also discussed in 
trainings of new College staff and in new faculty orientations. The policy for release of student 
information is published in the College Catalog and is available on the College website. 
  
Digital student records related to admissions, enrollment, financial aid, and transcript data are 
securely maintained in two systems: Ellucian (the student information software system) and 
OnBase (the District’s document imaging system). The District Information Technology 
department backs up this system weekly and this backup is electronically and securely 
transferred to a storage facility. 
 
The following highlights additional specific methods used to ensure the accuracy and security of 
student records: 
 


• Access to student records is based on an employee’s job description, including defined 
responsibilities for that position. 


• Any hard copy student records that must be maintained are kept in locked file or storage 
cabinets, accessible only to appropriate staff.  


• College computers that can access digital student records require staff credentials 
(passwords) for access 


• Training regarding confidentiality of student records is provided to all staff including 
permanent employees and student workers who regularly work with student records (i.e. 
Admissions & Records, Counseling, DSPS, EOPS, and Financial Aid) 


• Photo ID must be provided to receive and transact business involving student records 
and student information (inc. Admissions & Records, Assessment, Counseling, EOPS, 
Financial Aid, and Transfer & Career Services) 


• Students must complete a District Financial Aid FERPA Release Form for the given 
academic year to grant a third party individual access to their financial aid account  


• District-wide Process Expert Teams meet regularly to ensure policies are applied 
uniformly and accurately at each college 


− Students who request an advisor’s attendance in Student Conduct meetings must sign a 







Student Conduct Meeting FERPA Waiver Form and authorization agreement 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
Los Medanos College permanently, securely, and confidentially maintains student records, and 
follows clearly defined policies and procedures for the release, storage, and destruction of 
appropriate records.  Student records are appropriately maintained in physical and digital 
formats and significant training and communication occurs to ensure ongoing compliance. 
 
The College meets Standard II.C.8 
 
II.C.8 Evidence 
 


− District Board Policy 3013 (Student Information)  
− District Student Services Procedure 3026 (Student Records and Directory Information) 
− District Administrative Procedure 1900.01 (Destruction of District Records) 
− FERPA Regulations Handout 
− New Faculty Orientation Agenda 
− College Catalog (Page 49-50) 
− Admissions Website Link 
− CCCCD Financial Aid FERPA Release Form 
− Student Conduct Meeting FERPA Waiver Form 
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Standard III: Resources 
The institution effectively uses its human, physical, technology, and financial resources to 


achieve its mission and to improve academic quality and institutional effectiveness. 


Accredited colleges in multi-college systems may be organized so that responsibility for 


resources, allocation of resources, and planning rests with the district/system. In such cases, 


the district/system is responsible for meeting the Standards, and an evaluation of its 


performance is reflected in the accredited status of the institution(s). 
 


III.A. Human Resources 
 


III.A.1. The institution assures the integrity and quality of its programs and services by 


employing administrators, faculty and staff who are qualified by appropriate 


education, training, and experience to provide and support these programs and 


services. Criteria, qualifications, and procedures for selection of personnel are clearly 


and publicly stated and address the needs of the institution in serving its student 


population.  Job descriptions are directly related to institutional mission and goals and 


accurately reflect position duties, responsibilities, and authority. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


 


The institution demonstrates that it has developed appropriate hiring criteria.  


 


 


The institution advertises open positions using appropriate venues to attract quality candidates.  


 


 


The institution demonstrates it has a process to verify the qualifications of applicants and newly 


hired personnel.  


 


 


Checks are conducted on applications regarding the equivalency of degrees from non-U.S. 


institutions.  


 


 


The institution uses methods to ensure that qualifications for each position are closely matched 


to specific programmatic needs and that duties, responsibilities, and authority are clearly 


delineated.  


 


 


The institution demonstrates that all job descriptions are directly related to the institutional 


mission.  


 


 


The institution employs safeguards to ensure that hiring procedures are consistently followed. 
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Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.A.1. Evidence 


III.A.1-01 Job announcements for staff, faculty, and administrative positions, including 


minimum qualifications;   


III.A.1-02 Job descriptions, including duties, responsibilities, required skills and knowledge, and 


minimum qualifications;   


− Policies related to hiring;   


− Recruitment and hiring procedures, including persons responsible;   


− Screening tools used during the hiring process;   


− Equivalency policies and procedures;   


− Procedures for equivalency review of transcripts from non-U.S. institutions;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard. 
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III.A.2. Faculty qualifications include knowledge of the subject matter and requisite 


skills for the service to be performed.  Factors of qualification include appropriate 


degrees, professional experience, discipline expertise, level of assignment, teaching skills, 


scholarly activities, and potential to contribute to the mission of the institution. Faculty 


job descriptions include development and review of curriculum as well as assessment of 


learning. (ER 14) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


 


The college demonstrates that it has a consistent process to verify that faculty selected for hire 


have adequate and appropriate knowledge of their subject matter.  


 


 


The college has a formal process for vetting credentials, and other forms of preparation, to 


ensure that qualified faculty are selected for hire.  


 


 


All faculty job descriptions include the responsibility for curriculum oversight and student 


learning outcomes assessment. 


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.2. Evidence 


III.A.2-01 Job announcements for faculty, both full-time and part-time if different;   


III.A.2-02 Job descriptions for faculty, both full-time and part-time if different;   


III.A.2-02 Procedures for screening faculty applications, including verifying transcripts for 


minimum qualifications;   


III.A.2-02 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.3. Administrators and other employees responsible for educational programs and 


services possess qualifications necessary to perform duties required to sustain 


institutional effectiveness and academic quality. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution demonstrates that it has a process to determine if administrators and other 


employees responsible for educational programs and services possess the qualifications 


necessary to perform duties required to sustain institutional effectiveness and academic quality. 


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.A.3. Evidence 


− Job announcements for administrators and other employees;   


− Job descriptions for administrators and other employees;   


− Procedures for screening applications, including verifying transcripts for minimum 


qualifications;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
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III.A.4. Required degrees held by faculty, administrators and other employees are from 


institutions accredited by recognized U.S. accrediting agencies.  Degrees from non-U.S. 


institutions are recognized only if equivalence has been established. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


 


The institution demonstrates that it verifies the qualifications of applicants and newly hired 


personnel.  


 


 


Degrees from non-U.S. institutions are validated for equivalency. 


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.4. Evidence 


− Procedures for verifying applicants’ transcripts, including procedures for verifying 


equivalency from non-U.S. institutions;   


− Documentation when transcript verification has been completed, perhaps as a step in the 


screening/hiring process;   


− Transcripts of current employees of the college, by position, with names and other identifying 


information redacted. (These confidential evidentiary documents, though available to the 


team, should not be made available to the public.);   


− Completed equivalency reviews, with names and other identifying information redacted. 


(These confidential evidentiary documents, though available to the team, should not be made 


available to the public.)   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.5. The institution assures the effectiveness of its human resources by evaluating all 


personnel systematically and at stated intervals.  The institution establishes written 


criteria for evaluating all personnel, including performance of assigned duties and 


participation in institutional responsibilities and other activities appropriate to their 


expertise.  Evaluation processes seek to assess effectiveness of personnel and encourage 


improvement. Actions taken following evaluations are formal, timely, and documented. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


 


The college has a process is in place to ensure that evaluations lead to improvement of job 


performance. 


 


  


The college demonstrates that performance evaluations are completed on a regular basis.  


 


 


Evaluation criteria accurately measure the effectiveness of personnel in performing their duties.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.5. Evidence 


− Policies related to performance evaluations of staff, faculty, and administrators;    


− Procedures for conducting employee performance evaluations, including timelines and persons 


responsible;   


− Procedures for conducting faculty and administrator performance evaluations, including 


timelines and persons responsible;   


− Templates or forms used for performance evaluations of staff, faculty, and administrators, 


including opportunities for encouraging improvement;   


− Timeline of scheduled performance evaluations;  − Records 


of completed performance evaluations;   


− Sample completed performance evaluations, with names and other identifying information 


redacted. (These confidential evidentiary documents, though available to the team, should not be 


made available to the public.);   


− Records of follow-up evaluations when deficiencies or areas of needed correction are 


identified;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
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III.A.6. The evaluation of faculty, academic administrators, and other personnel directly 


responsible for student learning includes, as a component of that evaluation, consideration of 


how these employees use the results of the assessment of learning outcomes to improve 


teaching and learning. (Effective January 2018, Standard III.A.6 is no longer applicable. The 


Commission acted to delete the Standard during its January 2018 Board of Directors meeting.) 
 


[Skip Standard III.A.6.  Continue responses with Standard III.A.7) 


 


III.A.7. The institution maintains a sufficient number of qualified faculty, which 


includes full time faculty and may include part time and adjunct faculty, to assure the 


fulfillment of faculty responsibilities essential to the quality of educational programs 


and services to achieve institutional mission and purposes. (ER 14) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution demonstrates that it has the appropriate staffing levels for each program and 


service.  


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.A.7. Evidence 


− Department rosters of faculty, identifying full-time and part-time;   


− Data reports of FTEF or student-to-faculty ratios, student-to-counselor ratios;   


− Program reviews that evaluate the need for more or fewer faculty, including replacements due 


to resignations or retirements, and the resulting resource allocation process;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.8. An institution with part time and adjunct faculty has employment policies and 


practices which provide for their orientation, oversight, evaluation, and professional 


development. The institution provides opportunities for integration of part time and 


adjunct faculty into the life of the institution. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has policies and practices demonstrating that part-time and adjunct faculty have 


opportunities for professional development, are appropriately oriented to the institution and its 


student populations, and are engaged in key academic processes. 


 


 
 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.8. Evidence 


− Policies or procedures for orientation, supervision, and evaluation of part-time faculty;   


− Agenda from orientations for part-time faculty, with copies of materials from the orientation;   


− Schedule of orientations and other professional development workshops or trainings for part-


time faculty;    


− An online, self-directed orientation;   


− Documentation of part-time faculty participation in trainings, committee work, program 


review and planning, institutional evaluation and planning, or other activities and events;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.9. The institution has a sufficient number of staff with appropriate qualifications 


to support the effective educational, technological, physical, and administrative 


operations of the institution. (ER 8) 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has policies and practices to determine the appropriate number and 


qualifications for support personnel.  


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.9. Evidence 


− Department or division rosters of staff in support positions;   


− Program reviews that evaluate the need for more or fewer support staff, including 


replacements due to resignations or retirements, and the resulting resource allocation process;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.10. The institution maintains a sufficient number of administrators with 


appropriate preparation and expertise to provide continuity and effective administrative 


leadership and services that support the institution’s mission and purposes. (ER 8) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has policies and practices to determine the appropriate number, qualifications, 


and organization of administrators.  


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.10. Evidence 


− Department or division rosters of managers and administrators in leadership positions;   


− Policy or procedure for succession planning when managers or administrators leave the 


institution;   


− Program reviews that evaluate the need for more or fewer managers or administrators, 


including replacements due to resignations or retirements, and the resulting resource 


allocation process;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.11. The institution establishes, publishes, and adheres to written personnel policies 


and procedures that are available for information and review. Such policies and 


procedures are fair and equitably and consistently administered. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution publishes its personnel policies and makes them available for review.  


 


 


The institution ensures that it administers its personnel policies and procedures consistently and 


equitably.    


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.11. Evidence 


− Personnel policies and procedures, publicly available in print and/or online;   


− Notices to employees how to access personnel policies and procedures;   


− Agenda item in employee orientations notifying employees of the location of personnel 


policies and procedures;   


− Documentation that all employee complaints against the college for not following personnel 


policy or procedure have been resolved and improvements made if needed;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.12. Through its policies and practices, the institution creates and maintains 


appropriate programs, practices, and services that support its diverse personnel. The 


institution regularly assesses its record in employment equity and diversity consistent 


with its mission. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution's policies and practices promote an understanding of equity and diversity.   


 


  


The institution has methods to determine the kinds of support its personnel need and regularly 


evaluates the effectiveness of these programs and services.  


 


 


The institution tracks and evaluates its record on employment diversity and equity. 


 


    


The institution ensures that its personnel are treated fairly.  


 


 


The institution plans for the recruitment of diverse personnel in accordance with its mission.  


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.12. Evidence 


− Personnel policies that support diversity and equity, or other formal statements of the 


institution’s commitment to diversity and/or equity;   


− Program review of human resources, including evaluation of data on the diversity of staff and 


faculty;   


− Diversity plans or goals for human resources that arise from program review;   


− Equity plans or goals for human resources that arise from program review;   


− Personnel reports on equity and diversity;   


− Agenda or presentations from staff development sessions or other programs that the institution 


conducts to support its diverse personnel;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.13. The institution upholds a written code of professional ethics for all of 


its personnel, including consequences for violation. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has an approved ethics policy for all of its personnel, which delineates 


consequences for violation.   


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.13. Evidence 


− Ethics policy, including consequences for violations;   


− Procedure for ethics violations;   


− Report of any ethics violations, procedures followed, and resolution, with names and other 


identifying information redacted. (These confidential evidentiary documents, though 


available to the team, should not be made available to the public.)   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard  
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III.A.14. The institution plans for and provides all personnel with appropriate 


opportunities for continued professional development, consistent with the institutional 


mission and based on evolving pedagogy, technology, and learning needs.  The institution 


systematically evaluates professional development programs and uses the results of these 


evaluations as the basis for improvement. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution offers professional development programs consistent with its mission.  


 


 


The institution has methods to identify professional development needs of its faculty and other 


personnel.  


 


 


The college engages in meaningful evaluation of professional development activities and uses 


results for improvement.  


 


 


The college measures the impact of professional development activities on the improvement of 


teaching and learning.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.A.14. Evidence 


− Schedule of professional development opportunities offered at the college;   


− Staff/faculty survey of professional development needs, and results;   


− Staff development program review, or human resource program review including evaluation of 


and improvement plans for staff development;   


− Evaluation instruments for professional development opportunities, plus results, analysis, and 


plans for improvement;   


− Professional Development Committee roster and minutes;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.A.15. The institution makes provision for the security and confidentiality of 


personnel records.  Each employee has access to his/her personnel records in 


accordance with law. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has provisions for keeping personnel records secure and confidential.  


 


 


The institution provides employees access to their records.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.A.15. Evidence 


− Policy and/or procedure for maintaining security and confidentiality of personnel records;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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Conclusions on Standard III.A. Human Resources 


 


[insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


 


[insert response if applicable] 


 


Evidence List  


 


[insert list] 
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III.B. Physical Resources 
 


III.B.1. The institution assures safe and sufficient physical resources at all locations where 


it offers courses, programs, and learning support services. They are constructed and 


maintained to assure access, safety, security, and a healthful learning and working 


environment. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution ensures that all facilities are safe.  


 


 


The institution regularly evaluates whether it has sufficient physical resources at all locations.  


 


 


The institution has a process by which all personnel and students can report unsafe physical 


facilities.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.B.1. Evidence 


− Facilities inventory;   


− Reports from safety and security walk-throughs;   


− Facilities program review or facilities plan, including improvement plans based on evaluations 


of safety and security;   


− Reporting procedure or template for facilities safety, security, or maintenance;  − 


Maintenance request protocol;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.B.2. The institution plans, acquires or builds, maintains, and upgrades or replaces its 


physical resources, including facilities, equipment, land, and other assets, in a manner 


that assures effective utilization and the continuing quality necessary to support its 


programs and services and achieve its mission. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution ensures that the needs of programs and services are considered when planning its 


buildings.  


 


 


Facilities’ planning is aligned with the institutional mission.  


 


 


The institution ensures that program and service needs determine equipment replacement and 


maintenance. 


 


 
 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.B.2. Evidence 


− Program reviews for areas within physical resources (such as facilities maintenance, 


housekeeping, grounds, transportation, etc.) ;   


− Facilities plan;   


− Institutional plan;   


− Minutes from facilities planning meetings;   


− Correspondence related to acquiring, building, maintaining, upgrading, or replacing facilities, 


equipment, or other physical assets, only if the correspondence demonstrates institutional 


alignment with details within this Standard;   
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III.B.3. To assure the feasibility and effectiveness of physical resources in supporting 


institutional programs and services, the institution plans and evaluates its facilities and 


equipment on a regular basis, taking utilization and other relevant data into account. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution regularly assesses the use of its facilities.    


 


 


The institution uses the results of the evaluation to improve facilities or equipment.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.B.3. Evidence 


− Reports on the state of facilities, equipment, or other physical assets;   


− Reports on facilities use and occupancy;   


− A schedule of regular inspections of facilities and equipment;   


− Program reviews for areas within physical resources (such as facilities maintenance, 


housekeeping, grounds, transportation, etc.);   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.B.4. Long-range capital plans support institutional improvement goals and 


reflect projections of the total cost of ownership of new facilities and equipment. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Long-range capital projects are linked to institutional planning and include projections of total 


cost of ownership.  


 


 


The institution has identified elements which constitute the definition of "total cost of ownership" 


that the institution uses when making decisions about facilities and equipment.  


 


 


Planning processes ensure that capital projects support college goals.   


 


 


The institution assesses the effectiveness that long-range capital planning has in advancing the 


college’s improvement goals.  


 


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.B.4. Evidence 


− Long range capital plans;   


− Multiple years’ institutional budgets;   


− Multiple years’ division or department budgets, especially Maintenance and Operations;   
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Conclusions on Standard III.B. Physical Resources 


 


[insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


 


[insert response if applicable] 


 


Evidence List  


 


[insert list] 
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III.C. Technology Resources 
 


III.C.1. Technology services, professional support, facilities, hardware, and software are 


appropriate and adequate to support the institution’s management and operational 


functions, academic programs, teaching and learning, and support services. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution ensures that its various types of technology needs are identified.  


 


 


The institution regularly evaluates the effectiveness of its technology in meeting its range of 


needs.    


 


 


There are provisions for reliability, disaster recovery, privacy, and security, whether technology 


is provided directly by the institution or through a contractual arrangement.  


 


 


The institution makes decisions about use and distribution of its technology resources.  


 


 


The technology infrastructure is sufficient to maintain and sustain traditional teaching and 


learning and DE/CE offerings.  


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.C.1. Evidence 


− Technology plans or program reviews that evaluate and plan for reliability, disaster recovery, 


privacy, and security;   


− Technology inventories;   


− Technology infrastructure blueprints;   


− Disaster recovery procedure or plan;   


− DE/CE technology plan;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
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III.C.2. The institution continuously plans for, updates and replaces technology to ensure 


its technological infrastructure, quality and capacity are adequate to support its mission, 


operations, programs, and services. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has established provisions to ensure a robust, current, and sustainable technical 


infrastructure is maintained that provides maximum reliability for students, staff, and faculty.  


 


 


The institution bases its technology decisions on the results of evaluation of program and service 


needs.  


 


 


Evaluations of technology and technology services include input from end users.  


 


 


The institution has developed a process to prioritize needs when making decisions about 


technology purchases.   


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.C.2. Evidence 


− Technology plans, short term and long range;   


− Documentation of technology replacement, repair, or upgrade cycle;   


− Employee and student survey instruments (with technology questions);   


− Analysis of the results of such surveys;   


− Examples of program reviews from other divisions, departments, or units that include 


technology resource requests;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.C.3. The institution assures that technology resources at all locations where it offers 


courses, programs, and services are implemented and maintained to assure reliable 


access, safety, and security. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution allocates resources for the management, maintenance, and operation of its 


technological infrastructure and equipment.  


 


 


The college provides an appropriate system for reliability and emergency backup.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.C.3. Evidence 


− Technology replacement, repair, or upgrade cycle that highlights “all locations”;   


− Technology replacement or repair log that highlights “all locations”;   


− Technology help request protocols, including access for employees at “all locations”;  


 − And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard   
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III.C.4. The institution provides appropriate instruction and support for faculty, staff, 


students, and administrators, in the effective use of technology and technology systems 


related to its programs, services, and institutional operations. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution assesses the need for information technology training for students and personnel. 


 


  


The institution allocates resources for information technology training for faculty, students, and 


staff.  


 


 


The institution regularly evaluates the training and technical support it provides for faculty and 


staff to ensure these programs are appropriate and effective.    


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.C.4. Evidence 


− Schedules of technology training for staff and faculty;   


− Presentations or agenda from professional development opportunities on technology;   


− Evaluations of training, and documentation of improvements to subsequent training for staff 


and faculty;   


− Schedules of technology training for students;   


− Curriculum for training students on technology use;   


− Resources, such as manuals or online instructions, that support students, staff, and faculty in 


their use of technology;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.C.5. The institution has policies and procedures that guide the appropriate use of 


technology in the teaching and learning processes. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has established processes to make decisions about the appropriate use and 


distribution of its technology resources. 


 


 


The institution publicizes these policies and processes.  


 


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.C.5. Evidence 


− Policies or procedures for acceptable use of technology;   


− Publications containing acceptable use policies or guidelines, such as employee handbooks, 


student handbooks, etc.;   


− Other forms of acceptable use guidelines, such as posters in computer labs;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard 
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Conclusions on Standard III.C. Technology Resources 


 


[insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


 


[insert response if applicable] 


 


Evidence List  


 


[insert list] 
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III.D. Financial Resources 


Planning 


 


III.D.1. Financial resources are sufficient to support and sustain student learning 


programs and services and improve institutional effectiveness.  The distribution of 


resources supports the development, maintenance, allocation and reallocation, and 


enhancement of programs and services.  The institution plans and manages its financial 


affairs with integrity and in a manner that ensures financial stability. (ER 18) 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has sufficient revenues to support educational improvement and innovation.  


 


 


Funds are allocated in a manner that will realistically achieve the institution's stated goals for 


student learning.  


 


 


Line items in the budget for resources support student learning programs and services.   


 


 


The institution’s resource allocation process provides a means for setting priorities for funding 


institutional improvements.  


 


 


Institutional resources are carefully managed to sustain student learning programs and services 


and improve institutional effectiveness.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.1. Evidence 


− Annual financial reports (including Audited financial statements);   


− Budget allocation model or process;   
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− Longitudinal comparison of annual operating budgets or financial plans by program or 


department, highlighting or explaining significant increases or decreases;   


− Examples of the enhancement of programs or services funded through the budget allocation 


model or process;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.2. The institution’s mission and goals are the foundation for financial planning, 


and financial planning is integrated with and supports all institutional planning.  The 


institution has policies and procedures to ensure sound financial practices and financial 


stability.  Appropriate financial information is disseminated throughout the institution 


in a timely manner. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution reviews its mission and goals as part of the annual fiscal planning process.  


 


 


The institution establishes priorities among competing needs so that it can predict future 


funding. Institutional plans exist, and they are clearly linked to financial plans, both short-term 


and long-range.  


 


 


The financial planning process relies primarily on institutional plans for content and timelines.  


 


 


The governing board and other institutional leadership receive information about fiscal 


planning that demonstrates its links to institutional planning.  


 


 


Budget process that ties resource allocation to planning and program review.  


 


 


Budget assumptions that are tied to the mission, institutional goals, or program reviews.   


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.2. Evidence 


− Policies or procedures for budget development that identify the institution’s mission and goals 


as the foundation for financial planning or that integrate financial and institutional planning;   


− Budget process that ties resource allocation to program review and planning;   


− Budget assumptions that are tied to the mission, institutional goals, or program reviews;   
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− Budgeted or planned fiscal expenditures that have supported or that support the achievement 


of institutional plans or goals;    


− Minutes from a finance or budget committee’s meeting when institutional mission and goals, 


institutional plans, or program reviews are discussed;   


− Minutes from any governance group when institutional planning and financial planning are 


connected or coordinated;   


− Any document in which budget proposals, resource allocation decisions, and/or financial 


decisions are reported to the campus;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.3. The institution clearly defines and follows its guidelines and processes for financial 


planning and budget development, with all constituencies having appropriate 


opportunities to participate in the development of institutional plans and budgets. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Institution has established processes for financial planning and budget development, which are 


widely known and understood by college constituents.   


 


 


The college’s mechanisms or processes are used to ensure constituent participation in financial 


planning and budget development. 


 


 
 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.3. Evidence 


− Procedures that define guidelines and processes for financial planning and budget 


development;   


− Minutes from finance or budget committee meetings verifying that established financial 


planning and budget development processes are followed;   


− Roster of a finance or budget committee;   


− Documented budget development process that identifies responsible parties for steps in the 


planning process and that identifies opportunities for input from constituencies;   


− A documented timeline of institutional planning coordinated with budget development 


process, including reporting deadlines for various types of reports to or reviews with 


different audiences;   


− Budget proposals presented to the Board, to the public, and to the campus;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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Fiscal Responsibility and Stability 


 


III.D.4. Institutional planning reflects a realistic assessment of financial resource 


availability, development of financial resources, partnerships, and expenditure 


requirements. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Individuals involved in institutional planning receive accurate information about available 


funds, including the annual budget showing ongoing and anticipated fiscal commitments.  


 


 


Budget information, including the institution’s fiscal condition, is sufficient in content and timing 


to support realistic institutional and financial planning.   


 


 


Sound financial planning, including a realistic expectation of financial resource availability, are 


foundational elements of the institution’s plans and goals.   


 


 


The institution reviews its past financial results as part of planning for current and future fiscal 


needs  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.4. Evidence 


− Agenda or minutes from planning committee meetings or budget committee meetings when 


financial resource availability is discussed;   


− Attachments from such meetings that identify funding sources, partnerships, or expenditure 


requirements;   


− Budget documents that balance expected revenues and expenditures;   


− Documentation of coordination of institutional planning with grants and other alternative 


funding sources;   


− Other documents used during institutional planning that identify available or potential 


financial resources and/or funding sources;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.    
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III.D.5. To assure the financial integrity of the institution and responsible use of its 


financial resources, the internal control structure has appropriate control mechanisms 


and widely disseminates dependable and timely information for sound financial decision 


making. The institution regularly evaluates its financial management practices and uses 


the results to improve internal control systems. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has internal control mechanisms, including persons responsible, that govern the 


preparation of financial documents and ensure dependable, accurate, and timely financial 


information is available for sound financial decision-making.   


 


 


Information about budget, fiscal conditions, and financial planning are provided throughout the 


college.     


 


 


Individuals involved in institutional planning and management receive dependable and timely 


information about available funds, including the annual budget showing ongoing and 


anticipated fiscal commitments.   


 


 


Budget information, including the fiscal condition, financial planning, and audit results, is 


sufficient in content and timing to support sound financial management  


 


 


The institution prepares accurate financial documents through the application and maintenance 


of adequate internal controls  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.5. Evidence 


− Policies or procedures for internal control mechanisms;   


− Policies or procedures for purchasing;   
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− Budgets, financial reports, audit reports presented to the campus and to the Board;   


− Reports of decisions for financing or allocation of resources presented to the campus 


community or to constituent groups;   


− Monthly, quarterly, or other reports of revenues and expenditures;   


− Finance department program review, including evaluation of effectiveness of internal controls;   


− Evaluation instruments for assessing effectiveness and integrity of financial management 


practices, and the results of such evaluations;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.6. Financial documents, including the budget, have a high degree of credibility 


and accuracy, and reflect appropriate allocation and use of financial resources to 


support student learning programs and services. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Funds are allocated, as shown in the budget, in a manner that will realistically achieve the 


institution's stated goals for student learning.  


 


 


The institutional budget is an accurate reflection of institutional spending and it has credibility 


with constituents.  


 


 


Audits demonstrate the integrity of financial management practices.   


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.6. Evidence 


− Budget versus actual variance reports and analyses;   


− Annual external audit reports and findings;   


− Audits of any foundations that are not separately incorporated;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.7. Institutional responses to external audit findings are comprehensive, timely, and 


communicated appropriately. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


Information about budget, fiscal conditions, and audit results are provided throughout the 


college.    


 


 


The institution remediates audit findings in a timely manner.  


 


 


If the institution has received any audit findings or negative reviews during the last six years, 


they have been addressed in a timely manner.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.7. Evidence 


− Formal responses to external audit reports and findings;   


− Minutes of meetings when audits and findings are discussed and responses are planned;   


− Minutes of meetings where the above reports are disseminated;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.8. The institution’s financial and internal control systems are evaluated and assessed 


for validity and effectiveness, and the results of this assessment are used for 


improvement. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The Finance Department regularly conducts program review, including evaluation of 


effectiveness of internal controls.   


 


 


The institution assesses the effectiveness of its past financial plans and the results of this 


assessment are used to improve current and future financial plans.   


 


 


Audits demonstrate the integrity of financial management practices.  


 


 


The institution reviews its internal control systems on a regular basis.   


 


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.8. Evidence 


− External auditors’ reports and findings that address the college’s internal control systems;   


− The college’s responses to such findings;   


− Financial reports subsequent to audits findings, and subsequent audit reports and findings;   


− Finance department program reviews, including evaluations of validity and effectiveness of 


financial and internal control systems;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.9. The institution has sufficient cash flow and reserves to maintain stability, support 


strategies for appropriate risk management, and, when necessary, implement 


contingency plans to meet financial emergencies and unforeseen occurrences. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution’s level of unrestricted fiscal reserves is adequate to meet financial emergencies 


and unforeseen occurrences.  


 


 


The ending balance of unrestricted funds for the immediate past three years is sufficient to 


maintain a reserve needed for emergencies.  


 


 


The institution has sufficient insurance to cover its needs. If the institution is selffunded in any 


insurance categories, it has sufficient reserves to handle financial emergencies.  


 


 


The institution’s process for receiving revenues does not pose cash-flow difficulties. When there 


is a cash-flow challenge, the college has a process to rectify those difficulties.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.9. Evidence 


− Policy or procedure reflecting commitment to sound financial practices and financial stability;   


− Policy or procedure that defines minimum reserve expectations;   


− Monthly, quarterly, or other cash-flow or cash balance reports;   


− Reports of reserves, special reserve accounts, etc.;   


− Policies or procedures for risk management;   


− Reports of insurance policies, funds, payments, etc.;   


− Records of self-insurance for health benefits, workers compensation, and unemployment;   


− Contingency plans for financial emergencies;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.10. The institution practices effective oversight of finances, including management 


of financial aid, grants, externally funded programs, contractual relationships, auxiliary 


organizations or foundations, and institutional investments and assets. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has established processes to assess its use of financial resources.  


 


 


The institution demonstrates compliance with Federal Title IV regulations and requirements for 


managing federal financial aid.  


 


 


The institution ensures that it assesses its use of financial resources systematically and 


effectively.  


 


 


The institution uses results of the evaluation as the basis for improvement.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.D.10. Evidence 


− Procedures for the financial management and oversight of grants, externally funded programs, 


contractual relationships, auxiliary organizations or foundations, and institutional 


investments and assets;   


− Financial reports or audits for grants, externally funded programs, contractual relationships, 


auxiliary organizations, foundations, bonds, institutional investments, endowments, and/or 


assets;   


− Financial aid reports and/or audits that demonstrate effective oversight;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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Liabilities 


 


III.D.11. The level of financial resources provides a reasonable expectation of both short- 


term and long-term financial solvency.  When making short-range financial plans, the 


institution considers its long-range financial priorities to assure financial stability. The 


institution clearly identifies, plans, and allocates resources for payment of liabilities and 


future obligations. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution continually assesses and adjusts its capital structure and cash management 


strategies to ensure both short-term and long-term financial solvency.   


 


 


The institution has plans for payments of long-term liabilities and obligations, including health 


benefits, insurance costs, building maintenance costs, etc. This information is used in short-term 


or annual budget and other fiscal planning.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.11. Evidence 


− Procedure for both the short-term and long-range management of the institution’s cash and 


capital structure;   


− Cash flow forecasts and analyses;   


− Resulting institutional budgets and plans that account for payments of both shortterm liabilities 


and long-term and future obligations;   


− Reports of obligations for future total employee compensation expenditures, including 


employment agreements, collective bargaining agreements, and management contracts, 


including any buy-out provisions;    


− The institution’s credit rating;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.12. The institution plans for and allocates appropriate resources for the payment 


of liabilities and future obligations, including Other Post-Employment Benefits 


(OPEB), compensated absences, and other employee related obligations.  The actuarial 


plan to determine Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) is current and prepared 


as required by appropriate accounting standards. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution incorporates actuarially developed plans for Other Post-Employment Benefit 


(OPEB) obligations into its financial plans.   


 


 


The institution’s pension and OPEB plans are sufficiently funded. The institution fully funds or 


has a plan to fully fund its annual pension and OPEB obligation (Annual required contribution 


[ARC]).  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.12. Evidence 


− Actuarial valuation report for pension and OPEB;   


− Records of annual required contributions (ARC) for pension and OPEB obligations;   


− Collective bargaining agreements;   


− Leave accrual policies and records;   


− Notes to financial statements dealing with employee benefit plans, commitments and 


contingencies;    


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
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III.D.13. On an annual basis, the institution assesses and allocates resources for the 


repayment of any locally incurred debt instruments that can affect the financial 


condition of the institution. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution has an annual assessment of debt repayment obligations.  


 


 


The institution has appropriate plans to repay locally incurred debt.  


 


 


The institution ensures that locally incurred debt repayment schedule does not have an adverse 


impact on meeting all current and future financial obligations.  


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 
 


III.D.13. Evidence 


− Documentation of debt repayment schedules;   


− Independent evaluation reports or other documents that demonstrate the institution’s record or 


history of debt repayment;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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III.D.14. All financial resources, including short- and long-term debt instruments (such 


as bonds and Certificates of Participation), auxiliary activities, fund-raising efforts, 


and grants, are used with integrity in a manner consistent with the intended purpose of 


the funding source. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution's restricted funds are audited or reviewed by funding agencies on a regular basis.  


 


 


Expenditures from restricted funds are made in a manner consistent with the intent and 


requirements of the funding source.   


 


 


Bond expenditures are consistent with regulatory and legal restrictions.  


 


 


The institution ensures that the financial operations of all auxiliary activities are appropriately 


monitored.  


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


 


III.D.14. Evidence 


− Reports that analyze grant expenditures consistent with intended use of the grant funds;   


− Similar reports on use of funds from auxiliary activities and fund raising efforts;   


− Records from bond funding, if any, including audit reports;    


− Minutes and reports of bond oversight committee;   


− Compliance reports from funding agencies or audits, both internal and external;   
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III.D.15. The institution monitors and manages student loan default rates, revenue 


streams, and assets to ensure compliance with federal requirements, including Title IV of 


the Higher Education Act, and comes into compliance when the federal government 


identifies deficiencies. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The institution’s three-year default rate is within federal guidelines.   


 


 


The institution has a plan to reduce the default rate if it exceeds federal guidelines.  


 


 


Student loan default rates, revenues, and related matters are monitored and assessed to ensure 


compliance with Federal Regulation.  


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


[insert response] 


 


III.D.15. Evidence 


− Reports on student loan default rates;   


− Institutional plans or service area plans for lowering loan default rates;   


− USDE Federal Student Aid (FSA) audits and compliance reports (Checklist: Title IV 


Compliance. Policy on Institutional Compliance with Title IV);   


− College responses to FSA audits and related reports and correspondences  


(Checklist: Title IV Compliance. Policy on Institutional Compliance with Title IV);   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard  
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Contractual Agreements 


 
III.D.16. Contractual agreements with external entities are consistent with the mission and 


goals of the institution, governed by institutional policies, and contain appropriate 


provisions to maintain the integrity of the institution and the quality of its programs, 


services, and operations. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


If the institution has contractual agreements, they are consistent with institutional mission and 


goals.  


 


 


The institution has appropriate control over these contracts. It can change or terminate 


contracts that don't meet its required standards of quality.  


 


External contracts are managed in a manner to ensure that federal guidelines are met.  


 


 
 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


 


III.D.16. Evidence 
 


− Copies of contractual agreements with external entities, highlighting consistency with institutional 


mission and goals;   


− Policies and procedures regarding contractual agreements with external entities, highlighting provisions 


for maintaining institutional integrity and support for programs and services;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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Conclusions on Standard III.D. Financial Resources 


 


[insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


 


[insert response if applicable] 


 


Evidence List  


 


[insert list] 
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Standard IV: Leadership and Governance 
The institution recognizes and uses the contributions of leadership throughout the  organization 
for promoting student success, sustaining academic quality, integrity, fiscal stability, and 
continuous improvement of the institution.  Governance roles are defined in policy and are 
designed to facilitate decisions that support student learning programs and services and improve 
institutional effectiveness, while acknowledging the designated responsibilities of the governing 
board and the chief executive officer. Through established governance structures, processes, 
and practices, the governing board, administrators, faculty, staff, and students work together for 
the good of the institution. In multi-college districts or systems, the roles within the 
district/system are clearly delineated. The multi-college district or system has policies for 
allocation of resources to adequately support and sustain the colleges. 
 


IV.A. Decision-Making Roles and Processes 
 
IV.A.1. Institutional leaders create and encourage innovation leading to institutional 
excellence.  They support administrators, faculty, staff, and students, no matter what 
their official titles, in taking initiative for improving the practices, programs, and services 
in which they are involved. When ideas for improvement have policy or significant 
institution-wide implications, systematic participative processes are used to assure 
effective planning and implementation. 
 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 


Los Medanos College maintains a culture of innovation and excellence that encourages members of the 
campus community to work – individually and collectively – toward improvements in instructional 
programs, support services, and institutional practices.  Through dialogue, participatory processes, and 
the shared governance structure, all constituency groups are engaged to assure the effective planning 
and implementation of policies, initiatives, and other matters of College-wide importance.  


  


A culture of innovation and excellence is intrinsically linked to the College’s mission, values, 
goals, and strategic priorities (evidence to each).  These foundational components lay the 
groundwork for innovation at the college.  There are multiple layers of constituent participation 
in this effort, a commitment to collaborative leadership that involves all members of the 
institution.  The Academic Senate, Classified Senate, and LMC Associated Students play critical 
roles in continuous improvement of the College (evidence: Senates’ charters). 


LMC has a deep, long-standing commitment to collaboration, communication, engagement, and 
inclusion.  Together with a focus on student learning and success, these core values have 
contributed to the College’s ability to achieve excellent, equitable outcomes for students.  LMC’s 
faculty, classified professionals, and management team are passionate about the College, its 
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connections to the community, and facilitating success of our students.  Our College community 
embraces and promotes a culture of completion for all students by helping them transfer to a 4-
year institution, joining or advancing in the workforce, or completing a degree or certificate. 


In the College’s planning, program review, and resource allocation processes constituents refer 
to the Educational Master Plan, the mission statement, and strategic goals of the College.  
Department, program, and activity leads assess their progress and outcomes of stated objectives 
on a regular basis.  The results of those reviews and reflections not only “close the loop” in 
assessment, but guide the institution toward in organizational change and improvements. 


The College’s shared governance structure (evidence: SGC position paper) is a catalyst for 
positive participation and leadership of all members of the campus.  Students, faculty, classified 
professionals, and administrators work together in making policy and recommending 
improvements for the College.  Each of the components of the shared governance structure plays 
integral roles in the effectiveness of the organization.  The College’s process is consistent with 
District polices and administrative procedures related to participation in governance processes ( 


In its current configuration, the Shared Governance Council (SGC) includes membership 
appointed by their respective senates as well as the chair or designee from the Academic 
Senate’s Curriculum Committee.  SGC meets regularly twice a month each semester.  SGC has 
seven subcommittees, which normally meet at least monthly, providing opportunities for 
students, faculty, classified professionals, and managers to offer input and recommendations 
regarding creative changes and improvements to programs, policies, and practices at the College.  
All members of the LMC community are invited to attend the respective committee meetings 
(evidence: sample of emails announcing meetings).  These opportunities for participation at the 
subcommittees also include time for public comment. 


In addition to the formal shared governance structure, the College has established a regularly 
scheduled series of “Monday Meetings”, or College Assemblies (evidence: College Assembly 
calendars), that allow the entire campus community opportunities to learn about or have dialogue 
about current issues or topics of campus-wide importance.  Recent Monday Meetings have 
included dissemination of information about (include examples of innovative ideas/programs, 
e.g. Zero Textbook Cost; Degrees Checklist; Starfish/Early Alert; Innovate your Pedagogy). 


Most recently, the Academic Senate and Student Senate worked together on a critical 
examination of the District’s operational implementation of a “web blocking” strategy that would 
limit access to certain internet sites.  Both Senates took exception to the comprehensive approach 
that action took because of its impact on academic freedom (evidence: AS and SS resolutions).  
After thoughtful and considerate dialogue, a compromise was agreed to.  This is another example 
of “constituent-led discussions” that have “significant institution-wide . . . implications.”   


[Further discussion of faculty inquiry groups and flex activities] 
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Analysis and Evaluation 
 
The College provides multiple opportunities for dialogue abut and involvement toward institutional 
improvement.  Several mechanisms are in place for constituents to bring forward ideas related to studet 
success and institutional effectiveness.  The College is committed to a culture of collaboration in 
supporting the institution’s mission, values, goals, and strategic priorities. 


 
 


IV.A.1. Evidence 
IV.A.1-01 Diagrams of governance and decision-making lines of communication;   
IV.A.1-02 Examples of innovations or improvement ideas that have been brought forward by an 
individual or group, advanced through the governance/decision-making process, and 
implemented;   
IV.A.1-03 Minutes of meetings, or progress reports, that can track the development of 
innovations or improvements from inception to planning to implementation;   
IV.A.1-04 And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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IV.A.2. The institution establishes and implements policy and procedures authorizing 
administrator, faculty, and staff participation in decision-making processes.  The policy 
makes provisions for student participation and consideration of student views in those 
matters in which students have a direct and reasonable interest. Policy specifies the manner 
in which individuals bring forward ideas and work together on appropriate policy, 
planning, and special-purpose committees. 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 


LMC is committed to dialogue, collaboration, and inclusion by students, faculty, classified professionals, 
and administrators.  The institution has in place policies and procedures that outline the participation of 
each constituency group in decision-making processes.  The College’s shared governance structure 
ensures that all constituents can bring forward ideas for institutional improvement.  


  


Collaboration is one of the Los Medanos College’s stated primary values: 


“While we value the contributions of the individual, most of our endeavors require collaboration, 
communication, and cooperation.  It is in working together that we spark creative and innovative 
approaches, build on each other’s ideas, and give mutual support.  It is in collaboration that we 
learn to value multiple perspectives and resolve conflict in constructive ways.” (Evidence: 
College goals) 


The four constituency groups – Academic Senate, Classified Senate, Associated Students, and 
Managers – have clearly defined roles in processes related to policy development, planning, 
resource allocation (evidence: Senate charters).  These senates provide their respective members 
with formal voices regarding institutional policies, procedures, and regulations and the Academic 
Senate serves as the primary body addressing participation in governance, student learning, and 
assessment.  Managers provide input and recommendations through monthly meetings of the 
President’s Council. 


SGC, comprised of members of each of the four constituency groups and the College president, 
serves as the committee charged with making policy, planning, and resource allocation 
recommendations.  The SGC position paper (Evidence) outlines the committee’s specific 
governance responsibilities.   With equal representation from each of the constituencies of the 
College, members provide dialogue and recommendations about institutional improvement.  As a 
part of the “bi-directional communication mechanism” established by SGC, constituents report 
out important work and decisions made by SGC (evidence: Position paper, SGC minutes). 


The SGC position paper delineates the policies and procedures of each of the constituency 
groups, their roles and responsibilities in the Colleges governance process.  SCG authorizes the 
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development and review of charges for the shared governance subcommittees, which also 
include representation by all constituencies. 


The shared governance process is an important aspect of the culture and spirit of the College.  It is a 
topic discussed at employee orientations (evidence: Nexus agenda and staff employee orientation 
luncheon), and the institution makes recurring efforts to ensure that opportunities are provided to 
employees and students to participate in College decision-making (evidence: emails regarding SGC 
participation; Employee Orientation; other). 


  


Student voices also play a vital role in the College’s capacity to facilitate and enhance student 
success.  These occur through participation in shared governance committees; completion of 
surveys and evaluation tools; direct communication with staff and management personnel; and 
by attending events and open forums such as “A Place to Talk”, which provides safe 
environments for sharing opinions and viewpoints. 


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
MORE TO FOLLOW 


 
IV.A.2. Evidence 
− Policy and/or procedure that establishes governance structure and explains constituents’ roles 


in decision making;   
− Policy or procedure that delineates constituents’ areas of responsibility in bringing ideas 


forward, planning, and decision-making;   
− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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IV.A.3. Administrators and faculty, through policy and procedures, have a substantive and 
clearly defined role in institutional governance and exercise a substantial voice in 
institutional policies, planning, and budget that relate to their areas of responsibility and 
expertise. 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 


At LMC, District and College policies and procedures articulate well-defined roles and responsibilities for 
each constituency group in institutional governance.  There are broad opportunities for faculty, classified 
professionals, administrators, and students to engage in institutional dialogue and contribute their 
perspectives on decisions with College-wide implications.  Administrators and faculty, in particular, have 
clear roles in shared governance and contribute their voices to institutional policies, planning, and 
budget related to their respective areas of responsibility and expertise.  


  


Faculty and administrators are members of the various shared governance committees.  In addition, all 
members of the LMC community are invited to participate in College Assemblies (evidence: emails), 
professional development activities, and flex activities (listing of flex activities).  The Academic Senate 
makes recommendations to the College President on all issues related to academic and faculty 
professional matters.  The Academic Senate assigns participants on all committees that are a part of the 
shared governance process.   


Administrators are members of the shared governance committees, but are also represented on President’s 
Cabinet and/or President’s Council, both of which provide opportunities for input on policy and 
procedures.   


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
MORE TO FOLLOW 


 
 
IV.A.3. Evidence 
− Policy and/or procedure that defines the roles of administrators and faculty in governance;   
− Minutes or other reports that demonstrate administrators and faculty carrying out their roles as 


defined;   
− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.   
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IV.A.4. Faculty and academic administrators, through policy and procedures, and through 
well-defined structures, have responsibility for recommendations about curriculum and 
student learning programs and services. 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 


Through its policies, procedures, and governance structure, Los Medanos College relies on its faculty, 
Academic Senate, and administrators for recommendations about curriculum matters, student learning 
programs and services, and related academic matters. 


  


Beyond its role in making recommendations to the President on academic and faculty professional 
matters, the Academic Senate reviews and approves recommendations pertaining to changes, additions, 
and deletions in College curriculum.  The chair of the curriculum committee is a member of the Shared 
Governance Committee.  A technical review of changes and updates takes place by the Curriculum 
Committee to ensure that Title 5 regulations pertaining to proposed curriculum are implemented. 


LMC faculty worked closely with 4-year counterparts to develop Associate Degrees for Transfer.  
Together, faculty, staff, and administrators work collaboratively with local K-12 school districts by way 
of the California Academic Partnership Program (CAPP) grant.  Through the collaborative, inter-
department efforts of instructional faculty, counseling faculty, and classified professionals, one-page 
Degree Checklists were developed to support students’ success and completion by clearly outlining the 
necessary coursework for our Associate Degrees and Associate Degrees for Transfer.  These Degree 
Checklists emerged from ongoing dialogue around the RP Group’s Six Success Factors, which served as 
a focal point for college-wide meetings, professional learning activities, and student panels. 


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
MORE TO FOLLOW 


 
 
IV.A.4. Evidence 
− Policy and/or procedure that describe the roles of administrators and faculty in decision-


making related to curriculum and student learning programs and services;   
− Minutes or other reports that demonstrate administrators and faculty carrying out their roles as 


described;   
− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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IV.A.5. Through its system of board and institutional governance, the institution ensures 
the appropriate consideration of relevant perspectives; decision-making aligned with 
expertise and responsibility; and timely action on institutional plans, policies, curricular 
change, and other key considerations. 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
Diverse and relevant perspectives are a key part of the College’s governance decision-making processes, 
with the consistent inclusion of constituency groups early and throughout the development, discussion, 
and implementation of recommendations for institutional improvement.  


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
MORE TO FOLLOW 


 
 
IV.A.5. Evidence 
− Policy and/or procedure that establishes governance structure and explains constituents’ roles 


in institutional decision making;   
− Governance committee(s) charters and rosters;   
− Governance handbook or other document that describes institutional governance system;   
− Sample minutes from decision-making groups and other types of reports that demonstrate 
when decisions are made and/or when resulting actions are completed;   
− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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IV.A.6. The processes for decision-making and the resulting decisions are documented and 
widely communicated across the institution. 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
 
LMC utilizes multiple methods of communication to share and document information on decision-making 
processes and resulting determinations.  Through “bi-directional communication,” primarily through the 
shared governance structure, constituency groups actively participate by receiving, vetting, and 
disseminating such decisions (evident: SGC position paper).  College-wide meetings, held several times 
each semester, and email messages are further vehicles for widely communicating institutional decisions 
with the campus community.  


  


Believing that bi-directional communication is critical to student success and organizational effectiveness, 
intentional dialogue has been critical in vetting initiatives and meeting goals at the College.  This 
discourse occurs in multiple venues – shared governance committees; constituency group meetings; 
monthly “Monday Meetings” for faculty, classified professionals, and managers; professional 
development “flex workshops”; and All-college “Opening Day” meetings – that cultivate broad 
engagement, input from diverse perspectives, and informed decision-making. 


 
 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
 
MORE TO FOLLOW 


 
IV.A.6. Evidence 
− Procedures that establish processes for decision-making;   
− Sample minutes from decision-making groups and other types of reports that demonstrate 
when decisions are made and/or when resulting actions are completed;   
− Sample communications to the institution regarding decisions made and the resulting actions;   
− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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IV.A.7. Leadership roles and the institution’s governance and decision-making policies, 
procedures, and processes are regularly evaluated to assure their integrity and 
effectiveness.  The institution widely communicates the results of these evaluations and uses 
them as the basis for improvement. 


 
Evidence of Meeting the Standard 
  


In an effort to ensure the integrity and effectiveness of its leadership roles, governance procedures, and 
decision-making policies, Los Medanos College regularly and systematically evaluates these institutional 
processes. Results of these evaluations are communicated to the College and are used to make 
institutional improvements.  


  


 
 
Analysis and Evaluation 
MORE TO FOLLOW 


 
 
IV.A.7. Evidence 
− Evaluation instruments and resulting reports that assess effectiveness of governance structures 


and processes, including plans for improvement;   
− Evaluation instruments and resulting reports that assess effectiveness of committees, including 


plans for improvement;   
− Minutes from a governance body when effectiveness of governance structures and processes 


were discussed;   
− Documentation of a regular cycle of evaluation for governance;   
− Subsequent governance evaluation reports that document improvements to governance;   
− Examples of communications to the college on results of the evaluations or discussions;   
− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
 





		Standard IV: Leadership and Governance

		IV.A. Decision-Making Roles and Processes
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IV.B. Chief Executive Officer 


IV.B.1. The institutional chief executive officer (CEO) has primary responsibility for the 


quality of the institution.  The CEO provides effective leadership in planning, organizing, 


budgeting, selecting and developing personnel, and assessing institutional effectiveness. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


As the chief executive officer (CEO) of Los Medanos College (LMC), the President is responsible for 


ensuring the quality, operation, and effectiveness of the institution [4CD Classification Specification – 


President].  Dr. Bob Kratochvil, President of Los Medanos College, was appointed by the Contra Costa 


Community College District (CCCCD) Governing Board and began his tenure on July 3, 2012.  


Reporting to the Chancellor – who “delegates authority to the college Presidents for the operation of the 


colleges” [BP 1009] – the CEO is responsible “for the development of all aspects of the program on the 


campus, and for the administration of the college in accordance with State law, the policies adopted by 


the Governing Board, and administrative policies and procedures of the District.”  This includes 


responsibility for the delivery and quality of all educational programs and other services provided by the 


college, as well as the supervision of administrative staff [4CD Classification Specification – President] 


[evidence – 4CD Board Rules & Regulations]. 


 


The President provides visionary leadership and high-level direction in areas such as: planning; budget 


and resource allocation; selecting, developing, and retaining personnel; and assessing institutional 


effectiveness.  As a member of the Planning Committee, and through bi-monthly meetings with the 


Senior Dean of Planning & Institutional Effectiveness, the President is directly involved in the 


development and implementation of planning processes and timelines [evidence – Planning Committee 


roster/minutes].  Throughout the College’s most recent strategic planning effort, the President provided 


leadership for an inclusive and transparent approach that benefitted from the broad participation and 


diverse perspectives of students, faculty, classified professionals, managers, and external partners 


[evidence – emails and/or PPT].  With a campus culture of data-driven decision-making, the process 


featured a review of quantitative and qualitative data to inform the development of Strategic Directions 


focused squarely on increasing student learning and success [evidence – 2014-19 Strategic Plan].  The 


President promotes the College’s commitment to completion for all students, and encourages the campus 


community explore innovative ways to support students [evidence – Opening Day/6 Success Factors]. 


 


The President also holds weekly meetings with the Vice President of Business & Administrative Services 


regarding matters related to budget, facilities, human resources, and other institutional operations.  The 


President also serves as the Chair of the Shared Governance Council (SGC), the governance committee 


responsible for LMC’s Resource Allocation Process (RAP) [evidence – RAP approval memo].  SGC 


members evaluate and recommend resource requests generated through Program Review, which is 


predicated on units’ analyzing program data and aligning with institutional goals, thus linking resource 


allocation to planning processes and student learning data.  With a key role in the selection and 


development of personnel at the College, the President – by way of the VPBAS and via President’s 


Cabinet – is apprised of recruitments and reviews hiring decisions.  In addition, the President conducts all 


of the final interviews for full-time faculty positions and participates in the final interviews for virtually 


all management positions. 


Through various communication mechanisms and governance channels, the President informs and 


engages the campus community – both internal and external – about the College’s core values, collective 



http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP1009.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf
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goals, programmatic achievements, and institutional recognitions [evidence – internal (reaffirmed 


accreditation, Aspen, etc…), external (District Community Meeting, City Council updates, etc)].  Key 


elements of LMC’s campus communication – from the President and educators across the College – 


include: emphasizing the critical role of data in decision-making; linking planning efforts and resource 


allocation processes; and, most importantly, focusing on student learning and success.  The President 


communicates such information: during the All-College Meeting on Opening Day of each semester 


[evidence – Opening Day email, newsletter, PPT]; at College Assembly [evidence – Monday Meeting 


schedule, email reminder, PPT]; with constituency representatives, as Chair of the Shared Governance 


Council [evidence – SGC minutes, “Campus Communication” item]; and via campus-wide emails 


[evidence – budget message, Box 2A, surveys, etc…] 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


Evidence demonstrates that the College meets the Standard.  The CEO has responsibility for fostering a 


dynamic organizational environment that facilitates academic excellence and optimizes operational 


functions.  Recognizing dialogue and engagement are important elements for student success and 


organizational effectiveness, the President develops and maintains channels of bi-directional 


communication regarding all aspects of college operations, including: academic programs and curricula; 


administration services; student support programs; budget and resource allocation; institutional and 


educational planning; facilities, construction, and capital projects; personnel and professional learning; 


and student and organizational success.  The President provides leadership in the College’s collective 


development and evaluation of institutional goals, plans, and processes, and communicates those efforts 


to the campus community. 


 


IV.B.1. Evidence 


− Policy that outlines CEO responsibilities;  CEO job description;   


• 4CD job classification (http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf)  


− Job announcements for CEO; (2012 brochure for LMC President) 


• https://www.losmedanos.edu/news/LMC_Recruitment.pdf  


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  


• Board Policy 1009 – INSTITUTIONAL LEADERSHIP, GOVERNANCE, AND DECISION-


MAKING  


• 4CD Rules & Regulations of the Governing Board  


o http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/RulesAndRegulations.pdf 


• Fisal Responsibility – http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/guidelines/CA1005_03.pdf 


• District Roles, Responsibilities, Outcomes & Functions 


o http://www.4cd.edu/about/docs/District%20and%20College%20Roles,%20Responsibiliti


es,%20and%20Service%20Outcomes.pdf 


• Institutional Effectiveness: Planning, Assessment & Continuous Improvement (BP1012, 


AP1012.01) 


o http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP1012.pdf 


o http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/AP1012_01.pdf 



http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

https://www.losmedanos.edu/news/LMC_Recruitment.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP1009.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP1009.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/RulesAndRegulations.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/guidelines/CA1005_03.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/about/docs/District%20and%20College%20Roles,%20Responsibilities,%20and%20Service%20Outcomes.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/about/docs/District%20and%20College%20Roles,%20Responsibilities,%20and%20Service%20Outcomes.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/BP1012.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/AP1012_01.pdf
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IV.B.2. The CEO plans, oversees, and evaluates an administrative structure organized and staffed to 


reflect the institution’s purposes, size, and complexity.  The CEO delegates authority to 


administrators and others consistent with their responsibilities, as appropriate. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


As the CEO, the President oversees the College’s complex organizational structure.  This includes 


responsibility for assessing the degree to which the administrative structure supports the institution’s 


instructional programs, support services, operations, and Mission [evidence – 4CD Job Classification: 


President]. When institutional or programmatic needs change, the President evaluates whether the 


administrative framework effectively supports those needs [HR Procedure 4000.16].  In 20XX, when the 


Senior Dean of Planning & Institutional Effectiveness position became vacant, the President: examined 


its role and responsibilities; and sought feedback from the campus community [evidence – campus-wide 


email re: Sr. Dean of PIE].  Ultimately, based on the information gathered and reviewed demonstrating its 


need, the position was filled.  Upon the retirement of the Director of Marketing & Media Design in 


Spring 20XX, a more focused review resulted in a distribution of duties to other existing positions and 


yielded budget savings.  In the case of another retirement, and after certain organizational changes at the 


District level, the Senior Foundation Director position was used to create a new cabinet-level Dean of 


Equity & Inclusion position in Spring 20XX [evidence – campus-wide email or Opening Day remarks re: 


Dean of E&I position].  This addressed an emphasis on the College’s equity-focused efforts, as well as 


the growing demand from initiatives at the state level.  The Dean leads the new Office of Equity & 


Inclusion, which promotes equity on campus and provides leadership for equity-based decisions, 


practices, and policies.  In 2015, in an effort to get students to engage with learning support services and 


to utilize available resources, LMC created a Student Retention & Support Services unit to develop and 


implement strategies – such as the Starfish Early Alert system (now LMC Connect) – that support and 


enhance work targeting at-risk students [evidence – campus-wide email and/or PPT].  The President also 


approved the creation and hiring of dedicated counseling positions to enhance support for 


disproportionately impacted student populations: EOPS/CalWORKs, ESL/Puente, MESA, Student 


Retention & Support (2), and Umoja [evidence – Box 2A memo].  


 


In keeping with the position’s District job classification, the President is responsible for supervising the 


general activities of all administrators at the College and delegates authority to perform their respective 


duties, including supervision of other managers, instructors, and classified professionals [4CD Job 


Classification: President].  To that end, the President: meets weekly with President’s Cabinet, which 


includes the VPI, VPSS, VPBAS, Sr. Dean of PIE, and Dean of E&I;  has weekly, bi-weekly, and 


monthly meetings with all administrative direct reports, and holds monthly meetings with the entire 


management team. 


 


Beyond the administration, District policy outlines the roles, responsibilities, and authority for faculty and 


classified professionals [evidence – HR Procedure 2030.09, XXXXXX] 


 


 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 



http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/hr/H4000_16.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf
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Evidence demonstrates that the College meets the Standard.  The President has primary responsibility for 


the administrative structure, as outlined in District documents.  As noted in Board policy, the District – 


and, by extension, the College – is “administratively organized and staffed to reflect the institution’s 


purpose, size, and complexity.”  Additionally, District policy outlines the function and authority of 


faculty and classified professionals at LMC. 


 


IV.B.2. Evidence 


− Policy that outlines CEO responsibilities;   


− Organizational charts;   


− Policies and procedures that provide for the delegation of authority from the CEO to administrators and 


others;   


HR Procedure 4000.16 – Organizational Structure 


http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/hr/H4000_16.pdf  


HR Procedure 2030.09 – College Division/Department Organization http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-


procedures/hr/H2030_09.pdf 


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  


 


 



http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/hr/H4000_16.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/hr/H2030_09.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/hr/H2030_09.pdf
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IV.B.3. Through established policies and procedures, the CEO guides institutional improvement of 


the teaching and learning environment by: 


• establishing a collegial process that sets values, goals, and priorities; 


• ensuring the college sets institutional performance standards for student 


achievement; 


• ensuring that evaluation and planning rely on high quality research and analysis of 


external and internal conditions; 


• ensuring that educational planning is integrated with resource planning and 


allocation to support student achievement and learning; 


• ensuring that the allocation of resources supports and improves learning and 


achievement; and 


• establishing procedures to evaluate overall institutional planning and 


implementation efforts to achieve the mission of the institution. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The President ensures the continuous improvement of teaching and learning by using a collaborative 


process to set goals for both the institution and for student achievement.  LMC utilizes reliable data to set 


goals and clearly aligns educational planning efforts with its Resource Allocation Process (RAP).  Having 


a key role in the planning and development of the educational program and of the internal organization of 


the College, the President also ensures that that an effective method of assessment exists to measure the 


achievement of the collaboratively-determined Mission Statement [evidence – 4CD Board Rules & 


Regulations].  Working with the Senior Dean of Planning & Institutional Effectiveness and the Planning 


the Committee, the President provided leadership for development of the 2014-19 Strategic Plan.  The 


President communicated with and engaged the campus community to share information and promote 


opportunities for broad participation [evidence – emails, College Assembly, Opening Day, PPTs].   


Through a collaborative process – and framed by institutional, environmental, and historical data – the 


outcome was development of “Strategic Directions” and objectives that: incorporated widespread 


involvement by the College community and input from community partners; represented LMC’s Mission, 


Vision, and Values Statements; aligned with the newly-adopted District-wide Strategic Plan; and focused 


the College’s activities and resources on enhancing student success. Similarly, through collaboration with 


the Senior Dean of PIE and consultation with constituency and governance groups, the ensured that there 


was institutional dialogue around establishing institution-set standards [evidence – minutes from 


Planning, SGC, Senates; College Assembly PPT]. 


 


Benefitting from rich data provided by the District’s Office of Research & Planning, and the College’s 


Planning & Institutional Effectiveness Office functioning as liaison to the campus community, LMC also 


utilizes quantitative information to evaluate its capacity for achieving student success. Institutional 


researchers support decision-making by: identifying data needs; analyzing information; collaborating with 


College programs; and serving as data stewards, educating users and promoting a “data-democracy” 


culture. The President promotes and facilitates the use of data in planning efforts, allocating resources, 


assessing effectiveness, identifying actionable improvements, and informed decision-making.  When 


performance gaps are identified, the College works collectively to develop and implement strategies that 


may include allocation of tangible or intangible resources. One example is LMC’s Resource Allocation 


Process (RAP), which involves input from the Shared Governance Council (SGC) – with members from 



file:///C:/Users/jadams/JRA%20Documents/Accreditation/ISER%202020/o%09http:/www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/RulesAndRegulations.pdf

file:///C:/Users/jadams/JRA%20Documents/Accreditation/ISER%202020/o%09http:/www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/RulesAndRegulations.pdf
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all constituency groups – to prioritize resource requests based on institutional need and alignment with 


College goals.  The President serves as Chair of SGC and a member of the Planning Committee, both of 


which have key roles in the integration of program planning with resource allocation – all designed to 


improve student learning and achievement. 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


Evidence demonstrates that the College meets the Standard.  LMC has planning processes that are linked 


to resource allocation decisions, and all constituency groups are involved in the development, vetting, and 


implementation of institutional plans.  Through broad-based sharing of information, responsibility, and 


accountability, the President provides leadership for the College’s governance, planning, and decision-


making processes that promotes collaboration, collegial consultation and respect among all 


constituencies.  The College’s Strategic Plan is rooted in its Mission, Vision and Values, and provides a 


collective vision to guide its work over a five-year period toward improving student learning and success.  


The President ensures that LMC’s strategic planning and program review processes drive budgetary 


decisions, resource allocation, and future development. 


 


IV.B.3. Evidence 


− Policies and procedures that provide for the delegation of authority from the CEO to administrators and 


others for the topics listed in this Standard;   


− Minutes of meetings with CEO present when any of the above are decided or acted upon;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  
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IV.B.4. The CEO has the primary leadership role for accreditation, ensuring that the institution 


meets or exceeds Eligibility Requirements, Accreditation Standards, and Commission policies at all 


times.  Faculty, staff, and administrative leaders of the institution also have responsibility for 


assuring compliance with accreditation requirements. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The President is primarily responsible for assuring compliance with accreditation requirements [4CD Job 


Classification].  To that end, the President works closely with the Senior Dean of Planning & Institutional 


Effectiveness/ALO to develop the College’s accreditation timeline and process.  As a member of LMC’s 


Accreditation Steering Committee, the President collaborates with other constituency leaders on that 


group [evidence – ASC minutes].  To maintain/update knowledge and understanding of accreditation 


Standards and requirements, the President attends ACCJC trainings and served as Team Chair for an 


External Visit Team in Fall 2016 [evidence – training registration, EVC Team Roster].  For the College’s 


current accreditation cycle, the President served as a Standard “Team Captain.”  Faculty, classified 


professionals, managers, and students have leadership roles in accreditation via representation on the ASC 


[evidence – ASC minutes].  They also participate on Standard Teams and have an opportunity to be 


engaged in the institution’s accreditation efforts by providing feedback at College Assembly and in 


governance committee meetings.  The President works to ensure that the campus community understands 


and engages in accreditation efforts, by communicating relevant information during the Opening Day All-


College Meeting, College Assembly, campus-wide emails, SGC meetings, President’s Council, 


Governing Board meetings, etc… [evidence – PPTs, emails] 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


Evidence demonstrates that the College meets the Standard.  Per District policy, the CEO understands 


accreditation Standards and requirements for maintaining the institution’s accreditation status.  Members 


of the campus community are kept informed about accreditation efforts and provided with opportunities 


for participation.  The President works closely with the ALO to guide LMC’s accreditation process and to 


ensure broad engagement across the College.  The CEO exercises primary leadership of the accreditation 


process to ensure that the institution meets or exceeds Eligibility Requirements and Accreditation 


Standards.  Faculty, Staff, and Administrative leaders collaborate in the accreditation process to ensure 


compliance with accreditation standards.   


IV.B.4. Evidence 


− Policy and/or procedure that describes CEO role in accreditation;   


 4CD Job Classification 


− Rosters of accreditation leadership teams;   


− Examples of CEO communications or presentations related to accreditation;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  



http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf
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IV.B.5. The CEO assures the implementation of statutes, regulations, and governing board policies 


and assures that institutional practices are consistent with institutional mission and policies, 


including effective control of budget and expenditures. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


As outlined in the Governing Board Rules & Regulations, as well as the position Classification 


Specification, the President is responsible for assuring compliance with College and District policies, 


state and federal law, and any relevant regulations and requirements.  This includes adhering to budgetary 


guidelines set forth by the Governing Board and ensuring that the College’s practices and decision-


making are aligned with its Mission and institutional principles.  As the CEO, the President 


signs/approves annual and fiscal reports to the state and external agencies [evidence – categorical reports, 


grant reports, ACCJC reports, etc].  The President works closely with the VPBAS to develop the College 


budget and control expenditures, with prudent and purposeful decision-making.  In the last several years, 


the College has effectively managed its fiscal resources [evidence – annual budgets, year-end reports].  


The President serves as Chair of the Shared Governance Council, which addresses policy issues at the 


College and oversees the Resource Allocation Process (RAP) [evidence – SGC Position Paper].  To 


underscore the integral role of the Mission Statement in governance decisions, the President leads the 


committee members in a review of the LMC Mission at its first meeting of each academic year [evidence 


– SGC agenda/minutes].  SGC developed a set of committee operational guidelines, which indicate that 


all governance groups should similarly review the Mission each year [evidence – committee guidelines]. 


 


As a member of Chancellor’s Cabinet, the President participates in regular reviews of District policies and 


procedures.  This facilitates communication, understanding, and implementation of these policies and 


procedures at the College [evidence – 4CD job description, Gov Bd Rules & Regulations, Chancellor’s 


Cabinet agenda/highlights].  Since 20XX, the President has served as a member of the CEOCCC Board, 


which regularly reviews and interprets legislation and regulations – at the state and national level – and 


assesses the impact on community colleges [evidence – CEOCCC Board agenda].  In turn, the President 


created a standing item on the SGC agenda – “Community College Items of Interest: Legislation, 


Research & Best Practices” – that provides an opportunity for sharing relevant policies and regulations 


among constituency groups [evidence – SGC agenda/minutes].  During regular meetings of the Governing 


Board, the President also provides the Trustees with College updates and highlights – which includes 


keeping them apprised of any matters related to compliance [evidence – Gov Bd highlights].  


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


Evidence demonstrates that the College meets the Standard.  The President has responsibility for the 


institution’s decision-making process and is fully engaged in its governance structure, thus ensuring that 


LMC’s processes and decisions are in accordance with District-level policies.  Through participation on 


Chancellor’s Cabinet and statewide Boards, the President stays current on relevant legislation and 


regulations that affect the College.  By way of the Shared Governance Council, its sub-committees, and 


bi-directional communication with constituency groups, the President reinforces the Mission Statement as 


the driving force behind governance decisions and institutional directions.  To that end, the President 


ensures that resources are effectively managed and allocated toward programs, services, and operations 


aimed at achieving the Mission. 


IV.B.5. Evidence 


− Policy and/or procedure that describes CEO role in the matters described in this Standard;   
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• 4CD Rules & Regulations of the Governing Board  


o http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/RulesAndRegulations.pdf 


• Fisal Responsibility 


o http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/guidelines/CA1005_03.pdf 


• 4CD job classification (http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf)  


− Copies of communications from the CEO regarding statutes, regulations and policies, and budgets;   


− Reports and other documents related to the matters described in this Standard and signed by the CEO;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  


 


 



http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/board/RulesAndRegulations.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/gb/policies-procedures/guidelines/CA1005_03.pdf

http://www.4cd.edu/hr/recruitment/class_specs/President.pdf
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IV.B.6. The CEO works and communicates effectively with the communities served by the 


institution. 


 


Evidence of Meeting the Standard 


 


The President fosters communication with members of the campus community, as well as local residents 


and external partners.  To that end, the President participates in activities aimed at: enhancing the 


College’s image and community relations; developing effective partnerships with business and industry, 


government entities, and community-based organizations; and strengthening collaboration with K-12 


districts, other community colleges, and four-year institutions.  Through presentations within the 


community and to external groups, the President effectively communicates information about the 


College’s programs and services, goals, and successes.  This includes: providing updates at City Council 


meetings; serving as a member of the Brentwood Inter-Agency Cooperation Committee, Antioch RDA, 


and Oakley RDA; hosting community members on campus for annual “State of the District” Community 


Meetings, K-12 Educational Partners Breakfast, and Cesar Chavez events; and offering the welcome at 


H.S. Senior Saturday and H.S. Counselor Conference [evidence – VARIOUS].  In addition, the President 


further engages with the community and advocates for College support by serving as a member of the 


LMC Foundation Board of Directors [evidence – LMCF minutes].  To engage with community college 


colleagues and remain engaged and informed about statewide initiatives and trends, the President has also 


served on the CEOCCC Board and CCCAA Board [evidence – roster, minutes]. 


 


Analysis and Evaluation 


 


Evidence demonstrates that the College meets the Standard.  The CEO collaborates and communicates in 


a variety of ways with the communities served by the institution.  The President participates in activities 


aimed at: enhancing the College’s image and community relations; developing effective partnerships with 


business and industry, government entities, and community-based organizations; and strengthening 


collaboration with K-12 districts, other community colleges, and four-year institutions.  To promote and 


advocate for the College, the President demonstrates a commitment to community engagement and 


articulates LMC’s mission and vision in its service area, within the community college system, and at the 


state and national levels. 


 


IV.B.6. Evidence 


(SEE ABOVE) 


IV.B.6-01 Copies of communications from the CEO to the communities served by the college;   


IV.B.6-02 Press releases from the CEO;   


− Itinerary of CEO’s in-person contacts with community groups;   


− And/or other documents that demonstrate the institution is aligned with this Standard.  


 


Conclusions on Standard IV.B. CEO 


[insert response] 


 


Improvement Plan(s)  


[insert response if applicable] 
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Evidence List  


[insert list] 


 


 


 





		IV.B. Chief Executive Officer

		Conclusions on Standard IV.B. CEO





 standard drafts is the criteria and/or standard provided by ACCJC.
 

·       We encourage everyone to review the ISER in its entirety however, if you prefer to only
 review those standards that relate to your program, committee and/or initiative work you
 can do the following: Open the PDF of the standard, look for the “Find” or “Search” text box
 at the top of the page, and type in the word(s) that are central to that work. For example, if I
 serve on Planning Committee and I am interested in reviewing the standard(s)
 predominantly associated with planning, institutional effectiveness and research then I
 would open up Standard I and type “planning” in the find box. Adobe will find and highlight
 the word where it appears in the report.

 
·        The following questions can help guide your review:

- Does the draft explain how LMC meets or doesn’t the standard?
- Does the evidence support the claims being made?
- Are there additional examples of work you’ve done that should be included in this

 standard?
 

Please feel free to contact me should you have any questions or require additional information.
 
Thank you in advance!
 
Chialin
---------------------------------------------
Dr. Chialin Hsieh
Senior Dean of Planning and Institutional Effectiveness & ALO
Los Medanos College
2700 E. Leland Road
Pittsburg, CA 94565
(925) 473-7309
chsieh@losmedanos.edu
 

mailto:chsieh@losmedanos.edu

